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Dedicated to the memory of Susan Leigh Star

The papers collected together in this edition of the learning Communities Journal were all 
contributions to the Teaching from Country programme (www�cdu�edu�au/tfc) in 2009�  The 
collection was refereed as a whole and the papers published here are those that were accepted 
through that reviewing process.  The decision to review the papers as a collection rather than as 
individual texts, reflects the editors’ conviction that it is the collection that is the salient unit of 
academic excellence here.
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EDITORIAL
Reflections on the ‘Teaching from Country’ Programme 

as a Situated Learning Community:  
Media, Place, Pedagogy

Michael Christie and Helen Verran

 
Is learning something that individuals do? Is it is the result of teaching’? Does place matter? In 
this edition of Learning Communities our focus transforms answers that might conventionally 
be given to those questions by taking seriously Yolŋu Aboriginal accounts of ‘the individual’, 
‘place’, and ‘teaching’. Some of the contributors to this edition have known each other their 
whole lives. They are elders and knowledge authorities from various Yolŋu groups in North 
East Arnhem Land. Each has a strong background in the particular theories and practices of 
their distinct ancestral lineages. Each has connected in various ways with the nonIndigenous 
contributors to this volume. 

The Teaching from Country program, funded by the Australian Learning and Teaching 
Council, provided us all with an opportunity to experiment with remote teaching using digital 
technologies, and to reflect upon interactions between Yolŋu and academic epistemologies and 
knowledge practices. 

We begin a short explanation of what Teaching from Country might mean by picking up on 
the learning theory developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s by Jean Lave and Etienne 
Wenger (Lave & Wenger 1991). Central to their re-vision was the idea of situated learning  as 
involving a process of engagement in a ‘community of practice’. As they see it communities 
of practice are everywhere and that we are all involved in a number of them. Communities of 
practice, particularly learning communities, are formed by people who engage in a process of 
collective learning in a shared domain of human endeavour: this might be something as formal 
as a group of students meeting as a seminar group, or more informal as a group of Aboriginal 
health workers determined to incorporate collective learning in their practice as they use their 
discretion in policy implementation. Communities of practice are groups of people who share a 
concern or a passion for something they do together as they interact regularly (Wenger 2006).
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This comforting, even utopian, vision of learning that goes along with the notion of ‘situated 
practice’ seems to emphasise embodiment and emplacement. It is thoroughly materialist in the 
traditional sense of that term. Many readers might wonder at our invoking it to frame a series of 
articles presenting a programme that emphasised locational separation of teachers and learners, 
a learning community that had embodiment only in screens and reduced emplacement to the 
workings of cameras. 

In responding to this seeming contradiction we point to an emergent Australian tradition of 
theorising ‘situation’ that has been strongly influenced by Indigenous philosophical traditions, 
and to the emerging literature on postcolonial learning and pedagogy. In relation to the first 
we point to the work of Benterrak et al. (1984), Muecke (2004), Gelder (1998), Gelder and 
Jacobs (2005), Plumwood (2009) and the December 2005 edition of the Australian Journal of 
Anthropology, which argued for a unique Australian anthropology of environment developing 
under the influence of Indigenous philosophies (Mulcock, Pocock, and Toussaint 2005). In the 
second we include Ayre and Verran (2010), Christie (2006), Marika-Mununggiritj and Christie 
(1995), Nakata (2007) and Verran (2001).

From these literatures we pick up on one particular aspect of what we take to be an Australian 
intellectual/cultural movement. It is an idea that our Yolŋu colleagues have taught us to take 
seriously: that there is no interesting ontological distinction between people and place. We 
suggest that this can be understood as a basis for reconstruing materiality so that it no longer 
means the opposite of ‘abstract’; it no longer mobilises the (usually implicit) modern figure 
of matter set in spacetime. As we set out with some easy assumptions about what we were 
doing together, we soon found ourselves working hard to make agreement about apparently 
obvious things like the learner, or the land, or the teacher, or the screen. We understood these 
as ‘boundary objects’ (Star & Griesemer 1989), which were both and neither concrete and/or 
abstract, which had different meanings in different worlds, but with work, held possibilities for 
becoming a recognizable means of translation and agreement.

Situation and materiality are mediated through alternative figures, which here we see featuring 
in various ways in the texts of the Yolŋu contributors to this collection and the further papers 
which were contributed by our local and international friends at the International Teaching from 
Country Symposium held at Charles Darwin University in July 2009. Such a collaboration 
might be construed as a postcolonial approach to theorising the learning community.
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TEACHING FROM COUNTRY, 
LEARNING FROM COUNTRY

Michael Christie

with the assistance of Yiŋiya Guyula, Dhäŋgal Gurruwiwi, John Greatorex, 
Joanne Garŋgulkpuy, Kathy Guthadjaka

 
The Teaching from Country program was for us the latest in a series of adventures stretching 
backfor nearly 40 years. Our work together started in the 1970s in remote Yolŋu (North East 
Arnhem Land Aboriginal) bilingual schools. It’s hard to remember exactly how the notion of 
‘both-ways’ education came to life, but we have been working on enabling two fundamentally 
different knowledge traditions, the Yolŋu and the ‘settler Australian’ to work together to 
produce a viable practice of contemporary Yolŋu education – for both Yolŋu and Balanda 
(white Australian) students. The Teaching from Country was a major initiative funded by the 
Australian Learning and Teaching Council. Its goal was to enable Yolŋu elders in remote places 
‘on country’ to participate actively in university knowledge work, particularly the teaching 
of coursework in Yolŋu languages and culture using emerging digital technologies – laptops, 
dongles, Skype, screen sharers, satellites etc.

For two years now, we have been experimenting with the technologies and meeting to think 
through together what happens when Yolŋu knowledge seems to move from one setting to 
another. In June 2009, after a semester of feeling our way forward with many teaching trials 
from remote places1, we held an international seminar to work through some of these questions 
with some international expert friends. For a few days beforehand Dhäŋgal took the international 
visitors to some of the places in east Arnhem land associated with her Gälpu people. On the first 
day we climbed to the top of Nhulun – Mount Saunders – behind the Gove hospital. We looked 
around as Dhäŋgal pointed out the different places some in the far distance from which she 
had been teaching. They were connected by the ancestral sounds of the didgeridoo belonging 
to her Dhuwa moiety which had wafted across the lowlands, carried by the east wind, calling 
people to come together from various Dhuwa2 places. The following day we drove up the hill 
at Djurruwu, and Dhäŋgal stopped the Toyota and told us the same story again, this time from 
a new perspective. Everywhere we went there were stories, and we found people and things 

1  http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials.html
2 Everyone, every thing and everywhere in the Yolŋu world belongs to one of two moieties: Dhuwa and Yirritja
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which made them real, and we thought about how a knowledge system like this works when 
cameras and computers and satellites extend its range.

Map showing the North East Arnhem Land communities involved in ‘Teaching from Country’

Introduction

Yiŋiya is a Liya-Dhälinymirr Yolŋu elder and currently lecturer in Yolŋu studies at Charles 
Darwin University (CDU). Dhäŋgal has long been a school teacher, and now an elder of the 
Gälpu people, lecturer, researcher and interpreter living on a small piece of her traditional land 
at Birritjimi near the huge bauxite processing plant on the Gove peninsula. Guthadjaka usually 
known as Gotha, after many years teaching at Shepherdson College on the mission and then 
the ex-mission at Galiwin’ku, led a return of her people to re-establish the remote homeland 
community of Gäwa in the early 1990s. She taught from her country there. Garŋgulkpuy is a 
Yolŋu elder and leader of the Yalu Marŋgithinyaraw Centre at Galiwin’ku3. Michael and John 
have been teachers and teacher-linguists in various places in Arnhem land, since the early 1970s 
and are now both academics at CDU. Helen Verran is a philosopher from the University of 
Melbourne who has been working with us on some of the key philosophical puzzles to emerge 
when different knowledge systems work together. Our efforts of course have involved many 

3 www�yalu�cdu�edu�au/
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other Yolŋu and nonYolŋu participants, including some international experts. We have been 
working together, finding problems – some technical, some political, some social or cultural 
– and finding solutions and ways to go on together since the 1980s and before. We were most 
fortunate that our work over the past 15 years has been located in the School of Australian 
Knowledge Systems (SAIKS) at CDU where tackling difficult and unusual problems of 
academic knowledge is the order of the day. 

A history of CDU’s engagement with Yolŋu people

The Yolŋu Studies program started at Charles Darwin University in 1995 after a year long 
process of negotiation with the language and culture authorities from all the major Yolŋu 
communities and many homelands. A group of Yolŋu elders agreed to act as an advisory group, 
and gave us their ideas on who should teach, what should be taught (and what should not), and 
how to go about it. Waymamba Gaykamaŋu (now retired but still an active part of the Teaching 
from Country program) was the first lecturer, and Michael Christie the first coordinator. 

The Yolŋu Studies program won the Prime Minister’s award for Australia’s best tertiary 
teaching program in 2005, and is still at the centre of a rich diversity of teaching and research 
practice which recognizes, researches and implements Yolŋu ways of making, sharing and 
governing knowledge within academic contexts, and takes seriously the notion of mutual benefit 
underpinning the university’s Indigenous community engagement strategies. 

Research work which emerged from the Yolŋu studies program, and which preceded and 
underpins the Teaching from Country program, includes work on the role of digital technologies 
and databases in the intergenerational transmission of traditional knowledge4 the use of digital 
technologies for the long term sustainability of remote Aboriginal homeland centres5, and the 
professionalisation of Yolŋu researcher-consultants articulating a research methodology which 
remains faithful to both academic and Yolŋu knowledge practices6� 

When the Australian Learning and Teaching Council awarded the National Fellowship for 
Teaching from Country in 2008, we were determined from the outset to centre our work in the 
Yolŋu philosophies of knowledge, place, pedagogy and technology. So we began the program 
with a workshop in Darwin. Yolŋu knowledge authorities came together to explore the new 
digital technologies, to play with making digital objects and websites, to experiment with remote 
digital connections, and to think about what the use of remote communication technology might 
mean for our understanding of Yolŋu and academic knowledge and pedagogy7� 

4 www.cdu.edu.au/ik
5 www�cdu�edu�au/inc
6 www�cdu�edu�au/yaci
7 Details of the workshop can be found at www�learnline�cdu�edu�au/inc/tfc/trials01�html and transcriptions and translations of the Yolŋu 

philosophical work can be found at www�learnline�cdu�edu�au/inc/tfc/writings�html
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Starting the program

When we felt confident in the technology, and confident that we knew what we were trying to 
achieve, and confident of the support of senior community members, we set up portable socio-
technical configurations in several remote Arnhem Land sites. We developed a website to make 
the processes public and transparent, while preserving their complexity, and respecting Yolŋu 
ways of producing, sharing and safeguarding knowledge8� 

For each teaching session the students assemble in the SAIKS seminar room. Yiŋiya makes 
contact and introduces the speaker to the students. It is up to the Yolŋu elders in each case to 
decide what to teach about, but the session is usually planned beforehand in consultation with 
John and Yiŋiya. During 2009, each of these sessions was recorded, transcribed and translated, 
and the videos and transcriptions loaded up to the website9. The screenflows, transcriptions and 
translations reveal the thrills as well as the frustrations and disappointments of connections 
and ‘drop outs’ as the program expanded, as the teachers ventured further and further from 
their remote homes drawn by the stories to new (old) places, and as we began to do some 
teaching to interested students of Indigenous spirituality and the environment in California, and 
of Australian languages in Japan. 

What follows is three vignettes, a little on what was said and what was taught to the rest of 
us and to the students, by some of the key Yolŋu involved in the program. We wanted to give 
something of the flavour of the teaching sessions, as well as some themes which emerged.

Gotha, Garŋgulkpuy and the Child as Knower

When we began the Teaching from Country program, we made sure that Yolŋu were invited 
to make their own philosophical positions clear so that our practice would not be flooded and 
overwhelmed by western notions of knowledge and the child. Gotha and Garŋgulkpuy both 
come from Yirritja moiety clan groups which (like all other Yolŋu groups) use stories of land 
and water to describe how children are born knowing, how they grow up learning, and how they 
reach agreement about going on in the world. 

Garŋgulkpuy had already published a well known paper Yolŋu Balandi-wataŋumirr on the 
sorts of connections which make up Yolŋu identity. She was working on a governance model 
for the Yalu Marŋgithinyaraw centre at Galiwin’ku and making clear how the identities and 
commitments of Yolŋu were quite different, but complementary, depending upon the ancestral 
connections. To quote from the summary of her original paper: 

8 www�cdu�edu�au/tfc
9 www�learnline�cdu�edu�au/inc/tfc/trials�html
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Yolŋu are distributed in distinct groups knowing their lives through their distinct 
ancestral songs, ceremonies, images and practices. Yolŋu from both the freshwater 
country and the saltwater country have the full balance of carbohydrate and meat food 
through their individual skills and resources, and through sharing. Our Wangurri song 
teaches Wangurri people how we should live our daily lives, as well as how we should 
see our world. It is our affiliation to particular groups and their connections to the 
natural and cultural world – places, species, and practices – which drives our knowledge 
and our behaviour. Within each group we have a particular way of talking about our 
collective knowledge as a clan, and we can see how that helps knowledgeable Yolŋu 
keep the peace by directing people to consider themselves in terms of their ancestral 
affiliations. Within the mother-child clan relationship our clan-based mind-sets show us 
how to behave responsibly as children-caretakers and as mothers (like using peaceful 
Yirritja seawater for sorting out problems for our shark-like Dhuwa mother’s clan10)� 
All Yolŋu groups have names to link their minds into ancestral practice, in every aspect 
of everyday life from hunting to politicking, within and between groups. Even when 
Yolŋu have passed away, our bodies are still sacred objects belonging to our own 
group11�

Garŋgulkpuy enlisted both her husband Wapiriny and her father Buthimaŋ to further articulate 
the philosophy of Yolŋu identity with regard to children. She is referring here to a diagram she 
drew:

At the top right is the Wangurri water source at Dhalinybuy, and it flows out to the 
sea and it will flow forever. On the side of the river the grass is growing. When the 
water starts to well up inside the ground (the beginning of the wet season) the grass 
is crying (memories of wet seasons past) and the frog hears it cry and feels relieved 
and croaks with contentment. That’s his job when the water welling up inside the 
land becomes the ancestral song. The water source contains the learning and teaching 
methodology, confidence, research that is its home. (This is only the middle of the 
story. The beginning is sacred and deep beneath the spring). When the water wells 
up inside Wangurri country, it starts to flow and it talks, agreeing, negotiating, 
consulting, stating and empowering, confident and unstoppable. It has the names of 
all its connections to other clan groups in its mouth. It knows its own path. This means 
that when Yolŋu advise and admonish each other, the land tells the law straight. The 
leaves and sticks, palm fronds and bits of paperbark the Wangurri water is carrying 
down the river are bits of information, knowledge, wisdom, intellectual research. Near 
the mouth of the river is a bar where everything comes together for agreement, and 

10 All Yolŋu have a special responsibility to the clan of their mothers people. Many Wangurri clan people have mothers who come from a 
clan with a shark totem, whose pugnacity needs often to be smoothed over by the calm waters of their children’s clan.

11 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/Yolŋustudies/docs/garnggulkpuy.pdf
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lays down the law – so that everything on the other side will be good. The water on 
the other ‘agreement’ side is no longer rippling, it is calm Yirritja water called betj 
everyone comes to agreement. The way in which the land fills with water and begins to 
flow is like a library for Wangurri people. That’s why we have the djolurr water mark 
painted on our foreheads for ceremonial business. Wangurri people are in the middle 
ready to get up and activate the water when they are needed. You need to recognize 
the time to rise and start moving forward taking the rubbish with you, cleaning things 
up, hoping for something to happen and knowing when to get up and speak: ‘I am the 
water, I carry the sound of the sacred places’12� 

Gotha used a similar water metaphor to explain her thinking on the child’s knowledge13� Inside 
a classroom, there is only a small stream of water for the children to learn from:

‘They are just hearing the story – isn’t that what you call theory? – they are not learning 
the true body of knowledge’. On her whiteboard diagram of the water flowing from 
source to sea, she adds lots of tributaries – the water of other clan groups (mists and 
spiders webs for example) which provide the richness of Yolŋu knowledge. ‘Learning 
on country provides safety and confidence…Those children feel protected. They will 
stand and no barrier will stop them from the inside. But those who learn only in schools, 
their inner being is truly blocked. Children with breeze on their skin learn who they are 
from the land and its stories, and they’ll know where to go. I’m not going to tell them. 
That’s how they learn. And you will learn whether it’s good or bad practice’.

On the last day of March 2009, Gotha used free screensharing software and the telephone to 
teach the Yolŋu studies class from her remote homeland centre at Gäwa. She showed photos of 
two of her great grandchildren aged about 6 and 8, off by themselves with axe and pannikin, 
collecting mangrove worms, then looking for signs of fresh turtle eggs which may have been 
laid along the beach. She wanted to make a point about confidence in the environment, and 
growing up in Yolŋu knowledge: 

I’ll start off with my grandson Makuyuk. He is six and this is the time for turtle eggs when 
they come out and lay their eggs along the beach. So you can see him walking along the 
beach to see if he can find any turtle tracks. The end of gunmul wet season…is the time 
when young boys or girls go out and start looking for turtle. And it’s easy for them. Birŋarr 
(species of turtle) is easy for little kids like four or five years old, they can find it easily 
because they were taught by following and listening to the old people. That’s why he is on 
his own. He’s been watching us and learning but now he can do it by himself…

12 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/Garmak_Gularri_161208.pdf
13 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/TFC_Gotha_Oct_2008.pdf
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Earlier, John had also been speaking with Daymaŋu, Gotha’s son-in-law, well known painter 
and ceremonial leader, and grandfather of the two boys, asking him if he might be interested to 
talk to the class about his art. Yolŋu mothers-in-law must never speak to, look at, say the name 
of, or be in the same space as sons-in-law, and vice versa. But they still care for and respect 
each other. Not long after we started with lots of cutting in and out of sounds and screens, Gotha 
mentioned to John that her son-in-law, was hovering outside the door waiting to talk. Young 
Makuyuk was in the room. Only momentarily distracted by the camera and peering at the 
students in Darwin, he soon found himself in the familiar role of helping his great grandmother 
out one door and his grandfather in the other one, and then, when someone accidentally hung 
up the phone, ushering out his grandfather and in his great grandmother to set up the sound 
again, and then the grandfather back in. Meanwhile in Darwin John had enlisted Yiŋiya’s help 
to talk with the old man, and Michael was videoing the proceedings in Darwin and trying to 
explain to the students about the avoidance rules which gave rise to all the to-ing and fro-ing. 
Daymaŋu talked for a long time in complex old language, John doing his best to interpret what 
he was saying, Yiŋiya doing his best to slow him down, Michael with the video camera trying 
to record, assist, explain, choreograph. The students were mostly silent and open mouthed, 
sometimes laughing a little at the chaos. There was a great deal of calling out over the internet, 
as well as negotiations on both sides of the divide – all of them kinship based in an important 
sense, and all of them working together to bring to life a particular something – not directly or 
deliberately a teaching as such, but more a presence which gave everyone the opportunity to be 
themselves and watch the Yolŋu world continue to unfold. 

Yiŋiya Guyula and the environment as knowledge

Yiŋiya Guyula is a Liya-Dhälinymirr man and lecturer in Yolŋu studies at Charles Darwin 
University. According to Yiŋiya, Teaching from Country is:

…different to the education you get in the classrooms because the classrooms don’t 
talk to you. We’re learning out there under a tree, we’re learning out there in the bush 
walking around, the trees are always communicating with you. The hills, the land, the 
air are always communicating, teaching you, and understands every need that Yolŋu 
children have to go through14� 

The land, in other words, has a particular agency in the work of bringing up Yolŋu children in 
the knowledge of their environment. Throughout the program as Yolŋu elders beamed into the 
classroom from their remote locations every Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon, Yiŋiya had 
been rather frustrated, being trapped in Darwin at the classroom end. 

14 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/TFC_Yingiya%20Oct2008.pdf
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He had some key sites in mind, one at Badayapdy where lies an ancient canoe left by his turtle 
hunting ancestors. We eventually found a good time for him and John and a student to drive 
700km from Darwin to his ancestral land and spend a few days teaching from country. There 
is no satellite connectivity in those parts, so we rented out a very expensive remote satellite 
receiver15�

Badaypaday turned out to be unworkable – too many weak links in the chains which held the 
communications together, flattening batteries, cloudy weather, marginal connectivity. We heard 
Yiŋiya say, ‘It feels great, Now that I’m here I feel the story is all coming together’. Then he 
cut out� 

Two days later he was at another of his ancestral sites: this time a sacred well formed by the 
Djaŋ’kawu sisters who traveled across the land leaving behind fresh water bubbling up in many 
springs, species of plants and animals and many different groups of Dhuwa people, languages, 
songs, ceremonies, stories and more. Yiŋiya was teaching from a sacred Djaŋ’kawu water hole 
on his ancestral land at a place called Dhamiyaka. He had brought with him his older brother and 
some younger men, and they were connecting up with the students in Santa Clara, California: 

This is my older brother, his name is Galaŋarawuy – just wave if you can. [The students 
wave, Galaŋarawuy waves]. He’s the senior custodian and landowner of this particular 
land. We’re standing in a sacred waterhole which is towards over there…it’s very very 
deep with a bit of jungle and a waterhole. The story here is about the ancestors that 
walked all the way from the east [Yiŋiya points the video camera to the east], landed 
in a canoe, and they came over, and the story our old people has is about the sacred 
waterhole here which was struck by a sacred digging stick by the two sisters and out 
came the bubbling water. 

Then Galaŋarawuy tells his story in his Djambarrpuyŋu language which Yiŋiya interprets for 
the students: 

This place is called Dhamiyaka and it’s mine…This is a sacred place. Our two ancestors 
called the Djaŋ’kawu created this land…

And later Yiŋiya added: 

When I’m teaching in the uni or going out to places teaching either through a website 
through Skype and taking people to sites I don’t do it under my own control or 
authority I always let my old people know, the leaders of my clan so we all agree and 

15 trials 19 and 20 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials.html
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it’s something we use for the next generation for the future so always consult with my 
people before I actually go and do something. So that’s the way it’s going to be. That’s 
the way it always has been. It is the final senior leader in the clan gives us the final 
authority to go ahead and even to go ahead and conduct the ceremonies, it’s got to be 
under his power16�

So teaching from country allowed Yiŋiya to depend upon the agency of the environment – the 
trees, the breezes, the water – as well as the authority of his elders and support of his younger 
clansmen. In the Canberra seminar17 he put it this way: 

It’s the Closing the Gap…when I first came up with a computer, a laptop, and the 
cameras and I said there must be a way where we can communicate and educate the 
non-indigenous people about there are spirits on the land, the images, the wind, the 
waters and actually standing on the land itself it empowers you to tell the stories, 
not only you are speaking but the whole land of our ancestors and the spirits of our 
forefathers.…We’re trying to use technologies and to educate our children where we 
can keep the stories, the songs, for our generations to come…for both our children 
later on and those who want to learn and to work with us so we can better understand 
each other about the land and the culture of the Aboriginal…We would like the non-
indigenous Australians or the whole community in the world to understand why we 
cry when we sing. When we tell a story on the land and the hairs on the back stands 
up, there must be spirits, it must be alive. That’s the story we’re trying to get across to 
people, that we understand and the language and the stories and songs that we sing is 
really alive and it’s part of us18� 

Dhäŋgal and the University student of Yolŋu knowledge

Dhäŋgal emphasized the role of kin connections within and between clan groups. When asked 
what she felt she wanted to teach the students, she said, quite remarkably, that she wanted ‘to 
teach them who they really are’. Here is an excerpt from an interview with Michael, in English, 
where we talked about what Teaching from Country might achieve:

M: And what would you be interested to teach about?

Dh: I’d teach students to really know about themselves, who they are, and in ways of 
explaining through the Yolŋu side, to see things which are good about what’s within 
themselves, to know who each person really is, and what they can achieve from the 

16  http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials24.html
17 Yiŋiya was invited to speak at AIATSIS Conference 2009: Perspectives on urban life: connections and reconnections
18 From the transcript of the presentation made to the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, Canberra, 30th 

Sept 2009
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teachings from the Yolŋu perspective.

M: And that’s for Balanda (white Australian) students as well?

D: That’s for Balanda students as well. First of all they have to find out for themselves 
who they really are�

M: And your telling your story from yourself will help them to do that?

Dh: That’s right.

M: How?

Dh: Because I’ll be at home and feel that – what you would call – the power within. 
And any person that has the knowledge to pass things to other people that a lot of 
people miss out on by themselves, who they really are and what they should achieve19�

Dhäŋgal sees this work as crucially important: helping students take themselves seriously 
as learners, to respect their own integrity as learners involved in serious and significant 
collaborations over knowledge and identity which are quite different from those understandings 
of knowledge which are embedded in most university teaching and research. The knowledge 
and identity resources of Yiŋiya’s and Dhäŋgal’s traditional country strengthened their ability 
to help students understand themselves. 

Dhäŋgal belongs to the Gälpu language group, and together with her brother, a famous yidaki 
(didgeridoo) master, runs a small tourism and yidaki business. The focus of her teaching was 
more upon connectedness with family and the environment. 

She never taught alone. Whenever she was in front of the camera with her family, she would 
introduce them. It was always a mixture of fun and some quite serious business. The first 
session20 was held in front of a giant poster of Elvis Presley who has been a Gälpu adopted son 
since the 1960s. Even before the session started she had spotted a couple of her kinfolk in the 
seminar room in Darwin, and she had been talking in previous sessions about the olive python 
– a highly significant totemic identity. So while she was explaining her kinship, she was also 
performing it, pointing out to her friend at Birritjimi that her Gälpu aunt was in the audience in 
Darwin (‘Say hello to your aunt!’), she introduced about a dozen of her family connecting them 
to the people in Darwin to the olive python, to Elvis Presley and to a nonAboriginal student 
Alice, long ago adopted as a relation, whom she also spotted in the audience. Weeks later at the 
international seminar, when Yiŋiya was showing a picture of men holding a giant python she 

19 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/TFC_Dhanggal_October_2008.pdf
20 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials13.html
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exclaimed (referring to herself and her father’s sister in the audience): ‘We are that!’21�

When invited with Yiŋiya to make a presentation, to a seminar at the Australian Institute for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies in Canberra, they showed a screen capture video 
of what the students in Darwin had seen on the large screen at CDU as Dhäŋgal taught from 
her home at Birritjimi just a few days earlier, just before her well-known brother had left for 
overseas. Here’s an excerpt from Dhäŋgal’s commentary watching the video of her teaching 
session:

That’s my brother Djalu. Everyone in the world knows him, he’s playing in Italy 
at the moment, he’s playing a yidaki22 [sound of music in background] throughout 
the land and back to where we live, that’s the ‘home journey’ of the yidaki that I 
told the students. (She had been telling the story of how the sound of the different 
yidaki echoing across the country bring different clan groups into a ceremonial 
connectedness with each other.) And this other one is my nephew Vernon who has 
taken up playing that music, he’s now 18 but he picked it up when he was small, 
and you can see my little grandson standing on my brother’s side there. So that’s 
the whole story I told the students. The families are curious about what’s going on 
and I took my laptop and sat outside where I normally sit and talk with my families 
and I said this one is interesting so everyone had a look to see what’s happening, 
and I told them to Hello to the class that I was talking to. And the kids are very 
curious about it so that has given them the opportunity to know what is happening 
with technologies nowadays�

It was this unforced growing into knowledge through relationship that Dhäŋgal had hoped for 
her white Australian students. Yiŋiya explaining how this works, emphasised both the oblique 
agency of the elders, and the importance of timing. 

The [elders] never tell you. It’s just a matter of participating and concentrating. 
When they are doing their song, when they are participating in ceremonies, that’s 
when they are telling you and there’s no second chances. You just learn it. But if 
you’re actually born gifted…you already start to pick up automatically that you are 
the right person for that song. If you still don’t know what you’re doing then you’re 
not the right person. The right person just triggers up and picks up everything first 
go23� 

Each time the screen stopped buzzing and flickering and opened up to a place, a face, a 

21 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/tfc_Yolŋu_Panel.pdf
22 didgeridoo
23 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/TFC_Yingiya%20Oct2008.pdf
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moment, these opportunities for ‘participating and concentrating’ arose, not only for the 
students but for the small groups clustered around the cameras and screens at the other end. 

Postcolonial knowledge work in a University

In these short excerpts we have seen four quite different people explaining and performing 
their ancestral knowledge in confusing and frustrating contexts. Yet as they all point out, these 
contexts are no more confusing or frustrating than a classroom. In the same way that each place 
is unique – with its particular ancestral story, its different connections with other people and 
places, different owners and managers of its stories and ceremonies – so from each site emerged 
a unique socio-technical configuration of hardware, software, connectivity, spaces, images, 
elders, kin networks, children and passers-by. Some trial sites failed despite a huge amount 
of effort, others emerged successfully almost spontaneously. Success was more a function of 
ongoing shared experience, seized opportunity, good faith, nurturing and serendipity than of 
detailed planning. 

And what are we to make of that success? We found Yolŋu participating in our work in 
many complex and often hidden ways – from senior elders sitting silently in the background 
supervising the use of knowledge for which they are the ultimate custodians – to young children 
who keep the technology going or act as go-betweens for elders who – for kinship reasons – 
must not meet or speak to each other. 

We were learning without being taught. Knowledge was unfolding through the screen and we 
had the rare privilege of rethinking so many of the settled categories through which we have for 
so long understood our work: like place, knowledge, and the postcolonial.

From that work emerged equally interesting if not more practical challenges. For example our 
accountability to our students and their assessment; our accountability to our Yolŋu colleagues 
on country. Who and how should Yolŋu knowledge authorities be paid by the academy? Where 
is the intellectual property when we can’t distinguish between knowledge and its context? If 
texts perform rather than represent, is it futile or dangerous to attempt English translation? 
What are the ethical issues here? And how does this work relate to other projects elsewhere? 

Some of these critical issues are taken up in other papers in this volume.
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THE STORY COMES ALONG, 
AND THE CHILDREN ARE 

TAUGHT

Yiŋiya Guyula

from an edited interview in English with John Greatorex

25 October 2008

 
Yolŋu education on land has never always been where people can actually choose what they 
want to learn about. (Neither do) we the teachers of the land, want to tell children about what 
they want to be and what they want to know. We always wait for seasons to come. When the 
time is right for young children to be told about certain stories, to be taught about how to learn 
about the land, learn about the history, the time comes when the elder of a clan of the land 
decides and says it is right for me to go and tell these certain stories about this land to these 
people. 

And they start teaching when they feel it’s right to start teaching. It is not done by force of time 
when it must be done. It is done when the time is right, the Yolŋu teaching on country. The 
resources that are on the land are the seasons of the time when the children are right to be taught 
about the culture, the land. 

It is not like when the children are four, they start to learn about what they need to learn, like it 
is in the classrooms of Balanda (European) schools. It is never like that on the land. It is when 
children are right to start learning, the resources are the land, the trees, the wind, the actual 
seasons that change, (and) tell that it is right to tell a story to some children. 

The children don’t really choose what they want to be when they grow up, or what they want to 
learn as in Balanda education (where) there is a range of subjects, a range of positions for when 
they grow up, and they want to be a certain person…in the ‘task force’ of police force or in the 
army or as a teacher or as just a local to run a business or that sort of thing. 

(Yolŋu) children just grow up, because of the land, and the old people…they are born gifted, 
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with a talent which only the wise people, and which only the land can provide. And when they 
are born on the land they are chosen to be certain leaders in the tribes. 

So the education on the land is the behaviour of children when they grow up and want to be as 
the signs tell us; we tell the story to our children when certain seasons come up. Straight after 
the Wet Season when we sit down by the beach and look at the sea around the small islands 
of the hunting grounds of the reefs where we hunt turtles and the certain signs in the skies tell 
the stories, of clouds sitting in the air after people have eaten; tells a metaphor of the shapes of 
clouds just sitting around the horizon which tells who we are, the Dhuwa people. Actually, it 
tells the story that we are the right people of that country. 

And then comes a story, where our young people can be taught by the old ones as they are 
cutting up the turtle meat or fishing, and the story comes along, and the children are taught. 

We have never learned in classrooms, we have never asked questions about what we want to 
learn. Our children have just participated in normal lifestyles for how to survive in hunting and 
living in the bush, to be able to grow up and get the knowledge, and then as they grow up, they 
are ready for another level of education in the bush, according to the old men, the wise men, and 
the land and the trees, and the birds that talk with the land. It’s all connected with the learning, 
association with the land. The trees are all related, the trees all tell a story. Certain bark, certain 
plants can be used for certain things, medicine, food, ceremonial rituals, ceremonies and so on. 

So it is different to the education you get in the classrooms because the classrooms don’t talk 
to you. We’re learning out there under a tree. We’re learning out there in the bush walking 
around� The trees are always communicating with you� The hills, the land, the air are always 
communicating, teaching you, and understand every need that Yolŋu children have to go 
through� 

When I’m teaching in classrooms and when I’m studying in classrooms reading books, it’s just 
not in the part of my culture, it just wasn’t the way that my ancestors, the ancestral predecessors, 
when they created the land. They never wrote on the land, they never wrote on books. They 
told stories through the landscapes, sculptures. They told stories through paintings. They told 
stories through looking at the first thunderstorm of the year, standing tall and straight when it 
calls out, and I feel strong, stand up strong and the tears run out from my eyes remembering the 
land, where I am, and it gives me a new knowledge. 

Teaching Balanda students in the classrooms is not the same as teaching the children out there 
in the bush. Because in the classrooms it is not the same and we’re teaching on someone else’s 
land. The resources, the connection with land, you don’t feel the rich stories that actually 
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come from the land of your fathers. It really is never the same as teaching out there through 
ceremonies, through the landscapes, the hunting, and survival of learning the strict discipline 
on the grounds of the old wise men� 

The Yolŋu people have always discipline through ceremonies, through paintings. When I’m 
teaching Balanda students in a classroom it is not the same as teaching the Yolŋu students at 
home because the classroom’s in another man’s land, the classrooms don’t have spirits, they are 
not alive. When I’m actually teaching on the ceremonial grounds, when I’m actually teaching 
in the bush, it is not only I that are teaching or talking, but the land is actually talking with me. I 
can turn around, the bulunu1 wind blows gently and gives me the feeling of what the stories are 
and the stories are automatically being told by the land itself, through me. 

When I am standing on my own land I feel confident that the stories I’m telling are right. If I’m 
telling stories that are not right, I feel the land, the atmosphere, the spirits of my people, the 
spirits of the land where I come from are correcting me, (if) I’m not doing the right thing, I’m 
not going the right way� 

But when I’m teaching in a classroom or teaching in another man’s land, I feel that unwanted 
feeling that I’m talking in the land of another man’s spirit, I’m talking in a land, for instance, in 
the classroom, that is not a living thing, there is no breath in it and the classrooms doesn’t really 
help me, it is just there to maybe to form a block, form a wall around me, surrounding me. 

And at times, the stories I’m telling, are not really alive and it doesn’t really touch the hearts, 
touch the feelings, touch the ears of the students. When I actually show photos, the images, the 
videos of the lands people can understand what we’re talking about.But when we’re actually 
on the land, everything speaks, the wind, the rain, and it sings, and it sings a song and it sings 
a story. Every song talks about the land. Every bird singing away, every wind blowing tells a 
story of the creation, and of the future leader who is about to take their place and tell the story 
when old people are passed away. 

When I’m actually standing on the ground and teaching, using the later technology through 
videos, and the technology the world can offer today. When I’m actually walking around, 
standing beside a tree, standing beside a rock, I can actually feel that it is part of me; and feel 
very, very much different. 

I can remember once when I was standing at Bamuniya talking about, telling a story about when 
the rain comes, my fathers, Dhuwa bulunu rain, and it rains on the land, and it shoots out the 

1 East wind
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new suckers of the Dhuwa trees associated with my tribe, the paperbark2, the pandanus3� And 
the river running down from the rain, starting off as little brooks, little streams, and then all of 
a sudden it flows right down to the sea and meets the Dhuwa ceremony which is the ‘rulyapa4’ 
waters of my clan� 

And in that you can feel a lot different� If I was actually sitting out there on the land there would 
be more powerful strong stories coming out. It would be a lot different because this is not my 
land, I am not teaching in the grounds� 

If I had to be teaching here then somebody who belongs to this land would have to be sitting 
right here next to me and to be talking to his ancestors around the ground here, that I’m only 
a friendly person, I don’t mean to harm anything around here. And that’s the spirits that we 
always come across in different lands, that you’re unwanted on certain areas, certain lands. 

And I don’t have any stories to tell about this land. So when I’m talking about the land of my 
fathers, my tribe, my clan, here in another man’s land, it just doesn’t make any sense; as if I 
was actually standing on the ground walking and touching and holding onto the images of my 
predecessors, on the land. 

I would like to be standing there actually singing songs, telling stories through songs, ceremonies 
and the images� 

People always say: How do you find a spirit? or How do you see a spirit in a goanna? or How 
do you see a spirit in that rock? It’s just a rock. That is the gap that we want to close up, that 
we’re Yolŋu people sitting on the land, saying that that rock is actually alive. As Christian 
believers find a spirit in the cross, and it can actually heal, can touch the feelings of the people, 
the changes in the bondage. That is the feeling that we are talking about when we talk about 
the image, the image of a rock, the image of trees. There is power, there is healing, there is a 
strength and there is history and there is story on rocks. Yeah, the spirit’s the land out there. It’s 
just never the same as it is here. It is full of stories, it is full of history. Turn around and just 
naturally there’s just the right story for the right person, for the right student to learn. 

If there is a technology out there that we can use to be able to actually, I stand on the ground 
on my land out there, on Badaypaday or Mirrŋatja or Wulkundiya, or Gupawupa, and have the 
cameras looking at me. At the same time I’m looking at the students, looking at the people, 
sitting back here in classrooms whether that be here in Darwin or whether that be down south, 
and we are both seeing each other as we teach and you’re asking questions, and I’m actually 

2 nämbarra
3 gunga
4 Dhuwa ocean water
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standing on the ground at Badaypaday telling you this is the image of the canoe that was used 
for hunting here by my Mukarr ancestors. 

So I am hoping that in the near future, that we can be able to use this sort of technology where 
we can actually see each other and talking, standing on the ground and you watching live 
coverage of the stories that I’m telling. And at the same time I’m looking at the faces of the 
students that are actually learning� 

Growing up we have never asked questions to our teachers, to our elders. We have never asked 
them about what the images are, what the stories of this land are. And in fact it is bad manners 
when I stop an older person, an elder, a senior elder in the clan, and start asking them questions 
about what the story of this land is and what does he think of my leadership when I grow up. 

We have always learned (from the elders) through participating in ceremonies, we always listen 
when their time is right, when they want to tell the story, because the land is talking to them, 
because their feelings and their knowledge is ready to be told to the younger generation. And 
when I actually talk in the interview, the stories are just not there. I’m not ready to tell that 
story and the land is not ready to talk to me about certain stories, about certain lands, and then 
the story might not be fully told what we want to be able to tell. (When) we’ve always asked 
questions to older people- what’s that in the ceremonies? how are we going to do? what song is 
this? or how can I lead these people? – the answer we get back from the elders are ‘I’ve shown 
you this so many times, haven’t you yet picked it up? Haven’t you yet learnt?’ And I walk 
away and say to myself, ‘But I can’t remember him stopping and telling me, and showing me 
what steps are to be done in certain songs and words’. They never tell you. It’s just a matter of 
participating and concentrating. When they are doing their song, when they are participating in 
ceremonies, that’s when they are telling you and there’s no second chances; you just learn it. 

But if you’re actually born gifted, and you already start to pick up automatically that you are 
the right person for that song, and if you still don’t know what you’re doing then you’re not 
the right person; and the right person just triggers up and picks up everything first go. Then the 
elders in the clan say that is the right person to be the next leader in the clan. Yes. It is like a 
djakululu5 being grown up and starting to form by the ants, and it comes out of the soil and starts 
to grow up, until it reaches the height, the size, and then it starts to speak and it starts to tell the 
story of who he is. The right stories for the right people on the land of my father’s, I call myself 
djakululu, the giant, the termite mound, the real huge tall one which is the djakululu. 

5 Termite mound
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TEACHING STUDENTS TO 
KNOW THEMSELVES

Dhäŋgal Gurruwiwi

from an edited interview in English with Michael Christie

25 October 2008

 
Michael: Thank you for coming to our workshop. We are hoping that you are going to be able 
to start doing some teaching from Birritjimi when you get back home. I am wondering if you 
could tell us your ideas about how teaching from country is different from teaching from inside 
a classroom, what are the differences and what do we need to know if we are going to do the 
process properly?

Dhäŋgal: The difference teaching from the actual homeland or the community is that the 
resources are all there in the first place. Yolŋu, when teaching, we don’t make notes. It’s all in 
our minds. The learnings that we’ve stored or documented are there, and whenever a person 
wants to learn about something or wants to know about something, and particularly about 
Yolŋu, we don’t run around finding books to give to those people, but we’ve got it there within 
us and we just give to them step by step what they need to learn.

And being outside makes us feel we have that freedom to be able to talk and teach people in a 
way that can’t be taught in the classroom, because in a classroom it usually makes us feel as if 
we’re trapped in. But teaching outside we feel that freedom, and somehow knowledge is kept 
like that. If we’re in a classroom, somehow that knowledge that we need to pass on or teach 
people about is sometimes trapped and we go out and then we think oh, ‘I should have said this 
to them in the classroom’.

It’s good to have the new technology. We just have to find out what it’s like. The students are in 
the classroom and I guess like many other students that are in the classroom, they have to take 
that information in individually, and what they take in they will be able to share amongst the 
other students and to get much more understanding. But as for Gikal, we don’t have any mobile 
coverage there and only the landline. I don’t know whether that’s appropriate or not. So we need 
a satellite dish to be installed, in that area, so that could make the teaching more easier.
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Michael: And what would you be interested in teaching about?

Dhäŋgal: Teach students to really know about themselves, who they are, and in ways of explaining 
through the Yolŋu side, to see things which are good about it, that is within themselves, to 
know who each person really is and what they can achieve from the teachings, from the Yolŋu 
lecturers�

Michael: And that’s for Balanda students as well? 

Dhäŋgal: That’s for Balanda students as well. The first of all they have to find out for themselves 
who they really are�

Michael: And you telling your story from Gikal will help them to do that?

Dhäŋgal: Yes, Because I’ll be at home and feel that, what you would call that power within, and 
Yolŋu or any person that has the knowledge to pass things to other people, that a lot of people 
miss out on. Finding themselves, who they really are, what they should achieve. 

Michael: So can you see how making the website, you might be able to use that in your teaching?

Dhäŋgal: It’s useful, yeah. Even though, like I said, I’m here, putting in something about myself 
and some things that I don’t know myself that others know, yes. And that helps me when people 
tell me what I really know.
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TEACHING WHEN NOTHING IS 
LYING AROUND

Kathy Guthadjaka

talking with Michael Christie in Darwin, 25 Oct 2008

Translation by Michael Christie

 

 

Yow, märrma’ dhipaldja dhuwali, nhaltjan 
dhu ga marŋgikum yolŋuy, ga nhaltjan ŋuli 
Balanday marŋgikum.

Okay there’s two things there, how will 
Yolŋu teach1, and how do Balanda teach? 

Dhuwal nhakun ‘e, mali’ ŋayi li yolŋu 
marŋgithirr nhakun nhäma ŋayi li, ga 
buthuru-bitjun bala ganydjarr-wirryuna räl-
wandirr ŋayi ŋuli. 

Here, you see, the picture the Yolŋu is 
learning, he is looking, and listening, then 
gets energised for hunting�

Ga dharrwa mala nhakun ga ŋorra nhanŋu 
nhawi malany, girri’- marrtjinyaraw2, ŋayi 
dhu räl-wandirr.

There are many things lying there, 
resources, he will go hunting�

1	 marŋgikum:	teach	literally	to	make	knowledgeable
2	 girri’-marrtjinyaraw	–	things	for	going	–	resources
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Ga dhuwandja nhakun djinawany, ŋunhi 
dhu ga yän dhäwu ŋäma, beŋur bili 
djinawa’ŋur, yaka nhanŋu gi ŋorri nhakun, 
dhalakarr lapthunaraw3 ya’ balanya 
djinawa’ yän bunbuŋur.

 
And here, inside, you can only hear the 
story, from inside, there is nothing lying 
around there to open a way forward, you see 
inside the building.

Ga manymak. Ŋayi ŋuli djamarrkuli 
Yolŋunydja ŋunhaldja wäŋaŋur ga 
marŋgithirr, ŋayi dhu djinawan’ ŋunhal 
nhanŋu mulka’yirr ga marrparaŋdhirr ŋayi 
dhu marrtji. 

Okay. So when the Yolŋu children learn on 
country, they are safe inside themselves, and 
confident to go forward. 

Ŋayi dhu ŋäma ga, ŋäma ŋayi dhu, bala 
ŋayi dhu marrtjin.

S/he will hear, hear, and then go�

Nhakun djamarrkuli walal dhu 
gara gulkthun, murma’murmaram, 
dämba’tambakum, ga lirra galkan, 
ya’ bitjan bala huntinglili djamarrkuli 
dirramuwurr dhuwandja. 

Like those boys will cut a spear shaft4, heat 
it, make it light, put the prongs in, then go 
hunting, that’s for the boys. 

Ga miyalkkurruwurr balanya bili, walal 
marŋgi nhaltjan walal dhu marrtji 
maypalwu, ŋula nhaku malaŋuw.

And girls are the same, they know how they 
will collect shellfish, whatever.

3	 dhalakarr	lapthun	–	open	a	space	
4	 Typical	boy’s	outside	activity	on	country
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Ŋunhi nhakun walal marŋgi, wäŋaw, 
wäŋaw walal marŋgi, ga wataw, ga gapuw, 
nhätha dhu ŋurruthirri, ga nhätha dhu 
raŋithirr, bili wäŋaŋur walal ga marŋgithirr 
ŋunhili banydji, ga ŋayiny marrtji walalaŋ 
ŋuthan ŋuruŋiyi marŋgithinyaray. 

So you see, they know the land, they know 
the land and the breezes, and the water, 
what time the tide will be in, when it will be 
out, because they are learning on country, 
and he grows with them, by means of that 
learning� 

Ga balanya nhakun ŋayi ŋunhi rom, dhuwal 
nhakun gapu’wu, classroomdja bala ŋayi 
li ga wandirr gapu waŋgany yan, yän 
liŋgu–-u, damurruŋ’lila gutjparr’ dhipal, 
ga ŋayiny ga djamarrkuli nhina dhiyala, 
marŋgithirr walal ga.

(pointing to her diagram on the whiteboard)
The classroom is like the law of the water, it 
flows as a single stream until it spills down 
to the sea� And the children are sitting there 
learning�

Dhuwandja nhakun Balandaw 
marŋgikunhawuy ga dharrwa ga dhiyaldja 
djamarrkuli’ nhina, ya’ dhiyaldja.

This here is Balanda (European) learning, 
and there are many children sitting here, 
right here�

Marŋgithirr walal ga, yurr nhawi 
nhakun dhäwuny yän walal ga ŋäma, ga 
marŋgithirr ga yakan walal marŋginy 
rumbalwuny, nhä maku nhuma li lakaram? 
Theory yän? 

They are learning, but they are just hearing 
the story, and they don’t know its body5, 
what do you call it? Just theory?

Ga ŋunhany, actionmirr ŋayi ga marŋgithirr 
ŋunhi ŋoyŋurdja.

And there, (out on country), he is learning 
through action, deep learning.

5	 rumbal:	means	both	body,	and	true.
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Ga dhuwandja nhakun Balanda teaching, 
ga dhiyala yaŋara’ŋur gapuŋur walal ga 
nhina, ga dhipuŋur walal ga educationdja 
märram, waŋgany yän, dhipuŋur bili, 
dhuwal gapu, nhakun dhuwandja Balandaw 
gapu maŋutji, dhuwal ga marrtjiny ga 
walalndyja ga dhiyala djurryurr gapu yaka 
full gapu, nyumukuniny walal ga märram, 
marŋgikunhawuy. 

And in Balanda teaching, they are sitting in 
the water tributary, and getting education 
from there, just from the one source, like it’s 
the Balanda spring flowing here, so they just 
get a little trickle, not a full stream, they get 
a little knowledge. 

Ŋunhi one nhawi picture, ga dhuwal 
rrakal dhäwu gurrupan waŋganydhu old 
man Mäpuru’ŋur ŋayi ga dhäwu lakaram, 
dhuwandja nhakun buku’u wäŋa, ga 
wakuluŋgul ŋayi dhiyal nhina malany, 
gädany, ga gapu ŋayi marrtji dhipal, bala 
dhawatthurr ŋayi ga gapu dhipuŋurdja. 

That’s one picture, and here is a story given 
to me by one old man from Mäpuru, from 
around there are hills there, with the mists 
and spiders webs, and the water goes to 
there, and then the water comes out from 
here�6 

Raypiny gapu bala wanawanany ŋayi li 
djäma dhuwal ŋunhi dhipal bäpurruw 
marrtji gapu, ga dhuwal dhipal, dhuwal 
dhipal, bala ŋayi ga continue marrtjin 
badaknha yän, ga dhiyaldja, bala manda 
ga gumurr-bunanhamirr raypiny gapu, ga 
damurruŋ’ gapu. Dhuwandja. 

Making fresh water in all the little 
branches belonging to the various clan 
groups, to there, and continuing on, to 
there, and they meet, the fresh and the salt 
water. That’s it. 

6	 Making	reference	here	to	another	Yirritja	water	story,	this	one	to	do	with	hills,	mists	(connected	to	spiders	webs)	in	a	cycle	becoming	the	
various	streams	of	water.
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Bala gumurr-bunanhamirr, ga 
marŋgikunhawuydja ga dhiyaŋ bäpurruy 
märram, ga dhiyaŋ, ga dhiyaŋ, dhiyaŋ 
gäna’kana, warrpam’ muka gapu dhuwal 
Yirritja walalaŋ wäŋa, balanya nhakun 
Madarrpa, Warramiri, nhawi Gandaŋu 
malany, Meliway, dharrwa dharrwa bäpurru’ 
malany, walal ga gapu dhipuŋur märram, 
yaka yän waŋgany gapu.

They meet7, and those different tribes 
receive learning, this one and this one 
and this one, Yes, all the different Yirritja 
waters, like for the Madarrpa people, the 
Warramiri, the Gandaŋu, Meliway, many 
many clan groups, they get water from 
here, not just one water. 

Ga ŋuruŋi walal ŋuli ga marŋgikunhawuy 
märram, dhuwal nhakun ŋarra gan dhäwu 
lakaraŋal, ŋunhi gana ŋalapal nhinan 
nhawiŋur, nhawiŋur, Warrawurr’ŋur.

And from all those different tributaties 
they get knowledge, that’s my story, 
from the old man who was sitting at 
Warrawurr8� 

Ga wandirri ŋayi li ŋunhi gapuny, 
damurruŋ’ŋurdja bala ŋayi li ŋunhi luku-
nhirrpana ŋunhiliyi. 

So the water runs, and at the sea, it places 
its feet down� 

Djalkirimirra dhärran ga nhakun. Standing with its foundation�

Ŋunhi ŋurruŋun bittja ŋarra milkuŋal, ŋunhi 
djalkirimiriw. 

But that picture I showed you before, the 
students are without foundations�

Dhiyal gan ŋäthinyamirr yolŋu’yulŋu. 
Balanya nhakun ŋunhi scriptureŋur ga 
lakaram, ‘By the rivers of Babylon’, 
ŋunhiyi ga teaching märram, ŋunhi walal ga 
ŋäthinyamirri walal ŋayi dhu gapman’thu 
bitjan waŋa – ‘Ma’ dhäwu napurruŋ 
gurrupul!’

Crying there to each other, just like the 
scriptures say; ‘By the rivers of Babylon’, 
getting the teaching, when they were 
crying together, and the government says: 
‘Okay, give us a story’. 

Ga walaldja ŋuli waŋan djamarrkuliny, 
‘Nhaltjan napurr dhu dar’taryun 
wäŋaŋurnydja, nhawi manikaynydja, 
dhuwandja napurr ga mulkuruŋur wäŋaŋur 
dar’taryundja, nhawi nhinan, bäyŋu napurr 
dhu dar’taryun wo dhäwu lakaram, wo 
marŋgikum, bili ŋuruŋiyi ŋayi romdhu 
djaw’yurr gapuy.’

And the children say: ‘How can we sing a 
song in this place, here singing in a strange 
land, we can’t sing or tell a story or teach, 
because that law of the (Balanda) water 
has taken it.’ 

7 Reference here to the Yirritja flotsam on the floodwater surface referred to by Garŋgulkpuy in her paper ‘Garmak gularri’. 
8 referring back to the old man from Mapuru whose water comes out at Warrawurr.
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Yow, yän nhakun different ŋarra ga lakaram 
nhawi, marŋgikunhawuy, Balandaw ga 
yolŋuw.

Okay, so I’m just telling about the 
difference between the teaching of 
Balanda and of Yolŋu.

Ga dhiyal ŋayi li djamarrkuliny feel 
mulkany, bala ŋayi dhu balayiny gärri, ŋayi 
dhu marrparaŋ djinawan’ nhanŋu.

Here if the children feel safe and cared for, 
they will have the confidence to go inside 
a classroom�

Djalkiri nhanŋu ga dhärra ŋayi dhu marrtji, 
ga nhawi nhanŋu dhu, nhän ŋunhi’i, 
gulmaram ŋanyan ga ŋunhi barrier ŋayi dhu 
bäyŋun ŋanya gulmaram ŋuruŋiyi djinawan 
ŋayi dhu marrtji yan, bawalamirra.

They have a strong foundation9, will 
stand and nothing there will stop them, no 
barrier inside will prevent them, they will 
go anywhere� 

Bili ŋayi dhiyal märraŋal marŋgikunhawuy 
ŋunhi ŋayi ‘mainstream’ yän marŋgithin, 
ŋunhi ŋanyany dhu gulmaram. 

But the one who has done all his learning 
in the mainstream, something will stop 
him� 

Nhawiyu waŋanhaŋur, waŋany ŋayi 
dhu ga waŋa, yurru djinawa nhanŋu 
dhal’yunawuynha ŋayaŋu10 yuwalktja. 

From talking, they will talk, but inside 
their inner being has been truly blocked. 

Yow bäyŋu ŋayi ga yuwalknha ŋunhi 
marŋgithirr dhuwanan nhanŋu barrkuny, ga 
dhuwandja nhanŋu bäyŋun djinawany. 

Yes, they can’t really learn anything, what 
belongs to him is far away, and there is 
nothing inside him� 

Ga dhuwali mandany märrma’: djamarrkuli’ 
dhu marŋgithirr wäŋaw, ga yol ŋayi, ga 
dhäwuw, ga wata wanhaŋur ga galkirri, 
ga wanhamal ga marrtji, bili ŋayiny ŋunhi 
yothu galŋa-watamirr, marŋgi ŋayi.

So those are the two different methods: the 
children will learn the land, and who s/he 
is, and the stories, and where the breeze 
is blowing from, and where it is going, 
because that child has breeze on his skin, 
he knows. 

Ŋunhi dhu ŋanyany luŋgurrmay boy’yun, 
ŋayiny dhu bitjan ‘Yakay, yal’yurra ŋarra 
dhika’, bitjan ŋayi li.

When the north easterly blows, he will say 
‘Ahhh, I’m feeling cool and relaxed’, he 
says�

Luŋgurrma ga djalathaŋ manda wata ŋunhi 
gurrum’ manda, balanyaray. We need that, 
nhakun, teaching limurr dhu märram. 

The north easterly and the south westerly 
are gentle winds� You see, we need that, 
we get teaching from them� 

Ga manda Dhuwa manda wata, bärra, ga 
dhimurru, ŋunhi rirri’rirri. 

And the two Dhuwa winds, the westerly 
and the easterly are rough� 

9	 djakiri	–	foot,	foundation
10 ŋayaŋu – inner being – seat of the emotions. 
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Bapmaram walal dhu, dry-kum ŋula 
nhaltjan, ga still ŋunhi li ga ŋorra, 
marŋgikunhawuy limurruŋ, ga bulu ŋayi li 
dhiyaŋ lakaram dhäwu, mayali’mirr dhäwu, 
ga ŋayi dhu djamarrkuli pick up ŋunhiyi, 
beŋur nyumukuniny’ŋur. 

They buffet and dry things out, but still 
there is knowledge there for us, and so 
it tells its story, full of meaning, and the 
story will be picked up by children, from 
when they are very young. 

Nhakun märrma’ ga layer ŋorra, waŋgany 
inside, ga waŋganydja outside.

You see there are two layers, one inside, 
and one outside�

Marŋgithirr walal dhu warraŋulwuy dhäwu, 
ga bulu djinawa’ walal dhu marŋgithirr 
dhiyaldja, metaphor-ŋur ga bulu gurrutu ga 
dhäwu ŋunhiliyi. 

They will learn the outside story, and they 
will learn the inside one too, through the 
metaphor, its kinship and stories.

Yaka yän mulkurrwu ŋanydja dhiyak 
ŋayaŋuw, birrimbirrwu, märrwu, ŋayi 
ŋunhi li dhuwandja märram, manda dhu 
yuwalk nhänhamirri, ga gurrutuy maŋutjiy 
guŋga’yunmirr. Ga balanya. 

Not just for the head, but for the inner 
being, the spirit and for good faith11, if he 
gets it, the inside and outside will truly 
come together and help each other through 
the perspective of kinship12� 

Michael asks: So will the computer and the software and those websites will they help the 
Balanda students whoever to take part in that Yolŋu knowledge work or will it be still too hard 
for them?

Ŋarrany dhu gurrupan, ga walal dhu 
märraman nhaltjan walal dhu nhäma, 
dharaŋan walal dhu, wo ŋämum walal dhu, 
wo walal dhu djälthirr ŋurukiyi, ya’ balanya.

I will give, and they will take what they 
see, they will recognise, or they will 
misrecognise, or they will want that thing, 
you see� 

Ŋarrany dhu yän gurrupan rrakuwuy ŋarra 
dhäwu, ga walalna dhu nhaltjan ŋurukiyi.

I will just give my own story, and they will 
do whatever with it. 

Yaka dhu ŋarra lakaram walalaŋgal, 
yän nhakun ŋunhi nhaltjan limurr ga 
marŋgithirri. Ga nhuma ga marŋgithirr. 
Nhä ŋayi dhuwali manymak, wo yätjkurr, 
djuŋunymirr wo djuŋunymiriw. Balanya.

I’m not going to tell them, that’s how 
we learn� And you will learn� Whether 
it’s good or bad, good practice13 or bad 
practice. 

11  These words are difficult and complex to translate, Here we could use ŋayaŋu – inner being, birrimibirr – spirit, and märr – good faith. 
12  gurrutuy maŋutjiy literally: by means of kinship, by means of the eye or seed. 
13  djuŋuny – good practice. 
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THE YOLŊU CHILD’S PATHWAY 
Yolŋuw Yothuw Marŋgithinyaraw ga  

Marŋgikunhamirr Dhukarr

Joanne Garŋgulkpuy, 

Translated	by	Garŋgulkpuy	and	Michael	Christie

23	September	2008

Original text Literal translation Free translation

Ŋunhi yolŋu yothuy ŋuli wäŋa 
nhäma1, ga wiripuy yolŋuy 
gurrutumirriy ŋuli yäku-
nhirrpandja ŋanyany.

When yolŋu child will place-
see, and other yolŋu with kin 
links will name-place him.

As soon as a child is 
born (sees the land) his 
kin folk name him. 

Bala ŋuli yorrnha yolŋu 
luŋ’thun ga gurrupan nhanŋu 
märr-ŋamathinyawuydja 

yothuwnydja.

Then always later people 
gather and give him love for 
that child�

And other people will 
crowd around and give 
that child love.

1  wäŋa nhäma – literally ‘sees the place, the newborn baby’s first activity. 

wataŋu

ŋändi

märi

waku

yapa

The child, through his/her mothers’ line, ‘owns’ (wataŋu), her mothers 
(ŋändi), grandmother (märi), great grandmother (waku), and great great 
grandmother (known as yapa – sister)

mother

mother’s
mother

mother’s
mother’s
mother

mother’s
mother’s
mother’s
mother
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Ŋuruŋiny romdhu ŋuli 
ŋändi’mirriŋunhan ŋayaŋu2 
rur’maraman djägawnha 
yothuwnydja. 

By that law will that 
mother’s ŋayaŋu be activated 
to care for that child�

In that way the mother’s 
soul becomes mobilized 
to look after the child.

Ga ŋurruŋuny ŋayi dhu 
marŋgithirr ŋändi’mirriŋuw.

And first she will learn for 
mother�

The first thing he learns 
about is mother. 

Yurr ŋunhi ŋuli Dhuway3 
ŋandi’mirriŋuy gäma 
yothuny, ga yothuny ŋunhi, ga 
Yirritja. Ga ŋuli ga Yirritjay 
ŋändi’mirriŋuy gäma, yothu 
ŋuli malŋ’thun Dhuwa.

But when will Dhuwa 
mother carry baby, and baby 
that, and Yirritja. And when 
Yirritja mother carries, the 
baby will appear Dhuwa. 

But Dhuwa mothers 
carry Yirritja babies and 
Yirritja mothers carry 
Dhuwa babies. 

Dhunupan ŋayi ŋuli ŋunhi 
yothu mälkmirriyirr 
bäpurru’mirriyirr, ga 
bundurrmirriyirra gurrpanaraw 
wiripuŋuw yolŋuw. 

Straight she always baby 
with mälk, with clan, and 
with sacred bone names for 
kin-calling different Yolŋu. 

Straight away that baby 
has a subsection, a 
clan name, and sacred 
bone name to correctly 
identify and link to other 
Yolŋu. 

Bili ŋändi’mirriŋu dhuwal 
dharray-manymakmirrnydja 
bili ŋayi ŋunhi dhangi’-
wataŋuny yakurr’wuny 
yothuwnydja.

Because mother here care-
good-full, because she that 
hug-owner for sleep for 
baby.

So the mother is the 
good carer, because she 
owns the cradling care 
for the child’s sleep.

Galki nhakun ŋayi dhu ga 
yothu nhina ŋändi’mirriŋuwal. 

Close like she will the child 
sit with mother�

Because the child is 
always close to his 
mother� 

Bala ŋuruŋiny romdhu 
yothuydja ŋuli ŋäma 
ŋändi’mirriŋuny nhanŋuwuy 
ŋayi, ŋunhi ŋayi ŋuli 
lakaranhamirr nhanukal 
yothukurr dhärukkurr 
‘Ŋämala’.

Then through that law the 
children will hear mother 
her own, that she will call 
herself to her through baby 
language: Ŋamala

So in this way the 
child hears his own 
mother, when she uses 
baby language and 
calls herself ‘Mummy’ 
(Ŋamala).

2 ŋayaŋu – the seat of the emotions
3 all Yolŋu (and their land, songs, languages, etc) are either Dhuwa or Yirritja moiety. Marriages are arcoss moieties and children have the 

opposite moiety of their mother.
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Ŋuruŋiny dhärukthun ŋayi 
ŋuli ga ŋandi’mirriŋuy 
lakaranhamirr ŋanyapinya 
ŋayi gurrutu yothuwala. 

By that by language she 
always is mother tell-herself 
her-own-self she kin for 
child�

Through that language, 
the mother refers to 
herself using a kin term 
to her child� 

Yorrnha ŋuli dhäruk gurrupana 
ga marŋgikuman dälnydja, 
balanya nhakun yäkuwnydja 
wiripu-wurruŋguny 
gurrutumirriwnydja, ga 
wakal’wu ga gitgitku bala 
marrkapthuna4 ŋuli yothuny 
dhika mirithirra.

Later always language give 
and teach hard, like names 
other-other kin-full and 
for games for laughs then 
express love always child her 
very much.

After that she starts to 
give and teach harder 
words, like the names 
of other kin folk, and 
through games and 
laughter the child 
becomes confident in his 
mother’s love.

Ŋändi’mirriŋuynydja ŋuli 
märr-ŋamathinyawuy 
gurrupana bala 
lakaraman ŋayi marrtji 
ŋuli ŋuliwitjandhi märr-
ŋamathinyawuykurra romgurr 
ga marrkapthunawurra. 

Mother always love gives 
then tells she goes always 
whichever way love law and 
appreciation.

The mother always 
gives love, then tells her 
child everything through 
the ways of love and 
appreciation.

Dhuwaliyiny mirithirr 
nhakun ŋayi märr-
dapthunamirr rom, märr ga 
ŋayi dhu yothu marrkapthun 
nhanukiyingalaŋaw 
ŋändi’mirriŋuw. 

This very much like she 
commitment law, so she will 
child love-praise-appreciate 
her mother� 

This is a very faith-
clenching law, so 
that a child can most 
appreciate his own 
mother� 

Ŋunhi ŋayi dhu märramany 
marrtji romdja, bala ŋayiny 
marrtji dhu ŋayipin yan 
yothuynha mala-djarr’yundja.

When she will get the law, 
then she will go herself that 
child differentiate� 

As he learns that law, 
he learns to make 
discriminations for 
himself� 

Yol ŋayi, wanhaŋur ŋayi, nhä 
nhanŋu bäpurruny’, ga yol 
nhanŋu yalu’.

Who she, where from she, 
what her clan, and who her 
nest�

Who he is, where he is 
from, what clan group, 
what mother’s line. 

4  Marrkap, beloved person, someone who keeps families safe and protected and supports them in difficult circumstances. He is like a 
‘shade’ for that Yolŋu. 
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Bala ŋayi marrtji dhu 
larruman yol mala yapa’mirr 
nhanŋu, yol mala ŋändimirr 
mala bäpurru, yol wakumirr 
ga yol märimirr, ga wanhaŋur 
ŋayi mala-ŋurrkanhawuy.

Then she go will search who 
are m’s m’s m’s m’s group, 
who her mothers’ (pl) clan, 
who m’s m’s m’s, and who 
m’s m’s, and where from she 
many-thrown� 

So he’ll want to know 
who are his great grand 
mothers’ people, his 
mothers’, his mother’s 
grandmothers’ and 
mothers, and from 
where he is descended� 
(See diagram)

Yolŋu yothu ŋuli ŋuthana bala 
marŋgithirra dhunukuŋur5 
ŋändi’mirriŋuwal yurr 
märrmay’ dhukarryuny: 
nhänharay ga ŋänharay 
bala marrtji ŋuli dhäruktja 
rulaŋdhuna nurrku’lilnha6�

Yolŋu child will grow then 
learn in care by mother but 
by two paths: by looking and 
by listening and then will go 
words put into head.

The Yolŋu child grows 
and learns in the 
mother’s care through 
two means, looking and 
listening, then the words 
form in her head�

Ga ŋunhiyi nurrku’ djämaw 
dhuwal mirithirr ganydjarrmirr 
bili birrka’yunawuy nurrku 
dhuwal warrpam yäkumirr 
Yolŋuw yothuw ga bäpurruw, 
balanya nhakun napurruŋ 
nurrku birrka’yunaraw, 
dhuwal Gayalinydjil. 

And that very head-mind 
for work this very powerful 
because trying head this all 
with name of the yolŋu child, 
and clan like our head for 
thinking this Gayalinydjil. 

And the mind is very 
powerful for working, 
since the thinking power 
of any Yolŋu child 
actually has a specific 
clan-related name� For 
example our (Wangurri 
clan) mind is called 
Gayalinydjil.

Beŋur dhuŋgarraŋur goŋ-
waŋgany ga djimbiyalil yothu 
ŋuli marŋgithirra yol nhanŋu 
ŋändi’mirriŋuw galkiwuy 
gurrutu’mirr walal, ga yän 
bili ga balan bitjana ŋayi ŋuli 
marŋgithirra bukmakkun 
romgun, ŋunhi ga rom ŋorra 
buŋgulŋur, manikayŋur ga 
bulu dharrwa dhika.

From years hand-one and 
to seven the child always 
learns who her mother’s 
close relations are, until there 
she learns all the law, the 
law which is in ceremony, in 
song, and all other sorts� 

Between five and seven 
years old, the child 
learns who his mother’s 
close relations are, until 
he knows everyone 
– relations, and their 
traditional roles, in 
ceremonies and songs 
and all other things�7 

5 dhunuku – (noun) care, protection
6 Author’s note: nurrku – refers to the mind or that part of the head which thinks and knows (as opposed to liya – which is the physical 

head). Different Yolŋu groups have different names for their nurrku. The nurrku interacts with the nature – thinking, problem solving, 
negotiation, ways we behave.

7 Author’s note: He knows and joins in but still doesn’t properly understand
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Ŋunhiyiny waluy ŋayi ŋuli 
djämamirriyaman nhanŋu 
marŋgithinyawuynydja, bala 
ŋuli gäman ga milkuman 
nhanŋuwuy gakal’tja8 
wiripuŋuwal yolŋuwal.

That time makes her learning 
work, and takes and shows 
her talent/style to other 
Yolŋu. 

That period puts his 
knowledge to work, and 
he carries it, and reveals 
his own ancestral style 
to other people. 

Ŋunhiyiny nhanŋu gakalnha 
ga mundhurrnha djämawnha 
dirramuwnydja djäma 
ŋayi dhu märram djäma 
djuŋgayawnha, dalkarrawnha, 
bilmawnha, ga romgun mala. 

That his style and gift for 
working – for a boy he 
will work as manager, or 
ceremonial leader, and 
clapstick laws.

This provides a man’s 
talent and gift, for the 
work he will do as 
custodian, authority 
on sacred names, 
ceremonial leader, and 
other important roles. 

Ga ŋayiny dhu miyalktja 
yolŋu buthuru gänhamirra9 
makarrwu yutuŋgurrwu 
manikaywun, märr ga ŋayi 
dhu nyä’yundja dhunupa yän 
bundurrnydja lakaram.

And the woman Yolŋu will 
take her ears to the theme of 
ancestral songs, so she will 
cry straight, just telling the 
body names. 

And the woman will 
listen carefully so that 
when it comes time 
to cry, she will get the 
song lines right, she will 
sing/cry the right sacred 
names� 

Bili ŋayipin ŋunhi miyalktja 
yothu marŋgin yol bäyŋuthin.

Because she along that 
woman baby knows who 
became nothing.

Because she has known 
that person who has died 
ever since she was a 
baby. 

Beŋuryiny ŋayi dhu yolŋuy 
yothuy märr-dharaŋanna yol 
nhanŋu yapapulu, ŋändipulu, 
wakupulu, märipulu ga 
dharaŋanna ŋayi marrtji dhu 
djäman nhanŋuwuy dhiyak 
mala�

From that she will yolŋu 
child believe who her yapa, 
ŋändi, waku, märi and 
understand she will go work 
for her for them�

After the child grows 
up, he builds up trust 
with other groups, 
(sisters, mothers, 
great grandmothers, 
grandmothers), and 
understands what his 
role is in relation to all 
those different groups. 

8 gakal – ancestral style, talent, true role. A person shows gakal through his/her performances in variety of tasks – dances, language, law 
making, and decision making.

9 Buthuru-ganhamirri – to bring one’s ears, to bring oneself through listening carefully
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Balanya nhakun 
yapapuluwalnydja ŋayi dhu ga 
mukthuna yän nhina, yäkuny 
ŋayi ŋunhi moda wo mirriri.

Like example, sister family 
will quiet only sit, name that 
there moda or mirriri� 

For example at a funeral, 
those people from clans 
who could be called 
‘sister’ to the deceased, 
must sit quietly and do 
nothing, this is what we 
call moda or mirriri� 

Ga ŋändi’mirriŋuwal ga 
märi’mirriŋuwal ŋayi dhu 
rur’yun ga waŋa ga napuŋga 
dhärra, balanya nhakun 
djawarrkmirr wo rom ŋayi dhu 
nhirrpan dhunupayam.

And for the mothers and for 
the mother’s mothers she 
will get up and talk and stand 
in the middle, for example 
exhorting or law she will lay 
down straight� 

But for the mother’s and 
grandmother’s clan, he 
will get up and stand in 
the middle and talk and 
exhort people, and make 
sure things are being 
done correctly according 
to law� 

Ga wakupuluwalnydja ŋayi 
dhu nhina ga ŋäman, bili 
nhanukalaŋu märipuluw 
ŋunhiyi romdja. 

And with the waku people, 
she will sit and listen, 
because it is their mother’s 
mother’s law.

And sit with the waku 
clan people (see the 
diagram), because their 
märi (ie the mother’s 
mother clan of the 
deceased) are in control� 

Yurru ŋunhi ŋayi dhu yothu 
‘wataŋu’ bäyŋuthirrinydja, 
märi yän nhanŋu buŋgawany. 

But if she will child wataŋu 
die, mother’s mothers only 
her boss.

If a child dies, it will be the 
mother’s mothers’ people 
in control of the ceremony� 

Yolŋuy yothuy ga ŋayatham 
gakal’ ga mundhurr mala, 
ga nhaliy ŋayi dhu ŋunhi 
djulkmaramany ŋunhi ŋayi 
dhu ga dhuli’na bitjuna, 
ralpayirr ga djambatjthirr, 
nhaku mala romgu walal dhu 
nhirrpan nhanŋu. 

Yolŋu children hold roles 
and gifts, and who they will 
pass them when they will 
listen, become helpful and 
effective, for what laws will 
be put for her.

That Yolŋu child has 
that talent of gakal, he 
is gifted, this will make 
him go ahead if he listens 
properly, and be helpful 
and a good provider for 
ceremonies that will be set 
up for his participation. 

Romdhu manymakthu ga 
mägayay dhu guwatjmanmirr 
ga dharaŋanmirrnydja.

By good law, and by peace 
will come together and 
recognise� 

By following this 
properly and peaceably, 
people will come 
together and respect 
each other� 
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GARMAK GULARRIWUY
Gularri Water

Timothy Buthimaŋ 

talking	to	his	daughter	Garŋgulkpuy	and	his	sister	Lisa	Walpulay,	at	the	Dingu	
garden,	Galiwin’ku

February	2008

 
Just as the Teaching from Country program was starting up, Garŋgulkpuy came to work at 
Charles Darwin University for a few days and brought with her an audio recording from a 

discussion with her father� 
She transcribed the story, 
and she and Michael worked 
on the translation and 
interpretation. It is a story 
about Wangurri tribe and 
their water, and what their 
story of the water tells them 
about their life and work. 
While we were working on 
the translation, Garŋgulkpuy 
also drew a diagram�

At the top right is the 
Wangurri water source at 
Dhalinybuy, and it flows out 
to the sea (joining up with 
other Yirritja waters which 
are not marked). On the side 
of the river the grass (mulmu 
bulmirri) is growing. The 
source contains the ‘learning 
and teaching methodology, 
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confidence, research’ – ‘dhuwal nhanŋu wäŋa’ – that is its home. When the water wells up inside 
Wangurri country, it starts to flow ‘dhuwal ga gapu ŋalayŋalayyun’ and it talks – ‘gapu dhä-
rirrakaymirri’ – water with sound in its mouth – ‘agreeing, negotiating, consulting, stating and 
empowering’. ‘Dhuwandja mayali’ ŋunhi yolŋuy dhu marrtji raypirri’yun wäŋa rom larakam 
dhunupayam’ – This means that when Yolŋu advise and admonish each other the land tells the 
law straight. ‘Dhuwal dhukundja ŋayi marrtji gäma’ – these are the leaves and sticks, palm 
fronds and bits of paperbark the Wangurri water is carrying down the river. These are bits 
of ‘information, knowledge, wisdom, intellectual research’. Near the mouth of the river is a 
‘dhäwurr’ – this ‘wäŋa ŋunhi walal dhu nha malany rulaŋdhuna bala nhirrpana rom märr dhu 
walal ŋunhal gali’ manymak thirr’ – the bar where everything, anything comes together for 
agreement, and lays down the law ‘rom’ – so that everything on the other side will be good. The 
water on the other ‘agreement’ side is no longer rippling, it is calm Yirritja water called betj 
‘betjnha dhu ŋorra’ – everyone comes to agreement.

Wangurri transcription Translation

Garŋgulkpuy: Ma! Nhaltjarr gan ŋäthil 
walal nhinan, ga nhä ŋunhi ŋayi yuwalk 
Garrayyu gurrupar limurruŋ yolŋuw 
nhawi, nhaku limurruŋ ŋayi ŋunhi romdja1 
gurrupar! Ga nhaltjan limurr dhu ŋunhiyi 
use-nydja dhiyaŋuny bala, ŋunhiyiny, bili 
marrtji dhuwal gumurr-dälthirra wäŋany.

Garŋgulkpuy: Okay! How did they use to 
live, and what did God truly give us Yolŋu, 
why he gave us our law? And how we will 
use it today, because things are getting very 
hard now in this place.

Buthimaŋ: Yo! Garraywu dhaŋu 
ŋäŋ’thuwan, Garraynha, bala buku-meŋgan 
Garraywul Godnha Moriny ga nhunu 
ŋarru God moriny galki ŋanapiligul, djinaŋ 
bala liŋgu nhuŋgu, nhuŋgu rom nhunupi, 
nhunupi dhuwan bokman waŋgala ŋarru 
nhawun dharrpalnha. 

Buthimaŋ: Okay. We’ll pray to god for 
guidance. ‘Here we ask you and thank you, 
Lord, God, father, that you will remain 
close to us, at this time, because you alone 
are the creator of this earth, and it is sacred 
land.’ 

Dhaŋu waŋgalam ŋarru dharrpalnha dhaŋu, 
rom mala nhuŋguram dhaluthaŋa gayŋa 
ŋoya ga nhuŋgura, nhunu ŋarru nhunupin 
bala milkumam ŋala banha ŋuwakurru 
ŋanapiliŋgu nyenanhawu.

This land is sacred, these laws are in your 
hands, reveal yourself to show the right way 
for us to live. 

1 Rom in the context of this story could be translated as protocols, laws, advice, proper ways of doing things, good customary practice
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Ga ŋala banha rom, ga law ŋanapiliŋgu 
ŋanapu ŋarru nyena ŋuwakurru, mägaya 
bayiŋ ŋanapu ŋarra nhäma nhunany 
dharaŋgan, bitjan bili malthun ga munguyun 
nhuŋgu mä ŋarru nhunum mattji bala 
rakaram ya ŋuwakurrum dhaŋuny ga rom 
nhalpiyan gan ŋätjiliŋu dhaŋuny garruwan 
dhäwu ga ŋoya ga nhalpiyana ŋarru yutaram 
banhaya liŋgu bala nhan ŋarru yutayin bala 
ŋanapiliny, guŋga’yunna yutanham yolŋuny 
djinaŋum bala. 

And where is a system and a law for right 
living, where we can attain your peace, 
always following you, so you can tell for 
us the right story, and the right way that 
the ancestral stories told the story of what 
ws lying there, and how we can continue 
to renew it, for us so we can help the new 
generation of Yolŋu of today. 

Bilinya dhaŋu Garray ŋaya nhuŋgul 
rakaranam nhuŋguru, nhuŋguru-murrum 
yäkurumurru Djesuwurumurru. Yo yo.

This is what we ask you father in the name 
of Jesus. Amen.

Buthimaŋ: Yo! Nhäwuy bili ŋaya ŋarru 
rakaramam ŋurruŋum, gatjuwilak nhuma 
rakaraŋ ŋatjil nyäkul. Gamurruŋum nhäwuy

Buthimaŋ: (to his daughter) What am I 
going to tell you? You tell me first, what 
points?

Garŋgulkpuy: Balanya nhakun. Balanya 
nhä ŋayi ga representing ŋalitjalaŋ, ŋunhal 
ŋali dhu play role today, balanya nhakun 
example ŋarra dhu lakaram gapu, ŋunhi 
barpuru ŋali ga lakaranhamirr, ŋunhi 
ŋalitjalaŋ role ŋali dhu always napuŋga ga 
dhärra, ga dhukun ŋali dhu gal’kalmaram, 
djäma litjalaŋ ŋunhi.

Garŋgulkpuy: Like, tell me what does it 
mean for us, in the role we play today, the 
example I’m asking about is water, what we 
were talking about yesterday, that our role is 
always to stand in the middle, and get rid of 
the rubbish, is that our role?

Guŋga’yun ŋali dhu ga yolŋuny ŋunhi ŋayi 
dhu ga hurt, guŋga’yun ŋali dhu ga Yolŋuny 
ŋunhi ŋayi dhu ga problem-mirriyirr 
ŋunhi ŋalitjalaŋ rom, bili ŋuruŋiyi ŋayi ga 
lakaram.

You and I will help Yolŋu people when 
they get hurt, we will help them when they 
develop problems, that’s our law, because 
that’s what (the water) tells us to do. 
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Buthimaŋ: Ya’ bilinya, dhuwanma nhän 
nhäpa, dhaŋuyam nhän ga ŋapaŋuruŋ 
dhuwanayam dhaŋuny nhan ŋapaŋuruŋ 
garmakpuy. Dhaŋuny ga galanydjawuy 
dhaŋuny, ga ŋunham ŋarra golam 
galanydjany galgaluman nhan ŋarra 
garmakthu bili banhaya garmak nhan gayŋa, 
ŋarru bitjana liŋgu gätthuna.

Buthimaŋ: Oh I see what you mean, yes 
it is, that’s the story on the surface, of the 
water (in both senses of the word). That’s 
the story of the flotsam is being carried 
slowly by the Wangurri water, because that 
water will keep on flowing for ever.

Banhaya garmak, banha ŋangawulnha 
yolŋuyu gayŋan djäma, ga yolŋuwuŋ 
yaw’yunda, ga yolŋuwuŋ mayaŋ 
guwathanharan aw bore nhan bayaŋu. 

That water, was never made by Yolŋu or 
dug by Yolŋu, the Yolŋu didn’t make the 
river, it’s not from a bore. 

Ŋangawul banham nininyŋu yana, 
gulundayŋu, ŋunham Dhälinyŋam garmak, 
nhan ŋarru gayŋa gätthuna bitjan liŋgu ga 
bitjan liŋgu.

No it’s everlasting, it has always been there, 
the water from Dhäliny2, it will always be 
flowing for ever.

Liŋgu garmak banhaya rakaram ŋalma ŋarru 
garmak nhan ŋarru ŋarra räli dhä-wirkarrmi 
garrun� 

Because that water tells us it comes to us 
unstoppable and speaks confidently.

Garrun ŋarra nhapa ŋarra ŋalayŋalayyun 
garmak, ŋunha nhan ŋarra gätthun nhan 
ŋarru gayŋa ŋäma ŋalma ŋarru, nhan 
ŋarru gayŋa dhä-reŋgitjmi nhan ŋarru 
gayŋa gätthun garmak ga golamam nhan 
ŋarru gayŋa dhuwanya, dhuwanya nhäpa 
malanynha galanydja dhukun.

It is speaking and at the same time it is 
flowing, as it runs we can hear it, calling out 
the names of what it is carrying (belonging 
to different Yirritja clan groups), it will flow 
that water and carry the leaf litter, sticks and 
fragments of paperbark along. 

Yo! Ŋunham nhan yana ŋapaŋuruŋ dhäwu, 
ŋunha nhan ga rurrwuyun, ŋunha ga 
rurrwuyun, yutaram nhan gayŋa djinawa 
bärrku marimi ŋutu, be baya banha ŋali 
ŋalim ŋangawulnha marŋgi.

Yes, there’s the story about the surface, 
how it washes clean, and when it washes it 
makes new the inside, very very deep, so 
deep we don’t even understand it ourselves. 

Banhayam nhan gayŋa darrtjalkkuman 
ga waripum nhan ga darrtjalkkum ga 
waripum nhan gayŋa batjiwarr guwatharam 
mayaŋnha, mayaŋnha nhanbay yana 
garmak. Ga yakan ŋalma marŋgi bulum 
djinakuyam.

When it cleans, then other things are 
cleaned too, also, it also prepares a path for 
the itself, the water does that itself� And we 
don’t know more about that.

4	 Dhäliny	is	the	source	of	Wangurri	water	which	flows	into	Arnhem	Bay	along	what	in	English	is	called	the	Cato	River.	
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Ga gatjuwilak nhunum dhä-wirrka’yuwan 
nhänany djinalaya nhänany. Nhuma dhä-
wirrka’yuwanmiya.

Go on, ask me more questions. Ask me. 

Garŋgulkpuy: Yow ŋunhi nhe gan lakaraŋal 
nhakun gapupuy, ga ŋunhiyi rom mala 
ŋunhi ŋayi start wanhal. Ga, ga reasonmirr 
nhakun ŋayi gan marrtjin yarrupthurrnydja 
ga dhiyaŋuny bala, nhaltjana napurrndja 
dhu dhiyalnydja Wangurriny Yolŋu ga rom 
nhakun ŋayi ga ŋayatham ŋuruŋiyi gapuy 
limurruŋ.

Garŋgulkpuy: Yes, when you were telling 
the story of water, and the laws, where did 
they start? And what is the reason that the 
water is going down to the sea, and now, 
what are we going to do here, we Wangurri 
tribe Yolŋu and the law that the water holds 
for us� 

Buthimaŋ: Yo banha nhan ga romma 
ŋayathan ŋärrun nhan ŋarru gätthunma 
garmakma banha ŋaya gandarrŋa djaka-
warruwan. Banham ŋaya djakawarruwan 
gandarrŋa ŋärrun. Nhan ŋarru garmakma 
gätthun ŋunham nhan gayŋa ŋunham nhan, 
ŋunham nhan gayŋa ŋäwatthun garmak, 
ŋayathanam nhan gayŋa dalkarrayu.

Buthimaŋ: Okay, the full story is that the 
water was flowing later. We started talking 
about the middle of the story, about when 
the water is flowing. But the origins when 
it first bubbled up, it was held by the sacred 
names of the law� 

Ŋe! Ŋunham nhan gayŋan ŋayathan 
dalkarrayyu garmakma ŋunha nhan ga 
nhäpa inside yana ŋudulŋudul dhäya 
nhanbay yana garmak be baya nhanbay ga 
banha. 

Okay, so the sacred names held the water, 
inside, murmuring to itself, the water, just 
by itself.

Ŋarru bukmakma Yolŋu banha nhuma 
bayiŋ manikay ŋäma banham ŋanapu bayiŋ 
miyaman ŋalma mulmu rakaram gudaŋbaŋ 
aw dhika nhä banha ŋanapu bayiŋ rakaram 
bulmirri ga banhayam nha gayŋa ŋurru-
yirr’yuna. 

And all of us Yolŋu know that ancestral 
song which we sing, we sing about the 
grass, the new shoots, all the different 
things we sing about, it’s the grass that 
starts it off� 

Yutan nhän ŋunha nhän ŋarru, ŋarru nhäpan 
rakaraman ŋätjin nhan gayŋa, ŋätjin nhan 
gayŋa gudaŋbaŋnha nhan banhayam 
bulmirrin nhan ŋarru gäthunna garmakma, 
ŋunham nhan out.

The song tells of all the new things 
emerging, the grass starts weeping, when 
the rains come, the water will come flowing 
and will take it away. 

Garŋgulkpuy: Ŋayiny dhu dhäkay-ŋäma 
wokaraynydja nhawiyuny wokaraynydja?

Garŋgulkpuy: Yes, and will the green tree 
frog also feel it? 
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Buthimaŋ:Yow! Nhanam ŋarru ŋäman 
dhäkay-ŋäman bala mattji garruna wayinma 
wokaram, ŋunha mattji djarŋgulkmurru 
garruna ŋunhuŋuyan nhanany ŋarru galŋa 
ŋulwitjkumam, galŋa ŋuwatjuman. Bala 
nhan ŋarru nhapam djarwaryunma ŋanydja 
buŋgatthuna3 nhan ŋarru.

Buthimaŋ: Yes! He will hear the grass 
crying, and feel the moisture and start 
croaking that little animal in the little 
creeks, in that way he will cool his skin and 
feel better. He won’t be feeling tired any 
more, he’ll be feeling cool and relaxed and 
expectant.

Buŋgatthumana yana ya ŋunha, ga nhangu 
banhayam djäma, ŋunha dhupal ga dhuli’na-
witjunmi.

He just relaxes, you see, and that is his job. 
The grass and the frog both listen to each 
other� 

Mulmu ga ŋunha garmak inside ga ga 
garmindjarrk ŋunha ŋalmaliŋgu waŋgala. 
Yow, bala nhan ŋarru manikayma banham 
ŋarram ŋärrun nhan ŋarru ŋarra banha 
manikay bayikuya.

Water and grass rising up inside our 
country. Yes, then it will become the song, 
it turns into the song about it. 

Ŋanydja ŋunha nhän ŋatjil ŋarru 
nhinathuŋganmi, nhinathuŋganmi nhan 
ŋarru baltha bayikuya, bayikuya.

But in the very beginning, sitting there, will 
be that big black rain cloud called baltha. 

Yo, Baltha nhan ŋarru nhinathuŋganmi. Yo! 
Ga murrukaynha ŋarru, yindiyin nhan ŋarru 
ŋoy-gurrŋandjin, bala nhän ŋarru nyarryuna, 
ga nyarryunma nhan ŋarru–-u dhawar’ma 
murryunma nhan ŋarru, murryunma 
milŋ’thunma nhan ŋarru, dhawar’yuman 
nhan ŋarru, bala nhan ŋarru ŋalayŋalayyuna 
garmakma. 

Yes, the rain cloud sets itself in place, it gets 
bigger, its base becomes black, and then it 
will start to rain� It will rain, and then it will 
stop and then the thunder starts. When the 
thunder starts, then the lightening, then it 
will finish, and the water will start flowing. 

Ŋalayŋalayyuna nhan ŋarru riyala gätthuna 
ŋunha bayma ŋe! ŋe! ya ŋunha.

It will rise up and start flowing from the 
source over there, eh? That’s it. 

Golurr nhan yäku ŋirrima, Golurr. Nhawi 
bilanya ya! ŋirrima nhäpa ŋirrima bilanya 
nhäpa waŋgala nhan ŋarru ga dhäya, 
lorr yäku nhan lorr, ŋaykana nhan lorr 
banhayam, yo! bayikuya waŋgala garmakku 
yana banhaya dharaŋgan nhän ŋarru yalala. 
Ga dharaŋgana nhan ŋarru bayiŋuya 
garmakthu, bala nhan ŋarru gätthuna.

We call that place Golurr. So you see, the 
place, the land, will be standing, the water 
building up is called lorr, that’s the name 
for that water, the name for the water in that 
place, it will recognise the path it has to 
take later. The water will recognise its place 
and start moving. 

3	 Buŋgatthun	means	relaxed,	but	also	confident,	aware,	and	ready	for	action.
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Bayikuya waŋgala garmakku yana after 
nhan ŋarru dhawar’yunna, bala nhan ŋarru 
ŋurru-yirr’yun gätthunna ŋalayŋalayyunna 
dhuwanayam. Dhuwan nhangu ga rom ŋoya 
rom nhangu�

The place that belongs to that water, when 
later it fills up, then it will start flowing. 
That’s the law lying there that belongs to 
that water� 

Garŋgulkpuy: Ga nhaltjan nhakun ŋayi ga 
teachingnydja napurruny Wangurrinhany 
limurrunhany ŋuruŋiyiny?

Garŋgulkpuy: So what is it that it teaches us 
Wangurri people, that water story?

Buthimaŋ: Yo banhayam ga bitjanna gayŋa 
rakaramam banhayam ŋalmaliŋgu yanamu, 
dhaŋu nhumaliŋgu ŋaya ŋarru rakaram, 
dhaŋum, dhaŋum, dhaŋum nhä ŋaya bayiŋ 
ŋaya gayŋan marŋgiyin, ga ŋunha nyäku 
librim, librim nyäku buk, libri yäku bilanya 
bitjan nhumaliŋgu nhä ŋalmaliŋgu buk, 
ŋalma bayiŋ warrathun ga libriŋa nhuma 
bayiŋ ŋawatthunga dhaŋu nyäku libri 
guŋan bitjan nhumam bayiŋ warratthuna, 
dharaŋgan ŋalma bayiŋ nhäma, ya witjan, 
ŋunha nhawun shopŋa. Yo! Ga ŋunham 
nhan libri dhaŋu gam! nhan ŋarru garrun.

Buthimaŋ: Yes, it speaks to us like this, this 
is for us people, it’s ours I’ll tell all sorts of 
things that I have learnt, that’s my library. 
The library where you get and look at books 
inside, and find all sorts of things, so these 
are our books, which we will get, and you 
can get the story like the library. This is my 
library. You can give them, and get them 
and understand them, just like out of a shop. 
Yes. There’s a library there, it can talk. 

Garŋgulkpuy: Disciplinenydja ŋayi ga ŋorra 
ŋunhiliyi ŋe! ? Balanya nhakun discipline 
ŋayi ga ŋorra raypirri.

Garŋgulkpuy: Is there a discipline lying in 
there? Is there some discipline like raypirri’4 
in there?

Buthimaŋ: Yow, raypirri.

Garŋgulkpuy: Ŋayi ga ŋorra napurr dhu 
right time napurr dhu gurku’yun. 

Buthimaŋ: Yes, raypirri 

Garŋgulkpuy: It’s there, ready for when we 
(Wangurri Yolŋu) get up and start talking. 

Buthimaŋ: Ya! right time nhuma ŋarru 
gurku’yun ŋarru gurku’yunma, bili nhan 
ŋarru banha gurku’yunma nhuma ŋarru right 
time bayikuya bayikuya yana liŋgu, bayiku 
yana liŋgu.

Buthimaŋ: Yes, you need to speak up at the 
right time whatever point you need to make, 
stand up and make those points. 

4	 Raypirri	is	difficult	to	translate	into	English.	I	means	discipline	in	the	sense	of	a	well-guided,	well-founded	appropriate	way	to	behave.
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Bayiku yana liŋgu nhawu nhunu gayŋa 
gatjpu’yun, ya ŋunha nhawu nhunu ŋayaŋu 
gurku’yuwan. 

Yes, so you are looking into the future, and 
you are preparing to get up and going.

Yo! dingu banhay ga garmak garrun bitjan. 
Bitjan gam! ‘Ŋayam dhaŋu, ŋayam dhaŋu 
garmak ŋaya ŋarru dhä-reŋgitjmi, ga ŋarra 
ga birka’birkayun ŋaya ŋarru ŋarra.’

Yes, the cycad5 and the water are both 
telling us. Like this; ‘I am the water, I speak 
the scared connections, I will roar out the 
names.’ 

Garŋgulkpuy: Dälkurr? Garŋgulkpuy: Through strength?

Buthimaŋ: Wanyumurru mu! Ga gandarrŋa 
ŋaya ŋarru birkarr’yun ‘Ga yay’!’ bili 
garmak ya! banhaya nyäku garmak. Bilanya 
bitjan djolurr balaya ŋaya ŋarru gunhan, 
dhuwarrpum ŋaya ŋarru.

Buthimaŋ: Yes, through strength. And in the 
middle (of a ceremony) I will start chanting 
the sacred names (and everyone echoes) 
‘Ga yay’!’ because of my water. That’s why 
I use white clay to paint the balaya on my 
forehead when we have ceremonies, it’s 
showing the pathway of the water. 

Bala bayiŋ ŋaya ŋalthumanna, banha bili 
romma banhayan, ŋalthuna nhan ŋarru.

When I put the white ochre on my forehead 
that’s the law, I’ll put it on (representing the 
water) 

Garŋgulkpuy: Ga betjŋa yän dhu ga 
nhinany?

Garŋgulkpuy: And make the calm quiet 
Yirritja water?

Buthimaŋ: Banhayan liŋgu, Djolorr banha 
ya! Ŋunhayan nyäkum nhan nhawi.

Buthimaŋ: That’s it, that forehead painting, 
that’s mine. 

Garŋgulkpuy: Ga nhakun dhiyaŋuny bala 
organizationŋura ŋaliny dhu nhäma nhakun 
organization-dja 

Garŋgulkpuy: And what nowadays in 
organizations can we see, for organizations?

Buthimaŋ: Ŋayi ŋunhiyi nhakun ŋayiny 
gurrupara limurruŋ ŋali dhu dharray ga 
raypirri ŋalitjalaŋ Wangurriw yan yolŋuw 
gurrupar Garray-yu märr ga ŋayi dhu fit in 
with nhanukal dhäwu-lil Garraywal.

Buthimaŋ: So what the water has given us, 
we will look after carefully and use it to sort 
out problems, it was given by God only to 
the Wangurri yolŋu, and it fits in with His 
truth� 

5 Dingu the cycad nut is another Yirritja totem which has a story to tell about water and truth and process. 
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Yow! Ŋalmam djinakuya nhawi nhakun 
nhawun ŋalma nhawi gaŋga ŋalma marŋgi, 
gaŋga ŋalma marŋgi. Ga ŋalapalmi gaŋga 
marŋgi gaŋga nhan marŋgi ga djinaŋum 
bala ŋali ŋarru nhäma fit in-ma nhän ŋarru 
ŋalaŋa, ŋe ŋalaŋa ŋarru do’yunmim, bitjan 
gam!

Yes! We here, really only partially 
understand all that. Even the oldest people 
only partly understand, but we can see how 
it fits in whenever we meet together (to 
reach agreement)� 

Burrpar nhan burrpar ya wilanya nhakun 
ŋayi dhu buŋgatthunman nhunany 
gurku’yuman nhunany nhunu ŋarru ŋarra ga 
mala manapan bayikul yolŋuwul warrawul.

There are two things lying there (that the 
water does): to make you confident and 
relaxed, and to put you into action, to go 
and join with others, other ideas.

Yolŋu banha ŋanapu ŋarru luŋ’thumanmi ga 
mala manapanmi join together-n.

(The water helps) Yolŋu when we come 
together, and join together.

Garŋgulkpuy: Ŋunhi nhe gan lakaraŋalnydja 
ŋunhili leadershipŋur, leadership ŋayi 
ga ŋayatham yolŋuy ŋayiny dhu nhakun 
napurrnydja wiripuwurruŋguny waŋgayŋu-
wulkuny ga nhäpa balanya ŋayi ŋunhi 
mayali’ nhakun dhiyaŋ bala todays 
organization ŋunhi limurr ga facing.

Garŋgulkpuy: Was what you were talking 
about a sort of leadership, (from the water) 
help by Yolŋu so that we people, working 
with others, (Yes) so it refers to today’s 
organizations. 

Buthimaŋ: Yo! Ga bitjana nhan ŋarru ga 
wekamam ŋe!

Yes that’s what the Wangurri water has to 
give.

Garŋgulkpuy: Ga waŋganydja ŋayi ga 
Balanday rom milkum dhiyaŋ bala ŋalimurr 
dhu ga malthun yanbi dhanaliŋguway 
romgu, ŋarru dhanaliway gayŋan ŋalmaliny 
baduwaduyuwanam.

Garŋgulkpuy: And the nonAboriginal 
people are showing us how to do things 
their way, and follow their system, but that 
is what has been distracting us. 

Nhakun ŋalitjalaŋ gämurru mala 
djämaw walaldja ga coming in nhakun 
yolŋu’yulŋuny mala ŋayiny ga ŋuruŋuyiny 
clearly ga lakaram dhäwu, ŋuruŋiyiny 
gapuynydja

So that is the point about the work that 
keeps coming in for Yolŋu, the water is 
making the story very clear.
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Ga ŋunhi ŋalimurr dhu ŋurukiyi malthun 
ga openlil dhäruk ŋanya rulaŋmaram as 
Wangurri tribe-thu. Ga nhawin limurr dhika 
nhaman ŋanyany ŋunhiyi bala putting into 
practisenha.

And if we follow it, and put the story out in 
the open, as the Wangurri tribe. And we will 
see it, and put it into practice.

Godkun djäma ŋunhi ŋayi rulaŋdhurra 
gapu muka ga dhäwu mala ŋayi rulaŋdhurr 
litjalaŋ. Ŋali dhu put ŋunhiyi into practice 
dhiyaŋuny bala todays organisationlila 
balany nhakun dingu dhuwal foundation-
mirr ŋayi dhuwal. 

It was God’s work putting the waters in 
place, and He put the stories in place for us. 
We will put it into practice now in today’s 
organizations, it’s like this cycad process, it 
has a foundation�

Foundationmirr ŋayi dhuwal, founder ŋayi 
dhuwal, nhaku? Maranhu gurrupanaraw. Ga 
räl gäma ŋayi dhu maranhuw represent ŋayi 
ga dingu ŋe! 

It is its foundation, the founder what for? 
For giving sustenance. Getting up and doing 
something for your survival is what the 
cycad story represents.

Buthimaŋ: Yo! Dhuwanya bili mu ŋaya 
gayŋan rakaran bilanya nhawun leader 
riwal’yun ŋarra ga mala ‘yarrk’.

Buthimaŋ: Yes! Yes, that’s what I was 
telling you, that’s a leader, who will sweep 
things away, clear�

Bala nhan ŋarru leaderyu bitjana gam! 
‘Banhalaya liŋgu line-ŋa.’ Ŋay! Ŋay 
nhuŋgum nhunum djinakuya dharray nhunu 
ŋarru ga dharray djinaku nhakun ŋunha 
dhanal�

Then the leader will say: ‘That’s the right 
line!’ So there is your story. You will care 
for it, you will care for this, like they did 
(your ancestors) 
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BUNDURRPUY
What Does Bundurr Mean?

Wapiriny Gurruwiwi

Transcribed	by	Garŋgulkpuy	 
Translated	by	Garŋgulkpuy	and	Michael	Christie

23	September	2008

 

Transcription by Garŋgulkpuy Free translation

Yo! Yothu ŋunhi ŋayi li dhawal-
guyaŋirrnydja dhunupan yan ŋunhi ŋayi 
bundurrmirrnydja yothuny. Yo! Yothu 
ŋunhi ŋayi li dhawal-guyaŋirrnydja ŋunhi 
ŋayi bundurrmirrnydja Yothuny.

Okay. When a child is born she already has 
sacred names for her bones. Yes, when the 
child is born it already has bundurr. 

Bundurrmirryirra ŋayi li, likanmirriyirra, 
ŋayi dhuwal ŋaraka ŋayi, mulkurr ŋayi, 
diltji ŋayi, mel ŋayi, marwat ŋayi, ŋunhi 
ŋayi bundurrmirra warrpam’nha.

She is born with a sacred ‘knee’ name, and a 
sacred ‘elbow’ name, all related to her bones, 
her head, her back, her eyes, her hair, all of 
her has bundurr1�

Ŋunhi ŋalapal nhawi malŋ’thuna ŋayi ŋunhi 
li yutjuwalany ŋunhi dhawal-guyaŋirrnydja 
gal’kalmirriyirr ga ŋalapalyirr

Any adult we see, when she was small and 
newborn, and when she was crawling around, (she 
always had that same bundurr), and now she is old. 

Ga yalala ŋayi dhu bäyŋuthirr ŋunhi ŋayi 
still goŋmirr2 yän ŋe!

And later when she dies, she still has all 
those connections�

Goŋmirr yän ŋayi ŋunhiyiny ŋunhi dhu 
dhiŋgamany ŋuruŋiyi ŋayi goŋmirrnydja 
bundurryun, bundurryun likannha ŋayi.

When she dies, she will be all connected, and it 
is the bundurr which makes those relationships, 
through the bundurr she has connections. 

Yol ŋayi dhiyal gan nhinan, wanhaŋur 
ŋayi, wanha nhanŋu wäŋa, yol nhanŋu 
yapa3, yol nhanŋu märi ga yol nhaŋu 
ŋändi’mirriŋu…

Who she was when she was alive with us, 
where she was from, where her country was, 
who her great great grandmother’s people 
were, her grandmother’s, her mother’s …

1	 Beginning	to	tease	out	the	meaning	of	bundurr,	Wapiriny	is	linking	the	knees	and	elbows	(the	most	potent	source	of	Yolŋu	connectedness	
metaphor)	with	all	the	other	parts	of	the	body	(each	with	its	own	spiritual	significance).	
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Ŋuruŋiyiny ŋayi ŋuli goŋmirrnydja, beŋur 
ŋayi yutjuwala goŋmirr bundurrmirra 
ŋayi already, ŋunhi ŋayi li malŋ’thuna 
ŋunhi ŋayi goŋmirra bundurrmirra ŋayi ga 
bäyŋuthirr ŋayi dhu, rakunydhirr ŋayi dhu 
ŋunhi ŋalapal, yurr rakunydhirra.

That is how she is connected, since she was 
a small baby already with bundurr, as soon 
as she was born, she already had connections 
with bundurr, when she dies, when she’s old 
and dead�

Ŋayi dhu yothu ga goŋmirr yan ŋayi 
even ŋayi yothu bäyŋuthirr wanhal 
ŋayi dhu ageŋur bäyŋuthirr napuŋga aw 
wulmandhirra ŋayi dhu still ŋayi goŋmirr 
yan bili ŋunhi born goŋmirr ga bäyŋuthirr 
ŋayi still goŋmirr yan.

Ever since a baby, she has connections, it 
doesn’t matter how old she is when she dies, 
middle aged or old, she is still connected, 
born connected, dies connected. 

That’s why ŋunhi li buŋgulnydja 
ŋamaŋamayun, munathany, warraw4ny’tja 
dhika nhä marrtji nhirrpa’nhirrpan bili 
ŋunhi ŋayi yolŋu ŋunhi goŋmirr ŋayi 
yolŋu bukmak Dhuwa Yirritja bäyŋu. 

That’s why when funerals are made, the 
sacred sand sculptures, the sacred shade, 
and whatever else (sacred) are put in place, 
that is done because every person’s body has 
got connections whether it’s a Dhuwa or a 
Yirritja person who dies. 

Bukmak warrpam ŋunhi ŋali dhu 
bäyŋuthirr manikayyu ŋalitjalany dhu 
dholkumany ga balanya.

So everything, when we die, will be buried 
by ancestral song, you see.

Rumbalnydja napurr dhuwal mirithirr 
dhuyu ga yaka nhe dhu warku’yundja 
napurruŋ bundurrnydja bili ŋayi ga rom 
waŋa bukmak ŋaraka dhuwal dhuyu.

Our bodies are very sacred, so you must not 
disrespect our sacred names because the law 
says that all bones are sacred.

Ga ŋunhi napurr ŋuli burr’yun 
gamunuŋguny aw miny’tjiny 
rulawaŋdhun ŋunhiyiny goŋ-wataŋuw ga 
djuŋgayaw yan djäma, 

So when we dance painted up with ochre or 
we paint ancestral designs on the body or the 
coffin, it is only those people responsible5 for 
performing and managing the funeral who 
allowed to do the painting. 

Ga yuwalktja bukmak dhu luŋ’thundja 
mala manapanmirrnydja ŋurikiyiny 
bundurrwu dhawar’maranharaw.

And truly, everyone will gather and join 
together to do the right thing for finishing 
that sacred bone connection properly. 

2	 Goŋmirr	(–	hand,	-mirr,	having)	literally	‘with	hands’,	means	having	relations	around	who	will	give	support.
3	 Yapa	means	both	sister	and	mother’	mother’s	mother’s	mother.	(See	the	diagram	on	Garŋgulkpuy’s	paper	The	Yolŋu	Child’s	Pathway	in	

this	volume)	
4	 Warraw’	shade,	sometimes	used	to	denote	a	designated	space	where	secret/sacred	business	is	done.	
5	 Different	clan	groups	have	particular	roles	in	a	funeral	(as	described	in	Garŋgulkpuy’s	paper	The	Yolŋu	Child’s	Pathway	in	this	volume)	

because	the	body	of	the	deceased	is	a	sacred	object	through	its	ancestral	connections.	
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES

Yiŋiya Guyula and Dhäŋgal Gurruwiwi

interviewed	by	Trevor	van	Weeren	with	introduction	by	Michael	Christie

October 2009

 
Introduction by Michael

There are always issues of intellectual property not far beneath the surface of university life. 
When Indigenous knowledge and digital technologies are introduced into the mix, the issues 
become more complex. We included attention to intellectual property issues in our planning for 
Teaching from Country from the beginning. There were two main reasons: One was to ensure 
that the IP of the Yolŋu knowledge authorities was protected as well as possible by Australian 
law. The other was to take the opportunity to look at issues of IP from the Yolŋu side as well as 
the Australian side. We were looking at Yolŋu and academic knowledge practices, and Yolŋu 
and academic ways of valuing and paying for participation, so we add IP to the both-ways 
discussion list� 

We invited Robynne Quiggin, a solicitor 
who runs a legal business Vincent-
Quiggin Legal & Consulting Services in 
Sydney. We had worked together on other 
projects, so I was happy when Robynne 
agreed to help. She looked carefully at 
the work we were doing, and prepared 
some legal advice as to how we could 
tighten up our work to better protect it. 

After the Teaching from Country 
program had been running for a few months, we invited Robynne to come to Darwin for a one 
day workshop to talk with us about Intellectual Property. She brought with her a Powerpoint 
presentation which helped us to think through some of her ideas, and allowed the Yolŋu 
participants to make comments about Yolŋu intellectual property law.
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What follows is an edited transcription of what Yiŋiya and Dhäŋgal had to say on video at the 
end of the day. Both were interviewed by Trevor van Weeren. Yiŋiya’s wife Waŋgurru, who was 
at his interview, transcribed and translated both interviews. I have added a few clarifications. 
The complete transcriptions and translations can be found on the website1� 

Yiŋiya and Waŋgurru interviewed by Trevor van Weeren

Yiŋiya: Yuw, When Michael first mentioned 
ŋunhi, this lady was coming up from 
Sydney. Ga talked about nhawi, intellectual 
properties. That sort of made me, bitjana 
gam’, That maybe sort of, that’s something 
we need, to backup dhuwal ŋunhi dhäwu 
mala. Especially paintings mala. Rom 
wiripuny, ga gakal’ mala, ga gamunuŋgu.

So when Michael first mentioned that 
Robynne was coming up from Sydney to 
talk about these intellectual properties, that 
sort of made me think that maybe we need 
something to protect our stories. Especially 
the paintings. As well as the culture, songs 
and dances, and the paintings.

We need some sort of legal protection when we put digital resources on the 
website.

Yaka limurr dhu ga yän bawalamirr 
nhirrpan websitelil, without some sort of 
secure, security mala ya bitjan. Ga bala 
ŋayi dhuwali nhawin, yakan marŋgi, nhä 
dhuwali intellectual properties mala nhawi 
nhakun.

We can’t just put it out on the website, 
without some sort of security and protection. 
But we don’t really know what these 
‘intellectual properties’ are all about in 
Australian law�

Performances are not protected under Australian law.

Very, very, mirithirr yan, important they, 
they should work together ga understand 
each other’s, where we talk about 
properties mala ŋunhi protectedpuy, 
nhakun, like say nhawi, I saw on the screen 
there, what’s being protected. Copyright 
protected, and what’s not really copyright 
protected. I saw on what’s not really 
copyright protected listŋur. Ga all the 
buŋgul mala, ga gakal’ mala and the stories 
just being told. 

Yuw waŋganydja dhäruk.

It is very, very, important that the two laws 
should recognize one another, and work 
together. When Robynne showed us the 
diagram of all the protected properties 
(under Australian law), we could see in one 
branch what’s being copyright protected. On 
the other lists there were things that were not 
really copyright protected like ceremonies, 
dances, the steps and ways of performing 
and people telling stories. 

 
Yes, and language was one of them�

1 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/writings_ip.html
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Languages, paintings on bodies, sand sculptures are not protected.

Yuw language, dhäruk, ga paintings mala. 
Unless something ŋayi ga ŋorra ŋula 
nhäŋur, wukirripuy. Yorr bäyŋun nhakun 
limurruŋ wukirripuy

There’s bäyŋu, no such writing yolŋuw. 
Only storyny ga ŋorra, ga gamunuŋguŋura 
yan, painting mala

Ga painting ŋunhi rumbalŋur ga ŋorra, that 
is story. Yorr dhiyal bala Balanda sideŋur 
say that not really protected

Because it’s only on a body. But that 
is story written down ŋayi rumbalŋur. 
Munathaŋur walal dhu ŋunhi munatha 
buma yolŋuy djäma? Yuw, ŋula nhaku 
lupthunaraw, yuw. Yuw, munatha dhu 
buma, sand sculpture for ceremonial 
purposes.

Yeah, language, words, and paintings on 
bodies. Unless they are somehow written 
down. But we don’t have any means of 
writing� There is nothing, no such thing as 
writing for Yolŋu. We just have the stories 
and the designs. And the painting which is 
on a body, that is actually a story. But that is 
not protected under Australian law because 
it’s only on a body. But from our point of 
view, the design is a story written down on a 
body. When they make those sand sculpturse 
on the ground, senior Yolŋu do it, whatever 
it may be for, maybe a cleansing ceremony, 
yeah�

Yeah, to form up the earth to create a sand 
sculpture for ceremonial purposes

But it’s the performances, the body paintings, sand sculptures which are exactly 
what are protected by Yolŋu law.

Copyright works from yolŋu nhawi, it’s 
nhawiŋur ŋunhi sand sculpture ŋunhi 
munathaŋur? That’s a copyright, the design, 
patterns. Exact design mala, patterns mala, 
ga designs of paintings mala, gamunuŋgu 
mala�

From the Yolŋu point of view, those sand 
sculptures are copyright. It’s the designs 
themselves, the patterns on ochre or in sand, 
which are copyright. 

Yolŋu intellectual property is never owned by an individual person. 

The paintings ga the stories ga paintings, 
especially gamunuŋgu mala, paintings are 
not only owned by one, waŋgany person.

There is nothing like ‘individual creation’ 
especially in the painting designs, they are 
not only owned by one person,(they were 
handed down to groups of nations by the 
creation ancestors)�
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It’s not even owned by a single clan group.

There’s a whole lot of clans that owns it, ga 
everyone in that clan, yothu-yindi, märi-
gutharra, waku, ga even connecting clans 
mala through riŋgitjkurr, ceremonieskurr, 
they have certain power over looking after, 
making it strong, yuw ga bitjan gam. 

Different clan groups have claims to other 
clans’ designs: A group of people known as 
the Yothu (which is child from the clan into 
which a woman marries) and Yindi (which 
is used for mother’s clan), Märi (mother’s 
mother), gutharra (sister’s daughter’s child), 
waku (mother’s mother’s mother) and even 
the connecting clans through ceremonial 
linkages handed down by creation ancestors. 
They have certain authorities over looking 
after it� 

Yolŋu would understand their Intellectual Property tree to link together all 
clans, with everything put in place by the creators.

Warrpam nhä mala ŋunhi rom ŋayi, 
waŋarryu mala gurru’kurrupar 
mana’manapanmin, nhakun ŋunhal east 
Arnhem Landŋur munathay ŋuruŋi, wäŋay, 
gurrutu mala ŋunhi ga dha-manapanmirr, 
makes a big, one big dharpa nhakun, big 
foundation ŋayi ga ŋorra e’.

Ga ŋunhiliny ŋayi ga ŋorran romna, e’ 
intellectual propertyn nhakun, ŋunhilin ŋayi 
romna ga ŋorra. Whether ŋayi Dhuwa, or 
Yirritja, yolku, yolku bäpurruw, rom mala. 
Waŋganygurr yan dhu ga romgurr marrtji.

Whatever there is in our law that the 
ancestral creators have given us in east 
Arnhem Land, they are inseparable. It’s 
the land, the places, the kinship networks 
connect them together. It makes up our 
version of an Intellectual Property tree, that 
makes up our foundation. 

So there lies the law, called ‘intellectual 
property’, in that common law. Whether it be 
Dhuwa moiety or Yirritja Moiety, in all the 
clans, no matter who it belongs to (in East 
Arnhem Land)�

It must abide by that same common law.

Yolŋu Intellectual Property law has mostly to do with stopping people from 
using designs, or performances without proper negotiations and permission.

Yaka guwal-budapthurr ga djaw’yurr 
wiripuŋuw. Balanyan mala ŋayi ga 
ŋunhiliny nhakun copyrightna ŋorra 
balanyan. Yaka manaŋi nhokal djälyu, 
ga ŋunha bala buŋgul djaw’yurr, or rom 
djaw’yuyrr, or gamunuŋgu djaw’yurr,

Do not mix the designs together or use some 
other group’s design. That’s what Yolŋu 
copyright law is about. Don’t steal other 
people’s designs just because you feel like 
it, or take someone’s dance or ceremony, or 
design� 
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Wo wana bathiŋur, wana. Djaka nhuŋuwuy 
yän nhe mänŋu, nhä ŋayi ŋunhili waŋarryu 
mala nhuŋu gurrupar. Ŋunhili mala ŋayi 
ga ŋorra’ŋorra. Ga dhudiny ŋayi ŋunhiyi 
nhakun, balanyan nhakun Intellectual 
Propertyn ŋayi ga ŋorra mala. Warrpam’thu 
limurr ga nhäma.

For example the tassels attached to a sacred 
bag. Look after what it is that the ancestors 
have given you. That’s where the law 
lies. At the base of all those practices is 
our Intellectual property law. We all have 
authority over one another and care for each 
other�

I can’t decide to give an important person a sacred bag or painting belonging to 
my clan, without permission.

Ŋunhi nhe dhu waŋganydhu bäpurruy 
wrong djäma, mistake ŋayi dhu bitjan. 
‘Ŋarra bathi dhuwal bala gurrupan 
nhawiku Parliament houselil, to the 
Balanda Parliament house. Waŋgany tribe. 
Warrpam ŋunha bala wiripu clan mala 
walal dhu bitjan, ‘Yaka, yaka balaŋ nhe 
bitjana because law says so.’ Ee. Yolŋu 
law dhuwal, dhiyal within the intellectual 
propertyŋur, ga the law says, Yaka balaŋ 
nhe gurrupana bala.

If one particular clan might make a mistake. 
‘I’ll give this sacred dilly-bag to this 
parliamentarian, (because that person is our 
good friend)’. One particular tribe might do 
that� All the other surrounding clans will say, 
‘No, you shouldn’t have done that, because 
our law say so.’ Okay, that’s Yolŋu law, here 
within our intellectual property, and our 
copyright law says you shouldn’t have given 
that thing away without the right people 
from other clan groups agreeing. 

People in a particular relationship to the sacred object and its clan are 
identified as having the rights to make decisions.

From different clan members mala, ga 
in those clans there could a märi-wataŋu 
for this particular rom. Dhuwal rom, or 
a djuŋgaya from another tribeŋur for this 
romgu. Ga waku-wataŋu. They all makeup, 
all the different clans that link up with 
nhawi mala�

Romgurr ŋunha ŋayi djalkirikurr ŋayi 
ga ŋorra that make it strong, ga bitjan 
yaka dhu ŋayi move. Ŋuli, ŋuli nhe dhu 
ŋurrkam, ŋäthiliŋu rom balanya, ŋuli nhe 
dhu bathi ŋurrkam, ga gurthalil ŋurrkam, 
daw’dawmaram, nhe dhu garay burakirr. 
Dharpum nhuna dhu. That’s the rom bitjan 
ga waŋa. Dhägir ŋayi ga ŋorra.

People from different clans – like members 
of the mother’s mother’s clan, or djuŋgaya 
who is the custodian or the caretaker for his 
mothers’ properties, or the ‘waku-wataŋu’ 
who calls this clan his grandmother’s 
mother’s mob also has total authority for 
preserving the copyrights as well.

It is the laws of the copyrights through 
connections to land that has authority, and 
can not be moved. If you throw that bag 
away, or burn it, or pull it to pieces, you 
will be speared. That’s what the law (Yolŋu) 
says. There are punishment provisions.
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These days disputes over these things are so bad, people are using witchcraft, 
which is a not good way to sort things out.

Ŋuli nhe dhu goŋ-gurrupan bala, dhiyaŋ 
bala mak walal li ga galkan bunhamirr.

Galkan, ga, bäyŋu gi dhiyaŋ bala mirithi 
waŋi biyak, way, yaka nhe dhu bitjandhi. 
You can’t do that. Otherwise, next day 
ŋayi dhu bitjan, mak ŋayi dhu rakunyna. 
Because of dhuwali mala rom mala�

But yuwalktja ŋayi, but ŋunhiny galkany 
cheating nhawi djäma ya balanya.

Yaka ŋunhi justice galka rom. 

If you give away your sacred objects 
to someone else, these days people still 
exercise witchcraft (as retribution). 
Witchcraft, people don’t speak publicly 
about it, and say you can’t do that. 
Otherwise if you breach that copyright law, 
the next day you might be dead because 
of these laws� But really the witchcraft 
practices are unjust, and cheating and unfair 
you see. Witchcraft practices are not really 
the right way of justice.

The University should be willing and able to supervise the protection of the 
digital work I do which is on their website.
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When I was doing Powerpoints (at the 
start of the project), I didn’t really have 
an understanding about where the control, 
actually lies. Where I can actual have a 
copyright and have it protected.

You never know that somebody out there 
might take the painting of my dhapi ga 
djamarrkuli dhapi painting mala. Even 
facial nhawi designs ga bathi mala wana. 
But when this came along made me really 
think yaka dhuwali manymak ŋarra dhu 
nhawin start thinkna. But as we went 
through, ga. Put it this way long as ŋunhi 
dhu marrtji nhawin nhakun djämany, I want 
all my work mala protected. Copyright 
protected through the system that is more 
stronger. Ga, through the university dhiyal 
nhakun, Yolŋu studiesŋur.

When I was making power point 
presentations, I didn’t really understand the 
Australian copyright law or what we could 
do to have my work protected. 

Someone could steal the photograph on 
my powerpoint of the boy painted for his 
dhapi ceremony. Even the image of the 
facial designs and the sacred ceremonial 
dilly-bags and the tassel attachments. But 
when this workshop came along, it made me 
think seriously about, that it was not good, 
I started to think about it. But as we went 
through the discussion it became clear to me 
that now I feel all my work can be protected. 
Copyright protected legally through a system 
that is strong and secure� Also through the 
university here of course, through the Yolŋu 
studies department.

Ga widely dhiyal nhakun, when, before it 
goes into nhawiŋur websitelil mala. That 
the whole of university can be a support in 
protecting all my copywork, nhawi djäma 
mala. Ga walal dhu ga nhakun gungam, 
nhawi ya bitjan, ŋayatham. They have 
knowledge through Balanda systemgurr 
that I don’t. But I have knowledge through 
Yolŋu systemgurr. 

Ga one day napurr dhu get together, mak 
university, or organization ŋunhi napurr li 
ga djäma, ga yolŋu rom get together.

Before things go up on a website, the 
university should have some practices in 
place to look after and better protect my 
work. They can hold it and protect it. They 
have knowledge through the white man’s 
system of protecting work that I don’t 
understand. But I have knowledge of how 
the Yolŋu copyright system works. 

One day we’ll come to understand each 
others systems of intellectual properties and 
copyright protection and both systems may 
work together.

The law that says that copyright is extinguished after 70 years won’t work for 
us. Our copyright is a copy of something that has been in the ground since time 
began.
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There are same paintings dhuwal ga 
ŋorra’ŋorra warraŋul. This is only a, nhä, 
mak nhä, duplicate, or reflection, or is a 
carbon copy of what is really dhiyal ŋayi ga 
ŋarakaŋur ŋorra wäŋaŋur, what the ground 
holds. So that’s only a carbon copy. But 
you can’t, you can’t take anything, nhä 
something out of the groundŋur. Because, 
sure people say, nhawi Balanda mala say 
you can’t really understand your nhawi 
copyright, Yolŋu paintings ga dhäwu mala 
because that’s too old. Of course it is too 
old, it’s been here a long, long time, ever 
since time began, and it’s always been here.

These paintings that are used for public 
purposes are only a duplicate or a reflection 
or carbon copy of what is actually lying in 
the land� 

Yolŋu law existed ever since time began. 
The copyright laws were handed down once 
and for all. You can’t say you can’t protect 
our intellectual property because it’s too old. 
Of course it’s old! It’s been here a long, long 
time, ever since time began, and it’s always 
been here!

Dhäŋgal interviewed by Trevor at Yirrininba’s house. Clarifications added by 
Yiŋiya and Waŋgurru during the transcription.

Dhäŋgal: The talk with Robynne? Yeah, that was very interesting she delivered it in a way 
that we understood about the copyright systems especially how we didn’t even know it in the 
first place, but the way she presented that, was good and we understood the whole sort of, 
understood the system properly, better than we had before. 

Australian law has all the different branches like the tree – Yolŋu law it is all 
connected in links through the clan groups.

Yes, the way I understood it, is that by comparing it with our rights of everything within our 
culture, and the western society? Of how each section (in Australian law) are different, I 
mean, in different areas, sections. But in the Yolŋu way, it is all sort of connected in, between 
the clan groups. It doesn’t really involve just the actual, one clan but involves different others, 
like in the situation where we say is ‘yothu-yindi’.

In one example, the people in one clan group are the custodians of the 
intellectual property of the group which they call ‘mother’.

‘Yothu’ means the child, ‘yindi’ means the mother, it’s actually talking about the clans. What’s 
your mother clan, you act as the custodian of that group of people. It’s not an individual, it’s a 
group, so the ‘child’ has right to take care of his ‘mothers’.

And in another example people look after the intellectual property of their 
mother’s mother’s group.
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And then again there’s another family structure which we come under, is the ‘märi-gutharra’ 
relationship. ‘Märi’ is the grandmother, ‘gutharra’ is the grandchild and that goes within all 
groups connected.

Like we can look after our grandmother clans’ things, like the dance, the song, the painting, 
the stories, and so forth with our mother’s clan nation. And who ever is my grandmother they 
have every right to that, what you would call the custodianship. 

And in another example the mother’s mother’s group especially look after 
everything for their grandchildren. They are responsible for your funeral and 
your initiation.

There have every right to, they have a last say, especially our grandmothers because that’s 
when they take care of us when we are gone. They are the first for all the ceremonies, then my 
clan would go, come after them, but the grandmother lives on. As for the mother it can come 
in when ever asked by the grandmother clan nation. When you die your body becomes sacred 
and the people who take care of the funeral ceremony are your grandmothers’ mob (your 
mother’s mothers’ clan). Her clan has responsibility over all your affairs after you’ve died; if 
there is a boy’s initiation ceremony they have all responsibility.

Individuals have permission to tell stories, but the sacred business underneath 
those stories is not their property.

Individual people doesn’t have copyright, if, it’s just a story we can be directed to tell at such 
a level and what is underneath the story that story that has to be consulted with the leaders. 

We, as individuals can only talk and tell stories about public ceremonies, but any sacred and 
serious issues must always be consulted through the senior elders in the clan.

Trevor: If a judge was to ask you, she’s an expert in copy right law if, if the judge want to ask 
you from your perspective as a Yolŋu woman. How could you explain copyright for example 
over a painting that you might do. Or over a story that you told or a dance that you know How 
would you explain that to the judge, how, how copyright works?

Dhäŋgal: There are many different stages of every songs, painting and dance. So I would only 
be telling of the first level of everything like the painting the song and the dance. I wouldn’t 
talk about the second or the third level. There are public and confidential stories, where 
women and unauthorized persons may only talk about stories that are in the first level, or 
public stories, second, or third deeper meanings and sacred stories are left to the senior elderly 
men to talk about away from public places. 
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The paintings, I’ll start with the painting first, the painting tells a story it speaks of the land, it 
speaks of the creation first, then the land, and what is in the land that was created. And when 
we talk about the land what the person does is just put it on a bark or a canvas, but there’s 
deeper meaning behind it, and what is shown to the public talks about the land. 

There is not even a separation between the artist and the land that the painting 
refers to.

And land and the person are one, the land isn’t divided into different sections, when we talk 
about the land, we refer to ourselves as the land, and we are part of the land. 

Trevor: Yeah some of the things that we started talking around, which were a bit confusing 
was that copy right law doesn’t cover things like language or a story that’s been told or a 
dance. Is that a concern to make sure that the western law understands that?

The failure of the media to distinguish between the different performances as 
belonging to different groups of people and their land is a problem

It is concern that western law should understand. People see, especially in videos or DVD’s 
nowdays or on television, people dancing, but what they don’t know is, what group is dancing 
on the DVD? And which clan do they belong to, the clan nation they belong to. That they 
don’t know. They just tell us that it is Yolŋu, and that’s from the North East Arnhem and that’s 
it. No, there is, this identity in every clan nation. That every clan nation has particular areas, 
to cover through the dancing, about the land, the sea, the sky, even the clouds or the birds…
everything! It’s just that, what we see ourselves as, we’re the land, and the land is us. 

Trevor: I wonder if we could talk a little about, all the discussion that went today, how that 
makes you feel about all of the recordings and the teaching sessions that we have done with 
the Teaching from Country project, and the copy right that is inside those videos that you took 
and the stories you told, and how it gets looked after by groups like CDU.

Dhäŋgal: We’re grateful for the ways that CDU’s documenting all these things what we’ve 
talked about, during our Teaching from Country, and it’s a good way of documenting these 
things. Because we’ve had it, within us, and so some of those special things can be put away for 
the use of future generations if they want to go into it, and if we have the chance of getting the 
information ourselves and if we want to do future documentation with our own clan nations. So 
it’ll be accessible for the future generations to go into it. And get those informations. I feel good, 
yes about those things. We know it’s going to be safe and that nothing is going to get it. If it uses 
a proper way of making sure it’s in a safe place and we as the lecturers know…how to get in to 
it and be able to get that information for later use. All we want is for the western society to know 
the copyright is there within the Yolŋu law.
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MONEY MATTERS: PAYMENT 
FOR THE PARTICIPATION OF 
ABORIGINAL KNOWLEDGE 

AUTHORITIES IN ACADEMIC 
TEACHING AND RESEARCH 

WORK

Michael Christie

 
The Teaching from Country program where Aboriginal elders from remote communities taught 
university students on campus using Skype began with an explicit challenge to address the 
question of how, and how much, Yolŋu Aboriginal consultants would be paid for their teaching 
and research collaborations. We took the opportunity of a well-funded and well-publicised 
program to focus upon some longstanding difficulties in which clash Aboriginal and institutional 
understandings of knowledge, value, authority, and accountability, as well as Indigenous and 
institutional practices around the flows of knowledge and money. During the Teaching from 
Country program we found ourselves working with scientists from the CSIRO, and community 
engagement officers from the Power and Water Corporation of the NT Government who were 
addressing similar problems. We had also been considering the issue in our ongoing work with 
the Yolŋu consultants1. 

Many Aboriginal people often feel exploited in research work, that their knowledge practices are 
not properly understood, recognised or valued. In our discussions we were given the example 
of the consultations for the High Court hearing regarding Yolŋu rights over the tidal waters in 
Blue Mud Bay. The consultant anthropologists were paid up to $2,000 per day, and senior Yolŋu 
knowledge authorities upon whom the anthropologists’ representations ultimately depend, were 
paid much less. 

1  see www�cdu�edu�au/yaci
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Money is an important part of the knowledge economy in both the Yolŋu and the institutional 
world. In inviting Yolŋu knowledge authorities to participate in Teaching from Country, we 
bought into a responsibility to work out the money business carefully, collaboratively, and 
generously� 

We also bought into the responsibility to learn about and comply with Yolŋu laws of access, 
representation and accountability. We were very conscious of recent cases involving other 
universities where some Yolŋu had been induced to exceed their traditional rights under 
Aboriginal law to represent others, or tell their stories. They have found themselves in trouble 
with their elders, who have condemned the arrogance of both the Yolŋu concerned and the 
academics. There are many examples. In his interview on Intellectual property, Yiŋiya gave 
the example of a Yolŋu deciding to give a sacred dilly-bag to his ‘best friend’, a politician. It 
was not only (or even especially) his own clan group that were angry with him2� There were 
other groups who have quite specific rights over the conduct of the sacred business which made 
possible the sacred bag and the work it should do. 

So our work involved working together western and Yolŋu laws and practices protecting 
intellectual property, and western and Yolŋu practices of placing monetary value upon 
participation, and organising appropriate payment in appropriate ways. 

Institutional expectations of Indigenous knowledge work

‘Informants’, ‘sitting fees’, ‘payments for participation’, ‘public participation’, ‘knowledge 
authorities’, ‘co-researchers’: universities and governments have various ways of understanding, 
labelling, and valuing the contributions of Indigenous people. Each of these bears within it a set 
of assumptions around roles, accountabilities, value and so forth, which should be examined if 
we are to negotiate an equitable solution.

Our programs (Yolŋu studies, Yolŋu consultants, Internetworking communities etc3) had 
enjoyed a long and productive history of properly supervised collaborations over Yolŋu 
knowledge. However we discovered a range of different perspectives around the university 
and in government. Often the academic or government worker make clear that, so far as they 
are concerned, they are doing the Aboriginal people and their communities a favour. The 
Aboriginal people on the other hand, might believe that they are being asked to contribute their 
valuable knowledge to an equal collaboration. In recent meetings with the Power and Water 
Corporation’s Community of Practice group, some government people were adamant that 
Aboriginal community members should not be paid for their ‘participation’ in consultations, 
working on an unspoken assumption that the government is doing Aboriginal people a favour 

2  See the paper by Yiŋiya and Dhäŋgal: Intellectual Properties in this volume.
3  http:/learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials24.html
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and that Aboriginal people unambiguously and unanimously want government services. But 
government can’t actually do their work unless people cooperate, and these arrangements are 
usually referred to as ‘partnerships’ – but on whose terms are the partnerships negotiated? 

Clearly there will be times when government or university people make agreement with 
Aboriginal people without money changing hands. But this should not always be the case. 
And when it is the case, we should be very clear and in agreement about the nature of the 
consultation. If the plumber arrives to talk to the householder about the repair of a tap, then the 
housholder would not be paid. If the Power and Water representatives want to make agreement 
with Yolŋu traditionial owners about the location of a new bore, then particular people with 
particular knowledge and authority to speak for country need to be enlisted. Within traditional 
Aboriginal society, the knowledge at work in this situation has value and can be exchanged (it is 
owned and located, it includes rights to speak for resources) in ways often quite different from 
within a western institution. And often in ways quite similar. 

When I filled out that part of the ethics application for the Teaching from Country program 
which declared that Aboriginal people would be paid for their contributions, the committee 
came back to me to ask why these payments might not constitute an ‘inducement’. They were 
eventually satisfied with my answer that the Yolŋu we worked with understood their knowledge 
to have value and the potential to make a significant contribution to agreement making with 
academic knowledge. It would be disrespectful not to make payment, and quite inconsistent 
with accepted practices – both within the Yolŋu community and with the history of our research 
collaborations. It is because of this history of success that we were confident that we could 
successfully negotiate payments. 

Yolŋu Styles of participation with institutional knowledge

Our commitment to putting some formal policies and practices in place for the payment of 
Yolŋu Knowledge authorities led us to reflect upon some of the Yolŋu work that has gone into 
Teaching from Country. At the top, we have clan elders sitting mostly silently listening in the 
background, whose presence and supervision guarantees the authority of younger people to 
speak on behalf of particular groups. We saw Garaŋalawuy, Yiŋiya’s older brother at Dhamiyaka 
(trial 24)4. Yiŋiya made clear that without his authority he would not be teaching at all, and took 
the opportunity to point out how teaching from country made all the permission and supervision 
requirements so much easier. Not only were the land and the trees right there to participate in 
the teaching, but also the senior knowledge authorities were on hand to permit, to agree, to 
supervise, to evaluate. Garaŋalawuy said very little but was paid for his blessing.

4  http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials24.html
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Most of the teachers in Teaching from Country came from what could be called a second tier. 
They are not the most senior members of their clan group but they are senior enough to speak 
with authority. They know full well what they can and can not say, and in our case, had enough 
experience with nonYolŋu people and education to have a fairly good idea of what the students 
could be expected to understand and to learn. They were as close to bilingual and bicultural as 
we could hope and were paid well for their skill and their knowledge. 

In our project we also used language workers who made transcriptions and translations of texts 
we were recording. These people and others who wrote philosophical papers were paid a flat rate 
of $30 per 100 words. Then finally, we had money available for ‘mentorees’ – mostly younger 
people who were invited to observe and help alongside our research-consultancy work – to give 
them an idea of how the processes work, and start them off feeling confident to participate in 
these cross-cultural engagements�

While doing the teaching and research work around Teaching from Country, we continued to 
do some consultancy work – to which we were already committed. In this work, we needed to 
consult with Traditional owners of particular places whom we were consulting about their own 
area of authority – for example the abovementioned water management agreements5� But we 
also met with community members in kin groups in extended family settings whose opinions 
about water management proposals we sought in focus groups. The government frames this 
work as ‘public participation’ and does not routinely pay for this kind of involvement. They 
were happy to pay us as academics, but saw paying the local elders as the ‘thin edge of the 
wedge’. In the work we have done through the Yolŋu consultancy initiative we have had enough 
success to allow us to insist on budgeting for modest payments to community members, and 
good rates for experienced bilingual bicultural consultants. 

Institutional Styles of participation with Indigenous knowledge

Currently, the Teaching from Country and Yolŋu Aboriginal Consultancy Initiative6 rates to 
Yolŋu are re-negotiated for each project. They range from $100 to a young mentoree for a day’s 
work, to $800 for a day’s work for an elder contributing significant ancestral knowledge to a 
research or consultancy project. 

Our work on this issue for Teaching from Country led us to investigate other institutions – 
AIATSIS, and the Desert Knowledge Cooperative Research Centre for example, who have set 
out guidelines for different pay rates for different forms of consultancy work. 

5  See www�cdu�edu�au/yaci
6 http://www.unutki.org/default.php?doc_id=159
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And at CDU we found two different approaches to the formal recognition of indigenous 
knowledge authority within the academy. The School for Environmental Research has been 
working to negotiate career paths for Indigenous experts which allow them to move up 
through the researcher pay scale without being blocked by requirements for higher degrees by 
research. From the other direction, the Traditional Knowledge Initiative of the United Nations 
University at CDU is working on a project called Higher Education Recognition for Traditional 
Knowledge which is aimed at finding ways for Indigenous knowledge authorities to demonstrate 
the strength, depth and integrity of their traditional knowledge in such a way that universities 
will recognise their equivalence to higher degrees and award Masters and Doctoral level 
qualifications accordingly. Both of these initiatives have met obstacles within the university, 
and while we support them both, the Yolŋu with whom we have been working, do not, by and 
large, want full time work on a university career path. They prefer to choose what work they 
commit themselves to, and negotiate timelines and rates of pay for each project – depending on 
its focus and their relation to the knowledge it entails. Nor do the Yolŋu we worked with much 
want a formal academic qualification which recognises their traditional knowledge – if such a 
calibration were really possible. They do however want formal and public recognition for their 
knowledge in both knowledge worlds, and we continue to explore ways to achieve that. 

Institutional and Indigenous knowledge practices will never be wholly commensurable. They 
work differently. They have different regimes of ethics, of validation, of method. Approaches 
to fair payment in this intercultural space will always be tentative, provisional, and subject to 
discussion and review. There will never be a simple universally workable pay scale putting cash 
values against Aboriginal work. The work that the senior knowledge authorities do on behalf 
of their clan group, is ongoing. The knowledge they share has an ongoing life for which they 
remain responsible. There is no such thing as a one-off case. And the research ethics can not be 
sorted once and for all. What’s acceptable today might quite unacceptable tomorrow. 

Payment methods

Coming to agreement about ways of coming to agreement about rates of pay is only one of the 
problems. The other problem has to do with how people are paid. Most of our co-researchers 
prefer to be paid in cash, especially those who have come into town from a remote community. 
Cash supports the immediacy of everyday Yolŋu economic life. The method which the university 
finance system prefers is from the Yolŋu point of view, the least satisfactory method of all: the 
person to be paid must be registered by the university as a ‘provider’, they must supply an 
‘Australian Business Number’ (for which they must previously have applied to the Australian 
Government), and they must provide an invoice, and bank account details. If all goes smoothly, 
the money is paid into the bank account a few weeks after the work is done. There are many 
difficulties with this method, some technical, some cultural. 
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To date the only way we academic staff have been able to pay cash directly, is to withdraw 
money from our own private bank accounts, pay for the work done (at the carefully agreed upon 
rate), collect signed receipts and ‘hobby forms’ (for tax exemptions purposes). We then must 
collect the receipts and the hobby forms, and submit them for reimbursement against a research 
account. This system only works if the Aboriginal knowledge worker is not receiving a taxable 
amount of annual income – which is most often the case. The university finance people are not 
particularly happy with this method for a variety of reasons, and have from time to time tried 
to prevent us from using it. We send in a reimbursement form for around $6,000 – payments 
to half a dozen consultants for a three day workshop. The reimbursement comes back after a 
month or so, with an email telling us that the process will no longer be approved. There are 
usually a few lines from some unidentified person in ‘Finance and Asset Services’ talking about 
why the ‘university’ does not approve the process. This is clearly not a satisfactory process, 
from either the university’s or our own point of view: from ours, not least because it involves 
us having to use our own personal accounts, paying the transaction fees ourselves, having to 
keep track of dozens of pieces of paper, and (unlike the university system) losing a few hundred 
dollars of our own money each time we lose a receipt or someone flies home with the money 
without leaving the receipt behind. 

We have tried other methods, like transferring money from our own accounts into people’s 
private accounts – using internet banking – and then withdrawing equivalent amount of cash 
from an automatic teller using a university credit card – then to match the credit transfer receipt 
with the credit card receipt for accounting. Almost satisfactory, but limited to $200 per day, and 
$500 per week, and never properly tested, because it wasn’t used enough to attract the attention 
of Finance and Asset services.

The Teaching from Country provided a high-enough profile for us to start pushing the issue 
of conducive payments a little further. The Dean of the Faculty was very supportive, and we 
arranged a meeting with the Executive Director of Finance and Asset Services at the university. 
We canvassed a number of possibilities and finally came up with a very satisfactory arrangement. 
We were to open a private bank account and arranged to have money transferred into it as a 
‘cash advance’ from a ‘restricted’ research account. So while we manage the money and the 
payments and receipts in the same way, it is university research money we are accessing from 
a private account. This is a new system. When it comes to the crunch of moving the money 
into the external account, the requests for permission still go way up past the dean. People are 
being careful. We are told ours is a special case, and not to be considered normal practice, not 
available for other academics. 

We are still using the system after one year. Getting approval for money to be placed into the 
account is always slow, but the acquittal system works well, thanks to the tireless efforts of 
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Pawinee, the administrative assistant. We now have a pretty satisfactory way of paying Yolŋu 
co-researchers – more or less satisfactory to the Yolŋu knowledge authorities and more or 
less satisfactory for the university. The process has exposed some of the unusual ways that 
Aboriginal people and University people think about money, probity and value, and reminds us 
of how far we have yet to go in the work of valuing Indigenous knowledge. 
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THE TASK OF THE TRANSLATOR

Michael Christie

 
‘The language of Truth, the tensionless and even silent depository of the ultimate truth 
which all thought strives for…whose divination and description is the only perfection 
that a philosopher can hope for, is concealed in concentrated fashion in translations. 
There is no muse of philosophy, nor is there one of translations.’

The Task of the Translator (Walter Benjamin 1969, p. 77) 

What is the Yolŋu Speaking?

On the first day of the Teaching from Country seminar, Maratja gave us the question ‘What is the 
Yolŋu speaking?’ He had begun his contribution to the panel discussion by standing and giving to 
the small crowd, a strong message in Yolŋu language (which very few of the people there would 
have understood). Saying first that he wished he had a spear thrower with him so he could speak 
with clear Yolŋu authority, he then said: ‘Wäŋay ga ŋuruŋi ŋayatham rirrakay ga bulu ŋanapurr 
yolŋu’yulŋuy. Dhiyaŋ bala napurr ga waŋan, ŋunhi rirrakay ga dhawatthuna’. ‘It’s the land which 
holds the sound, and then after that, we Yolŋu people. What we are talking about, is how that 
sound emerges’. 

By the end of 90 minutes, I think every one of the Yolŋu who spoke on the panel had made the 
point at least once, that it’s the land which does the speaking. They had been asked to think about 
the Teaching from Country program, and how it was different from classroom teaching. Yiŋiya: ‘It 
makes a lot of difference teaching on the land because I’ve got support from all the background, 
the spirits of the trees, my fathers, the ground himself speaks, the land itself speaks as well. And 
here, (in Darwin), I feel I’m standing in another man’s land. This land doesn’t belong to me.’; then 
turning to the other Yolŋu panel members said: ‘Ŋämum ga muka wäŋay’ – ‘The land here doesn’t 
recognize us, does it?’ – to which they all readily agreed. Maratja added later: ‘It’s not just coming 
from a head knowledge. It is the non-verbal too, it’s the land speaking through us.’

Gotha used the transitive form of the same verb which Maratja had used, to describe the way 
she would ‘dhawatmaram’ – cause to emerge – some of the short stories, parables really, she was 
telling. (Dhawatmaram is the same word used when ceremonial leaders bring things – songs, 
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images, sacred objects, dances – out from a secret-sacred shade and make them public.) Her 
stories, all of them cautionary tales, were really about how things can go so wrong when you don’t 
listen to what the country (and the wind) is telling you. One story was about a few women of her 
acquaintance who had received a nasty fright in the jungle because they weren’t listening properly 
before starting out on a yam collecting expedition. 

Garŋgulkpuy took the cue to speak of ‘going out into the bush for a yam as a collective research 
procedure’. She went on to tell the sacred story of her own Wangurri clan’s knowledge tradition, 
the Garmak Gularri – the sacred Yirritja floodwater. ‘Where does the source start?’ 

(At) Dhälinybuy (then it) flows out to the sea. The source talks the Wangurri learning and 
teaching methodology. It talks about confidence, it talks about research. When the water 
wells up in the wet season it starts to flow and it talks, agreeing, negotiating, consulting, 
stating and empowering.   It empowers us to be able to tell ourselves that we belong 
to something, the land, the sea speaks, the river speaks.   And this is where all these 
methodologies, or theologies, come from, here�

In the panel discussion at the seminar, we were watching the other end of the discursive spectrum: 
people bunched up together in front of a (mostly) strange and (maybe) uncomprehending audience, 
being asked to represent how they feel and know. Yiŋiya beginning in Teaching from Country 
mode (in the same room from which he had been teaching all semester) using his PowerPoint 
presentation and taking us quietly through his philosophy and practice. When he showed a slide of 
a giant python draped around a few people’s necks, Dhäŋgal exclaimed most emphatically: ‘That 
is me� I am that! Me and that woman there in the audience – Gämiritj!’ (An anthoplogist would 
have called it her totem, but she called it herself.) Waymamba – the recently retired Yolŋu lecturer 
reflected on the different ‘heads’ that Yolŋu have and how those differences relate to different 
clan-based estates.

Standing, wishing for a spear thrower to hold while he spoke (that bit not in his English translation), 
thanking and honouring the audience several times, acknowledge and honouring the Larrakia man 
who had welcomed us to his ancestral land (on which the university is built) – Maratja adopted 
the hortative style which is a recognized discursive form in Yolŋu society, and at which he had 
become adept as a senior spokesperson for his Djambarrpuyŋu family line as well as a strong 
Methodist churchman� 

The Yolŋu were excited about Teaching from Country because it gave them a chance to do their 
knowledge in a relaxed, supportive environment rather than to represent their knowledge in a 
dangerous, alien context – as they were required to do on the panel. Clearly, you can see Yiŋiya 
in the teaching trial from Dhamiyaka, a sacred waterhole created by the legendary Djaŋ’kawu 
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sisters, teaching all the way to California, almost beside himself with pride and joy and reduced to 
the state of humble deference to the leaders, the ancestors, the Californian undergraduates and the 
young men around him. We in Darwin could see the beautiful patch of rainforest, we could look in 
the direction from where the sisters had come, see the direction they went off in, hear some hints 
about the bad things that befell them. Yiŋiya had beside him his older brother – the final authority 
on the place and its story – no need to use the phone to get permission or check the details. No 
need to do all that lonely classroom talking work to summon up in the students’ imagination the 
trees, the breezes, the systems of authority and renewal of knowledge. The group of young men, 
close relatives, beside him, were also a source of strength and inspiration to him. (It’s surprising 
how often children are mentioned by the Yolŋu in the panel discussion given that they were never 
the intended audience for the Teaching from Country program.)

We get the same sense of joy of people doing their knowledge when we see Mätjarra at 
Ramingining, or Dhäŋgal at Birritjimi surrounded by their families, all peering into the screen, 
introduced one by one, stressing their connectedness, calling out the kin terms (John or me writing 
the names and terms on the whiteboard for later discussion) or Gotha, almost falling over herself 
in her excitement carrying her Mac laptop around Gäwa showing us the tree where the school was 
started and the beach where the turtles come out from the sea to lay their eggs right near the house. 

For months before that seminar and for months after it, I spent many hours a week transcribing and 
translating what Yolŋu had been saying in connection with Teaching from Country: transcriptions 
of what Yolŋu had said to camera, and of the 24 chaotic trials. Transcription and translation are 
for me, mostly enjoyable activities. Despite the considerable drudgery there are moments of great 
excitement – beautiful new ideas and interesting ways of rendering them in English, and sudden 
flashes of insight into connections never seen before, now blindingly obvious. 

Stories like Gotha’s and all the Yolŋu statements to camera are easy enough to translate, and the 
translation is easy enough to justify. But the Yolŋu impetus to be on country and to sink back into 
allowing the land to speak, to which the panel members referred, made me stand back a little and 
rethink the nature and value of translation. 

I could not help, listening to the Yolŋu panel, but feel the comments about land and language as 
some sort of rebuke against my passion for translation. Thinking about the way I go about my 
work made me feel if somehow translation served to reinforce the western notion of language as 
representation rather than constitution. Remembering the wild and useful things Walter Benjamin 
had said about translation (and art) I decided to reread him as I reread the hundreds of pages of 
transcribed-translated texts, and reflected upon my work of translation. 
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Good and Bad Translations

Any theory of translation presupposes a theory of language. In 1923, when the Methodist missions 
in Arnhem Land were just starting up, Walter Benjamin (1969) in the middle of Europe at the 
beginning of the modern era just after the Great War, wrote an essay called ‘The Task of the 
Translator’. He was fixated on the notion of a pure transcendent language and tried to argue that 
the work of the translator (unlike that of the original writer) provides an opportunity to reach 
out towards that pure language. Benjamin was Jewish and interested in Jewish mysticism. He, 
(like the Methodists, most likely, who were sending out edicts to their field workers to learn 
the languages of the Aboriginal people), pondered the existence of a once complete and perfect 
language, which had been disintegrated by God after the Tower of Babel. 

‘In all language and linguistic creations, there remains in addition to what can be 
conveyed something that cannot be communicated.. It is the task of the translator to 
release in his own language that pure language which is under the spell of another, to 
liberate the language imprisoned in a work.’ (Benjamin, 1969 pp. 79-80) 

Benjamin was very clear about what he considered to be a bad translation – and he had a few in 
mind. I could see myself immediately. ‘A translation that seeks to transmit something can transmit 
nothing other than a message – that is, something inessential. And this is…the hallmark of bad 
translations…an inexact transmission of an inessential content’.

This happens to a large extent, because, ‘A common error in translation is that we try to make 
it change the source language rather than the target language’…to paraphrase Benjamin (talking 
in 1923 about Hindi and German) we make the mistake of ‘trying to turn Yolŋu languages into 
English instead of turning English into a Yolŋu language’. ‘The basic error of the translator is that 
he preserves the state in which his own language happens to be instead of allowing his language 
to be powerfully affected by the foreign tongue.’

A good translator, on the other hand, ‘Particularly when translating from a language very remote 
from his own…must go back to the primal elements of language itself and penetrate to the point 
where work, image and tone converge. He must expand and deepen his language by means of the 
foreign language. It is not generally realised to what extent this is possible, to what extent any 
language can be transformed, how language differs from language almost the way dialect differs 
from dialect; however if this last is true only if one takes language seriously enough, not if one 
takes it lightly’ (Benjamin 1969, p. 81). In Teaching from Country we were invited once more to 
take language seriously. 
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Yolŋu Translations

Yiŋiya finally made it to Badaypaday – his ancestral country quite some distance from any of the 
Yolŋu communities in central east Arnhem Land. Teaching from Badaypaday had been his goal 
ever since Teaching from Country started. He was frustrated because as the official university 
Yolŋu studies lecturer, he was stuck in Darwin. But he finally made it home to Badaypaday. There 
is no mobile phone coverage out there, and there is unlikely to be any into the foreseeable future, 
so we had hired a remote satellite receiver and John and Yiŋiya and a student set out on the 700 
km journey to Badaypaday. There were all sorts of technical hitches, but we finally made contact. 
Yiŋiya was clearly delighted to be on his country and talking to me in Darwin. How does it feel? 
I asked. ‘It feels like the stories are all fitting into place.’

He took the opportunity to reinforce some points about teaching and learning. The first to disabuse 
the students (and the academics) of the idea that knowledge emerges through the agency of the 
active enquiring mind of the young learner: 

Yolŋu education on land has never always been where people can actually choose what 
they want to learn about…when children are right to start learning, the land, the resources 
are the land, the trees, the wind, the actual seasons that change, tells the story…The 
children don’t really choose what they want to be when they grow up…in the Task Force 
or Police Force or in the Army or as a teacher or as just a local, to run a business or that 
sort of thing�

On country: 

Children just grow up, because the land, the old people, and they are grown up. They 
are born…with a gift of talent which only the wise people, only the land can provide…
So the education on the land is the behaviour of children when they grow up and want to 
be as the signs tell us; we tell the story to our children when certain seasons come up…
Straight after the Wet Season, when we sit down by the beach and look at the see…, 
around the small islands of the hunting grounds of the reefs where we hunt around turtles 
and the certain signs in the skies tell the stories, of clouds sitting in the air after people 
have eaten; tells a metaphor of the shapes of clouds just sitting around the horizon which 
tells who we are, of the Dhuwa people that actually, it tells the story that we are the right 
people of that country.

When Yiŋiya talks about the Bulunu wind, or the reef or the sound of the waves or the clouds 
representing people sitting on the beach after cooking and eating turtle, I can seldom resist piping 
up and pointing out that these particular images are chosen because they link Yiŋiya in with his 
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own particular ancestral song – the particular totems and places and connections which make him 
who he is: 

When I’m actually teaching on the ceremonial grounds, when I’m actually teaching in 
the bush, it is not only I that are teaching or talking, but the land is actually talking with 
me. I can turn around, the bulunu wind blows gently and gives me the feeling of what 
the stories are and the stories are automatically being told by the land itself, through me. 
When I am standing on my own land I feel confident that the stories I’m telling are right. 
If I’m telling stories that are not right, I feel the land, the atmosphere, the spirits of my 
people, the spirits of the land where I come from are correcting me, that I’m not doing 
the right thing, I’m not going the right way.’ But when I’m teaching in a classroom…that 
is not a living thing, there is no breath in it and the classrooms doesn’t really help me.

When Yiŋiya says of his ancestors:

…they told stories through looking at the first thunderstorm of the year, standing tall and 
straight when it calls out, and I feel strong, stand up strong and the tears run out from my 
eyes remembering the land, where I am, and it gives me a new knowledge1…

I have an urge to point out that at a particular time of year, when the prevailing with positions 
huge thunderheads in particular parts of the sky as seen from his own land, then his Liya-Dhäliny 
people have memories flooding back which related to particular ancestral songs which are so 
sad and so sweet, that everyone sheds a tear. Every image he uses is overdetermined, referring to 
almost everything else, spurring me to start jabbering, and commanding silence:

Growing up we have never asked questions to our teachers, to our elders. We have never 
asked them about what the images are, what the stories of this land are. And in fact it is 
bad manners when I stop an older person, an elder, a senior elder in the clan, and start 
asking them questions about what the story of this land is and what does he think of my 
leadership when I grow up. 

Questions disrupt the work that the land and its stories do to keep the regenerating spirits alive 
and grow up young people. Months after his trip to Arnhem Land, Yiŋiya one day had finished 
a teaching session to Tokyo, or maybe California, and I asked him how it went: ‘It was okay but 
they asked me lots of questions. I think maybe they don’t like me very much.’ He was only joking, 
but was still making a point about Yolŋu pedagogy. Not only is it rude to ask questions, questions 
raise an epistemological problem. They imply that the world is made of facts, not stories. That it’s 
the somehow the facts of the world to be transmitted, rather than the ‘primal elements of language 

1 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/docs/TFC_Yingiya%20Oct2008.pdf
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itself…where work, image and tone converge’ (Benjamin 1969:81)

Teaching from country, then, freed the Yolŋu lecturers from the stultifying assumption always barely 
beneath the surface in a classroom: that stories can be translated, that they should be translated, 
that it’s the facts of the matter that count, that stories bear within them the important facts for 
distilling, and those facts are somehow more useful, true and significant than the unquestionable 
(in both senses) conversations between the trees. ‘The trees are all related, the trees all tell a story.’ 

Translating from Country 

On the last day of March 2009, Gotha used free screen-sharing software and the telephone to 
teach the Yolŋu studies class from the remote homeland centre of Gäwa. She prepared some 
PowerPoint slides to show the students a pair of her great grandchildren aged about 6 and 8, off 
by themselves with axe and pannikin, collecting mangrove worms. Her basic story was really to 
do with confidence in the environment, and growing up in Yolŋu knowledge. Meanwhile, John 
had also been speaking with Daymaŋu, Gotha’s son-in-law, well known painter and leader, and 
grandfather of the two boys, asking him if he might be interested to talk to the class about his art. 
Yolŋu mothers-in-law must never speak to, look at, say the name of, or be in the same space as 
sons-in-law, and vice versa. But they care for and respect each other deeply. Not long after we 
started with lots of cutting in and out of sounds and screens, (you can see and hear –and read – the 
drama unfolding in Trial 14) Gotha mentioned to John that her son-in-law, was hovering outside 
the door waiting to talk. One of the young boys, Makuyuk was in the room. Only momentarily 
distracted by the camera and the view of the students in Darwin, he soon found himself in the 
familiar role of making the world go round, helping his great grandmother out one door and his 
grandfather in the other one, then, when someone accidentally hung up the phone, ushering out 
his grandfather and in his great grandmother to set up the sound again, and then the grandfather 
back in. Meanwhile John had enlisted Yiŋiya’s help to talk with the old man, and I was videoing 
the proceedings and trying to explain to the students about the avoidance rules which made it 
all complicated. Daymaŋu talked for a long time in complex old language, John doing his 
best to interpret what he was saying, Yiŋiya doing his best to slow him down. The students were 
mostly silent and open mouthed, sometimes laughing a little at the chaos. And that was only the 
beginning.

Telephones, screens, avoidances, connections, words and sound waves, enclosed spaces, ways 
in and out, and the Yolŋu and academic worlds were all mixing together in a rich, inspiring and 
barely comprehensible heterogeneous configuration which is approaching the untranslatable. Yet 
all sorts of translation has been going on, maybe more in the sense of translation used by Michel 
Callon (1986) where we become caught up in a rather nerve-wracking cycle of problematisation, 
enrolment and mobilization of actors human and nonhuman.
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The Yolŋu had quite deliberately placed themselves in a situation where everyone and everything 
participates in an old (but new) collective translation of the world through the screen. It is only 
a good translation if it changes the way the English language works – a point made by Walter 
Benjamin, but also made by Dhäŋgal, whose primary goal is to change the way the Balanda students 
understand themselves, rather than to help them understand or make them feel comfortable in the 
Yolŋu world although she welcomes them warmly when they come to stay, and teaches them 
carefully� 

The Yolŋu panel discussion as the Yolŋu themselves implied, replicated the perfect conditions for 
the production of a bad translation: the ‘inexact transmission of an inessential content’. Teaching 
from country gave all the participants the opportunity for good translation but how do we know 
when it’s good?

Unlike a literary work, a translation does not find itself, so to speak, in middle of the 
high forest of the language itself; instead, from outside it, facing it, and without entering 
it, the translation calls to the original within, at that one point where the echo in its own 
language can produce a reverberation of the foreign language’s work (Benjamin 1969, 
p. 76)

Benjamin’s metaphors of the good translation conjure up the ’high forest of the language itself’ 
in the landscape at Badaypaday or Dhamiyaka. Yiŋiya almost overcome with the great load of 
its presence, ‘the trees, the birds talking, the ancestors, the kin ties’, struggling to stand back and 
communicate with the students in California in such a way that his words ‘call to the original’ world 
around him (which we will never really understand), produce a reverberation in our struggling 
English. ‘What we are talking about’, Maratja reminds us, ‘is how that sound emerges’.
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Introduction

The Student Forum was the student contribution to the Teaching From Country International 
Seminar. This paper documents some of the discussions and reflections that arose from the 
Forum. The Forum began with the feedback from individual students in the Introduction to 
Yolŋu Languages and Culture, the course which used the Teaching From Country Program 
(TFC) as its primary form of pedagogy. The feedback was collated and students were invited 
to participate in a discussion about the Program and then a report back during the Seminar. 
During the month between the ending of the course and the Seminar, Christian Clark liaised 
with students in developing a plan for the discussion. Beyond direct feedback about the course, 
the Forum invited discussion on experiences of learning Australian Indigenous knowledges 
and culture in other university settings and how Indigenous knowledge systems interact with 
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mainstream academic institutions. A number of past students and distant education students who 
were not present in the TFC classes were asked to engage with the TFC website, particularly 
the Trials sections, and reflect upon their own learning and experiences in relations to what 
they saw going on in the TFC Program. On the Sunday afternoon preceding the Seminar, a 
group of past and present, campus and distant education students and future students of Yolŋu 
Studies gathered together at Charles Darwin University to discuss in person the program and 
the themes that had been emerging from our online exchanges. This discussion and its reporting 
back to the Seminar constitute the body of this paper. The quotes are taken from individual 
feedback and the discussion, however they are not referenced with participants’ names as they 
are included here as part of what is a collectively produced document, rather than a document 
of collected individual experiences and opinions. In order to present the more fluid discussion 
to the Seminar and in this paper, some headings under which to loosely gather what we had 
said were developed at the end of the discussion. Christian made a table which rearranged 
the minutes of the discussion under these headings, and this became a resource and prop for 
us presenting to the Seminar. As this paper has been drafted, and emailed to participants for 
feedback and changes, these headings have remained as little more than structuring devices for 
the text.

These five headings include a discussion on the appreciation of students toward the empowerment 
of Yolŋu knowledge, learning styles and authorities in the teaching in the Yolŋu Studies Program 
in the School of Australian Indigenous Knowledge Systems, the understandings of learning and 
what it is to be a learner which emerged, and reflections on how to interact with knowledge 
authorities in recognising moments of teaching and what constitutes these moments� The role of 
the technology in mediating and facilitating the TFC trials is discussed, along with the potentials 
for future trials and courses�

Empowerment

‘I felt that having predominantly Yolŋu teachers throughout the semester created a 
real sense of ownership and authority over what cultural and language information we 
were learning. Not only did this feel like we were learning cultural content, but also 
cultural learning processes and structures.’

The discussion began with many questions: How do Yolŋu understand learning? Are there 
important separations between age and gender? Are there any other examples or instances where 
Yolŋu are specifically teaching Balandas (Europeans)? Did we know what was expected of us? 
Many of these questions were left unanswered, and one in particular – ‘What is the motivation 
of the Yolŋu teachers to engage with teaching non-Yolŋu?’ This was asked of the Yolŋu teachers 
during the Closing Forum. What became evident as the questions led us into discussion was 
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that as questions they had not inhibited a positive and fulfilling student experience in the TFC 
Program. Students felt that there was an ‘overarching structure of what was expected and what 
to do.’ More importantly, students felt that this structure was provided by the Yolŋu teachers and 
was a direct result of Yolŋu being in control of the teaching and curriculum. When empowerment 
was mentioned as a word to capture this, the description was, ‘It was like we were brought more 
into the Yolŋu world than they were brought into ours.’ Participants who had been students at 
other tertiary institutions and teachers in remote Yolŋu schools noted that Yolŋu being in control 
of the teaching of their knowledge and the education of their community was extremely rare.

In some cases the important negotiations over Yolŋu knowledge and its teachings were visible. 
For example, when Yiŋiya was teaching from Dhamiyaka (Trial 24). Being there, with his 
older brother who was the traditional owner of that place, Yiŋiya pointed out that the authority 
originated from his brother and that the country itself supported his teaching much more easily 
than if he were elsewhere. In Trial 14 Gotha and her son-in-law, with much help from a young 
boy, had to carefully negotiate the space where the computer was set up, as to maintain the strict 
kinship laws they were not able to be in the room together. Often, these negotiations were not 
visible to the students. Much of the course was only possible because of the relationships and 
trust that had developed between the Yolŋu teachers and their families and John Greatorex and 
Michael Christie over decades preceding the TFC Program. Other negotiations students were 
only vaguely aware of or were simply assuming must be being done in order to deliver such an 
extensive and rich course in learning Yolŋu language and culture. An example of this might be 
efforts made to alert the old lady from Ramingining (Trial 18) that her brother Yiŋiya was in the 
classroom in Darwin on the other end of the video cast and she needed to stop saying anymore 
until she was aware of who was there. There are strict social rules about what a brother can hear 
about or from his sister and all the Yolŋu worked to make sure a difficult situation didn’t arise. 
Students were very comfortable with these necessary, but not always visible, parts of the course 
and its development because they felt it was Yolŋu who were in control and determining what 
was to be said and shared and what was not. During one class when Gotha introduced herself on 
screen, one student commented that she felt inspired and empowered to learn from this woman 
and felt that the course remained very ‘people centred’ despite it using some very new and 
sometimes erratic technologies in setting up the teaching sessions.

Learning

‘I feel as though Teaching From Country changed the way I learned a Yolŋu language. 
It brought the walls of the classroom down, and we were able to visually see the 
people, in Arnhem Land. Seeing them there, giving up their time and telling us stories 
from where they were, their home, gave a reality to what was been taught.’
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‘I got the sense that there was an overarching something that was what was expected of 
us and it was us within it, engaging with the technology and what was happening, and 
what we got out of it ourselves, which was a very satisfying way to learn.’

Most of the students had experienced being a learner at Charles Darwin University or at other 
Australian universities. The experience of Teaching From Country stood in stark contrast 
to many of these and some of the structuring assumptions about education made around 
conventional university settings. Each Teaching From Country trial constituted the first hour 
of each class, after which a second hour was dedicated to students working through their 
grammar, pronunciation, understanding of kinship, spelling etc. The Yolŋu Studies course was 
not simply ‘another subject’, a ‘box to tick’ or a knowledge for you to deposit in your ‘bank’ of 
knowledge and qualifications (though much work was done to ensure it did meet the university’s 
requirements for assessment, course review, and study streams.) Students felt they were being 
given a great privilege in being participants in the class. They did not feel they were given a broad 
or general survey of ‘knowledge’, nor simply a course in an Australian Indigenous language. 
The course offered an insight into Yolŋu life and culture and the learning was understood within 
this context. The students were amazed at the level of detail the teachers on country knew about 
their places. Students understood their learning to be situated in the community of teachers and 
places. This led students to think about how this knowledge they now share might move or be 
applied elsewhere. One comment was quite cautious in this regarding, saying, ‘You do think 
about your career and what jobs you might not do, that might not use your knowledge well and 
others that will use it properly.’ This gave an indication of how learning was understood not 
simply as gathering new facts but a life long and personal endeavour. 

Yiŋiya’s teaching provoked much introspection in students and motivated them to ‘look 
into yourself and see how you are going along’. Some students felt that they became more 
aware of their own knowledge and assumptions, and therefore better able to critically engage 
with information and knowledges presented to them within a university education. Students 
understood knowledge to have effects and becoming a learner also meant becoming responsible 
to the community and knowledge traditions within which you learnt. In the words of one student 
about the effects on herself in doing the course: ‘I’m feeling different, I’m talking differently, 
I’m walking different, I’m feeling different’. Considerations of the effects the course had 
on us as learners began in the discussion and was the subject of many questions during the 
presentation. While this was not made explicit in the course, it is remarkable how so many of 
the students thought of themselves, their learning and future directions very differently after 
participating in the course.
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‘Teaching From Country ‘brought the walls of the classroom down.’ Through the screen in 
which much of Teaching From Country took place, students learnt much more than simply 
what was being said. Seeing the children (Trial 18 for example) and families and hearing the 
conversations in the background added to the students learning rather than distracted them 
from the individual teacher. Students could also see and appreciate that the teacher had all the 
resources for teaching on their country and just how many there were: family and kinship, 
history, buildings, the trees, wind, water and sea, all visually present in the classroom. 

One device the student forum used to talk about moments of being a learner in a very new 
and emerging kind of classroom was an ‘ah ha’ moment which was understood as a sudden 
awareness of learning and understanding that was perhaps unexpected or unfamiliar. All the 
‘ah ha’ moments people talk of were mostly to do with kinship. All Yolŋu Studies students 
are assigned a mälk (or ‘skin’ or subsection name) which places then with gurrutu – the Yolŋu 
system of kinship which relates people, places, seas, ancestors, songs, and all beings which 
inhabit the land. Both moments of feeling the immensity of being connected in such a way 
during time on country or in class, as well as suddenly seeing one’s own family and relatives 
and places and moments through a very different framework were felt to be profound. We 
wondered together, ‘are such moments indicative of learning what gurrutu is’ and would this 
understanding be the same as that gurrutu which the Yolŋu teachers were describing? For some 
students learning and experiencing gurrutu was very powerful. However it was still felt that 
these experiences were not comparable to those described by the Yolŋu teaches. For students, 
gurrutu did mean something important, and connected people, but it meant many more things 
for Yolŋu which non-Yolŋu students agreed, they would never understand or feel.

A few students had spent considerable time living with Yolŋu in Arnhem Land. These students 
wondered whether their experiences of learning on rather than from country were deeper or 
more authentic than those students participating in learning via a video link from Darwin. One 
student asked, ‘do you long to get out on country?’ Another student who had lived in Arnhem 
Land for over a year said she felt the student were very lucky, as in communities people are 
often too busy to provide some explanations and you have to spend a long time building up trust. 
Even in the classroom, however, students described a very different way of learning compared 
to working one’s way through a set syllabus. Students were provided stories and descriptions 
but were still unsure as to how to relate to them as teachings. Some students felt fearful of 
not showing the right respect in asking questions, or simply not knowing how to construct a 
question when one is thoroughly confused. And let’s not forget, all these trials were already 
available on the website for others to view, with some of these very students embarrassingly 
exposed.
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Students described much of the stories they were told as metaphorical. As metaphorical stories 
they did not appear to have self-evident meaning and students were often unsure as to any 
broader relevance to what they were being taught. In some particular cases, what sounded 
metaphorical to the non-Yolŋu ears, was real for the Yolŋu teacher. A dance for example, was 
not a representation to be interpreted (rightly or wrongly) but an enactment of a real experience. 
In most of the lessons students agreed that you learn much, but at the same time you knew 
there was much more that you did not know. Rather than each lesson culminating in tasks 
the student would be easily capable to completing, many of the lessons were determined by 
the teacher, where they were, the seasons, what had happened that day at that place, whether 
an internet connection could be made or not, whether the wind was too loud, and many other 
things. Students learnt to be learners in these situations in the sense that they were aware of 
understanding valuable content, while being aware of only knowing a very little.

Teaching

‘One difference is that Yolŋu teachers just started talking. There was little introduction 
with their name and where they where, but after John explained that this was about not 
drawing attention to oneself and exactly where you are and one’s individuality.’

Students felt that their learning during the Teaching From Country Project was not simply 
being given ‘just another bit of information to slot into all your other information.’ Student felt 
much more part of a learning community, and as part of the Student Forum considered their 
experiences and understandings of the role of the teacher. Students felt their Yolŋu teachers 
to be very friendly, and ‘more human’ than teachers they had previously experienced. One 
student commented that a Yolŋu lecturer he had spoken to did not see herself to be a teacher in 
a conventional sense. In response to this, another student commented that she understood the 
Yolŋu teachers as ‘demonstrators of knowledge, not so much as lecturers.’ Perhaps indicative of 
this was Yiŋiya’s comments during a moment of disconnection in the video cast to a religious 
studies class in California (Trial 22). He commented that the students were asking so many 
hard questions and perhaps, he joked, they did not like him. Here, what in a different context 
might indicate engaging students interrogating a lecturer for more knowledge, Yiŋiya felt rather 
awkward. Intensive questioning is a sign of bad faith in Yolŋu knowledge work. So he jokingly 
suggested that these questions to be could mistrust of him and his ability as a teacher. The only 
evaluative remarks regarding the teaching had to do with the location of the teacher, the very 
question the Project attempted to address. Students experienced the teaching from Yolŋu to be 
much more confident when they were teaching from their country in comparison to using slides 
shows in Darwin. Nevertheless, having teachers, both Yolŋu and Balanda and sometimes up to 
three (John, Yiŋiya and Michael) in the Darwin classroom was vital. Their commentary during 
the video casts greatly aided student understanding and participation and students felt the time 
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after each video cast during which they talked about the language and some of the significant 
events in the video cast to be extremely important.

Technology

‘About technology, it is experimental and people accept that.’

‘I found myself smiling a lot and becoming aware of a sense of pleasure when watching 
the screen.’

A program like Teaching From Country might attract the most interest because of the technology 
in use. In the Student Forum, there was little discussion about technology per se. Maybe Teaching 
From Country was appreciated by the students as an experimental project in which classes were 
trials. Because the project was seen as valuable and worth pursuing by the Yolŋu and non-Yolŋu 
teachers, the students were willing to go along with the technical complexities of the project. 
Second, in light of the discussion above, the program clearly facilitated rewarding learning 
experiences which suggests the occasional faults in achieving a clear video cast in every class 
were not seen as a major problem with the project. In the classes where Skype was not able to 
bring the teachers and students together for a consistent length of time, the glimpses they did 
get were still valuable. 

Students felt that the learning community was very strong and that the technology, its successes 
and faults, brought people together more than it fragmented the learning environment. The 
great advantages the students saw in the classes performed as ‘videos’ were that they were 
interactive and ‘right up to the minute’. In this sense they were more ‘real’ than other multimedia 
presentations, often capturing kids playing, passing conversations, buildings and the surrounds 
of Yolŋu living. While the very new and complex achievements of computer, satellites and 
software were often centre stage, it was the presence of some older technologies, whiteboards, 
maps, pronoun charts, tea and biscuits, which held the class together in the times when the 
internet connection dropped out.

Futures

‘How would it be if something like TFC was used in an environmental science course 
or natural resource management about learning about place?’

‘There is great interest in Japan and it is just for Dhäŋgal, her brother and family and 
language. It is not specifically for Gupapuyŋu or Djambarrpuyŋu and Teaching From 
Country could have just her or her brother teaching. You could have Teaching From 
Country on Skype to Japan.’
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The interactivity of the technology was seen as the main feature of Teaching From Country 
that is going to be beneficial in the future. Students could see that Yolŋu were using both older 
forms of media such as photographs and videos but also newer ones such as video casts and 
Google Earth in their lives and in engagements between themselves and other communities 
and were keen to see how this would develop. It was noted that in some instances the students 
engaged with the screen displaying the video cast as they might interact with a television and 
were quite passive towards it. We talked about how there might be more interaction, especially 
as questioning felt uncomfortable as the sole form of interaction during class. A suggestion 
was that students put forward their interests at the beginning of the course so the teachers 
could have more choice as to engage with it or not. Of course, this was not to detract from the 
Yolŋu control of the course structure, process and content. We also asked about whether other 
courses might use the program to deliver specific classes, for example an environmental studies 
course talking about place and location. We thought that if this was to be done, the way the 
framing of that course and its understandings of knowledge and education need to be thought 
about carefully before ‘slotting’ the Teaching From Country class in another course. There is 
a chance that the knowledge demonstrated by the Yolŋu teachers may not be recognised as 
such if, for example, Western scientific knowledges provided the only framing and content of 
particular course. There is great interest however, that Teaching From Country could extend 
outside Australia to places such as Japan (since the Student Forum took place classes to Japan 
commenced in August 2009). There was some concern however, that the Project could be seen 
to be advocating having external teachers. The students felt that in the future the teacher in the 
classroom in Darwin must remain as they are fundamentally important.

Conclusion

This paper will conclude some more quotes from the participants of the Student Forum to keep 
the discussion going rather than close it. To capture the Teaching From Country Project in a few 
words, we might say it was experimental. Experimental in that it was constituted by a number 
of trials, each one the result of much planning, work, and the choreographing of technological, 
social and political arrangements together. It was also experimental in that it produce something 
novel. It reconfigured learners, teachers, and places amongst other things within a mainstream 
university setting. It did so not by redefining them at the outset, but through each trial, carefully 
and respectfully the people, technologies, places and practices linked up these disparate locales, 
communities and knowledge traditions each Tuesday afternoon.

‘I felt the video links worked most effectively in relation to story telling when they 
were supported by props (people, presentation, backdrops relating to story) and were 
aided by in-class discussions after the video link up.’
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‘I believe the ability to teach and speak from lands that have cultural significance add 
to the depth of the teachings.’

‘Yes, I felt involved, like I was participating. How does the saying go? Tell me and I 
will forget, show me and I may remember, involve me and I’ll understand.’ 

‘I was struck at how powerful the sense of land is for the Yolŋu people. This was 
present in the way the teachers in the home lands often referred to where they were, 
what was their in terms of their home, their wäŋa.’

‘Each element of learning was deeply embedded in who and where, and our being 
granted access to it was conditional on our knowledge of it also being rooted to who 
and where.’

‘My presence in the Yolŋu studies classroom was quite a wonderful learning experience. 
I came with some knowledge but left knowing I’m really only starting to learn and so 
have an entire new road ahead of me.’
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ON BEING A ‘LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURE’ LEARNER IN A 

YOLŊU WORLD

Helen Verran

 
I begin with what for me was one of the most arresting moments of my involvement with Teaching 
from Country. Picture me watching and listening to a conversation between Dhäŋgal and Michael 
about the programme, a conversation that was being recorded on video, and was later transcribed, 
and posted on the project website.1 Having decided to speak in English, Dhäŋgal explains how 
being able to teach from home, being in the country whose story she is telling for students sitting 
in Darwin, enables ‘proper’ performances: the right person performing the right stories in the right 
place and the right time…

[I will] teach students to really know about themselves, who they are, and in way of explaining 
through the Yolŋu side, to see things which are good about it, that is within themselves; to know 
who each person really is and what they can achieve from the teachings, from the Yolŋu lecturers…
That’s for Balanda (non-Yolŋu) students as well. First of all they have to find out for themselves who 
they really are. And my telling my story from [my country] will help them to do that…That’s right…
Because I’ll be at home and feel that…what you would call that, power within…and Yolŋu or any 
person that has the knowledge to pass things to other people [and do that]. [But] a lot of people miss 
out on it. Finding themselves, who they really are, what they should achieve.

‘Know thyself’! Of course many teachers wish this for their students. Dhäŋgal’s sentiment here 
echoes an aphorism that has been attributed to at least six ancient Greek teachers. It is perhaps 
familiar to most of today’s students as what was inscribed in (rather odd) Latin above the door of 
the Oracle’s house in the film series The Matrix. By pointing out that it is a familiar hope espoused 
by many teachers however I don’t want to explain it away as a significant claim in the context of 
Teaching from Country. On the contrary I take Dhäŋgal’s hopes for learners of Yolŋu language and 
culture very seriously as expression of an autochthonous Yolŋu account of knowledge, teaching, and 
learning� 

1 Dhäŋgal talking about the program: http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/writings.html
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Dhäŋgal’s hopes for her students embed claims that need to be explicated. They challenge many 
of the assumptions about knowledge, teaching, and learning that non-Yolŋu are likely to bring 
to the experience of being students of Yolŋu language and culture. And these challenges need 
to be brought out into the open. Making things explicit here can provide a useful framing for 
students�

In beginning let me make clear what I understand Dhäŋgal to be saying here and explain why I 
find it arresting. Dhäŋgal’s articulation of what she hopes to achieve with her teaching suggests 
to me that she sees a link between story-telling and the coming to life of both people and places. 
Dhäŋgal imagines a sort of power in live, in-place performance which is generative of places 
and people – collectively and individually. And this generativity is not of a generalized nature, 
it is specific both for places and for people. It is a claim that in learning to hear and speak 
Yolŋu languages, and in becoming familiar with the details of Yolŋu cultural understandings 
that are necessarily (in Yolŋu logic) particular to clans, learners, including non-Yolŋu learners 
can become more fully themselves, and more fully and explicitly aware of who they are, and 
because of that, what they might achieve.

Why am I suddenly ‘all ears’ when I hear Dhäŋgal say these things? Her claims have me 
struggling to extend my past ontological interest in the entities of Yolŋu worlds. In studying 
Yolŋu entities I see myself as following my Yolŋu friends in understanding them as outcomes 
of going-on together in a single plane of immanence.2 Objects are what they do in the here-
and-now. What Dhäŋgal says here helps me to see subjects, as similarly outcomes of collective 
enactments in a world that is a single (though complicated and messy) domain of enactment. 
In the past some of the Yolŋu objects I have been interested in and struggled to understand 
ontologically (that is from the point of view of what we might call conceptual design), are 
wäŋa (places, clan lands), and worrk (land management fires), and gurrutu positions which I 
understand as essentially comparative concepts like number (Verran 2000; 2002a; 2002b).

For the most part I have studied these objects as a participant in ‘workshops’, witnessed how 
they come to life in such a setting, how they are enacted, in actual on-the-ground collective 
performance. But I have also considered how senior Yolŋu teachers use screens to achieve 
similar ends (Verran & Christie 2007). Now here was Dhäŋgal saying that the screens of 
the Teaching from Country project might be used not only to effect, to bring to life, these 

2 I use Deleuze’s notion of concepts as inhabiting a ‘plane of immanence’, and take it as connecting well enough to Yolŋu metaphysics 
to be a useful translating tool. Yolŋu cosmos has a transcendental domain Waŋgarr and its entities as expressed in the secular here-
and-now, effecting a philosophy that seems to have much in common with Deleuze’s transcendental empiricism. Importantly, in 
engaging Deleuzian philosophy, no less than in engaging Yolŋu thought, we must abandon the notion that concepts are representations 
corresponding to some essence ‘out there’. Concepts are fragmentary wholes, multiplicities, and they ‘solve’ problems in thinking. 
Thus every concept has a history and is self-referential, positing itself as its object. For Deleuze the plane of immanence is a non-
fragmented yet open whole which harbors concepts but is not itself a concept, nor, and this is important, is it the concept of all 
concepts. It is the unlimited milieu, the horizon within which concepts are created and hang together, the plane of immanence is the 
reservoir of events and is inhabited from within concepts, implicit and preconceptual presupposition of what is taken as belonging to 
the power of thinking and what every philosophy builds itself on. (Deleuze & Guattari 1994)
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ontologically odd performative Yolŋu objects (things that have a different conceptual design 
to the modern objects I usually come across), but also to evoke or elicit, or perhaps mould, 
subjects who know these performative objects, and simultaneously know that they know these 
different sorts of objects, and hence who know themselves as such knowers in a complex and 
reflexive way.

Where have I met such knowers before? I am reminded of the bilingual Yoruba children I met 
while struggling to understand the conceptual structures (what I now call the ontics) of Yoruba 
quantifying concepts, and how they are different from the quantifying that is conventional in 
science. I found that not only are there profound differences, but also that even quite young 
bilingual children could comment on the differences and explain how (what concepts) they 
use to translate between these two forms of conceptual ordering: Yoruba quantifying and the 
quantifying of modern science (Verran 2001; 2007). Recognising this I also came to see that 
the resources of mainstream Western philosophy were quite inadequate for describing this 
phenomenon, let alone beginning to explain it. This seeming blindness of much Western thought 
to difference is also why it is necessary to make explicit assumptions about knowledge, teaching, 
and learning that non-Yolŋu bring to the experience of being students of Yolŋu language and 
culture�

Before I get on to that however let me present material from one of Dhäŋgal’s later teaching 
sessions, a text performed by Dhäŋgal during the Teaching from Country program. It is the 
beginning fragment of a story of the constituting of areas around where she is currently living, in 
the actions of the Ancestral Beings. On the screen in their classroom the students saw an image 
of Dhäŋgal and heard her telling a story against the background noises of the yard outside her 
house. We (who were not present either in Dhäŋgal’ place Birritjimi-Wallaby Beach, or in the 
CDU classroom on that occasion) can see and hear what the students experienced by playing 
a video displayed on the Teaching from Country website. We hear Dhäŋgal clearly as among 
other voices and background music; behind Dhäŋgal there’s a wall reflecting the colours of the 
setting sun. On the lower left hand side of the screen we see students seated in the CDU seminar 
room, taking notes on paper balanced on their knees. 

Dhäŋgal tells a story of land immediately around that site where she’s sitting, her performance 
is delivered in a mixture of English and Yolŋu matha, with interventions by teachers sitting in 
the same room as the students (which I have not reproduced here). The video record makes it 
clear that Dhäŋgal’s screened performance offers rich language learning while conveying what 
for Dhäŋgal as a Yolŋu teacher is significant cultural information.

This area, dhaŋum Birritjimi…Birritjimi. Wallaby Beach.  Birritjimi yäku. Ga Mararrapan, the 
name of a dog that came across through this land, but on the beach, ya’.  Ŋi, Mararrapan.…
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walked down…liŋgu because I’m now showing you the nhawi….. out in the sea, gunda…the 
rocks…Ŋunha where those rocks are out in the sea, gurtha, the fire came down. And the rocks 
represent where the fire has died out. Gurtha, and that’s where Mararrapan came out, and just 
walked along this beach here, right around to where the conveyer belt is, the overhead conveyer 
belt, and through that the other side where the yacht club is, is called Mänyimi, or Golpuy. 

Mänyimi where the Yacht club is there, where Mararrapan walked across from this side to the 
other side is called Golpuy. What you see on the Golpuy factories ŋunha?  Golpuy.  After that 
he went to on the other side where Galupa is along that beach. Right around the point, and on to 
Galupa. He kept walking along, right up to that point where the export wharf is…But just before 
he crossed to the other side, on this side of the beach, he walked across on that little sand spit, 
where I said the conveyer belt was, that’s where he stopped. What he would do is walk and stop.  
On this side of the point  I mean half way there he stopped because the pheasant bukpuk called 
out. Bukpuk. Called out where the refinery is, so that area is Dhuwa. Galpu. And the bukpuk 
was taking care of that area because where the wititj (Olive python) stays.  And where that area 
wasn’t clear it used to have a billabong, a real big billabong, the waterlilies ga paperbark grew 
there and there is a little creek that goes down on the other side of the bay at Golpuy represents 
the tail of the wititj. And as you two have already been here, and you saw the pile of raw bauxite 
(powder/dust) that’s how the wititj curled up, and its tail went out at the little creek where the 
creek comes out and that is the creek that came out where the billabong used to be.  And that’s 
the remainder of it, and everything else, this case is the billabong and the fresh water spring 
that used to come out, during the wet and just go down on from the rocks straight from the 
rocks came down the beach on this side of Bukpukpuy. And that spring was blocked as soon as 
the refinery was built. And still there where the Bukpuk sang and called out making sure that 
Mararrapan…came around the point, and crossed on the other side and still go along the beach 
at Galupa, Galupa to the point there where the wharf is there called Warrimbiri. Warrimbiri, 
yäku ŋurru ŋunha the export wharf, where they ship the alumina ore, and the bauxite from. The 
point where the export wharf is and around that point, is a place called Djanbirrk  Djanbirrkpuy. 
That’s where Mararrapan stopped, at a place called Djanbirrkpuy…just around the point and 
round the corner and the rest of the area from there is Bukpukpuy. Mararrapan Gumatj dog. 
And it is to do with the bäru (crocodile).  It’s another name for bäru.  Mararrapan, Ŋararrwi, 
Mandimirri, all those names. And most of the ?names? is used that is connected with bäru, we 
name our dogs. In our mother’s side, Gumatj Yolŋu. and um Mararrapan is connected with the 
bäru, and the other nhawi area has to do with the gurtha, and fire. Yow, So one is bäru, the gurtha 
and the fire, it’s the fire area, and it connects to the um.. quail. So all those things, the quail, the 
dog Mararrapan, is connected with the bäru. Yow all Yirritja, Gumatj.3

3 6 May 2009: Dhaŋgal telling stories about land http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/ and http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials21.html
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Dhäŋgal is telling a story about country – her country and her kin’s country; stories of its origins 
in the travels and other doings of Ancestral Beings – Mararrapan…a dog that came across 
through this land; Gurtha, the fire [that] came down; Wititj the olive python that stays near 
that place; Bukpuk the pheasant who calls out. These are Beings who bring places and people 
into ordered being – we could say they are concepts that constitute an order; about which an 
order hangs. This ordered constitution of the Yolŋu cosmos is re-enacted in narratives like to 
one Dhäŋgal begins here, the like of which which Dhäŋgal has often performed before, both 
for Yolŋu learners and for non-Yolŋu visitors. These narratives which re-perform the Ancestral 
order are also enacted collectively in formal ceremony where song, and dance, and painting add 
to the richness of the re-enactment� 

Being a crucial part of those narrative performances as listeners, learners of language and 
culture will actively contribute to the re-making of places and themselves. Their engagement 
with the stories – confused, puzzled, and uncomprehending though it may be for many students, 
is a crucial element of the performance. But clearly Dhäŋgal is hoping for more than this 
minimal participation as audience by learners of Yolŋu language and culture in the Teaching 
from Country programme, she hopes that learners of Yolŋu language and culture (Yolŋu and 
non-Yolŋu learners alike) will come to ‘know about themselves, who they really are…’.

Towards this end she tells stories, one such story is about Mararrapan, an Ancestral Being 
dog who has certain connections with and separations from other Ancestral Beings and is a 
conceptual element in the Yolŋu cosmological order. The implication is that our learning should 
be how to ‘do’ concepts like Mararrapan; how to ‘do’ the concepts of Ancestral Beings as a 
class of world making objects. 

Have we learned to ‘do’ world making objects before? Yes of course we have – it took up a lot 
of the first ten of so years of our lives, and intensified once we started school. We learned how 
to ‘do’ objects of the modern world order like length, and in part that was learning the rules of 
number. 

So here’s a concrete proposal, a slogan on how to proceed on beginning as a learner of Yolŋu 
language and culture in a Yolŋu world. Just as we once learned to ‘do’ objects of the modern 
world order, concepts like length and area, mass and volume, through learning the unforgiving 
rules of number so we can learn to ‘do’ the ordering objects of the Yolŋu world, concepts like 
Mararrapan by learning the rules of gurrutu. 

But of course there’s a catch. That slogan only half catches what’s involved, because modern 
understandings of concepts are generally deficient, too thin, missing out two thirds of their being. 
Here’s what Gilles Deleuze an influential philosopher of the twentieth century says about concepts.
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Now concepts don’t only move among other concepts (in philosophical understanding) they 
also move among things and within us: they bring us new percepts and new affects that amount 
to philosophy’s own non-philosophical understanding…Concepts, or new ways of thinking; 
percepts, or new ways of seeing and construing; and affects, or new ways of feeling…you need 
all three to get things moving (Deleuze 1995, pp.164-5).

So in becoming a learner of Yolŋu language and culture there is some preliminary work to be 
done in thinking about concepts as such. And here’s a neat irony. Yolŋu concepts like Mararrapan 
which can become our familiars by learning the rules of gurrutu, can help us re-imagine our 
deficient understandings of concepts in general, understandings fostered by modern concepts 
misrecognition of what involved in thinking. 

We seem to be establishing a virtuous circle. Learning to ‘do’ Yolŋu concepts like Mararrapan 
through learning the rules of gurrutu can help in expanding our understanding of concepts as 
such, which in turn can help us re-imagine the concepts we live through in our modern lives. 
Then in a further iteration the enhanced insight into the ways we ‘do’ modern concepts can lead 
in turn to enhanced insight into Yolŋu concepts and how they are the same and how different 
from modern concepts. This, it seems to me, is getting close to understanding who we are as 
learners through learning Yolŋu language and culture. We begin to see a way to meet Dhäŋgal’s 
expectations.
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‘COMPUTATIONAL THINKING’ 
AND THE POSTCOLONIAL 
IN THE TEACHING FROM 
COUNTRY PROGRAMME

Paul Dourish

 
Introduction

For several years now, my research has attempted to look on computational artifacts not just 
as things that we build but also as ways of understanding the world, examining the processes 
by which information technologies are designed and shaped, as they themselves become tools 
for encountering the world around us. Most recently, this has developed into a project, still in 
its early stages, that investigates the putative ‘portability’ of design methods in transnational 
contexts as one part of a broader investigation that we are calling ‘postcolonial computing’ (Irani 
et al 2010). Information technology design is a global process, and information technology 
design is often framed, these days, as a site for cultural encounter, frequently in the context of 
international development (e.g. Best & Wilson 2003; Kam et al. 2007). By calling our research 
‘postcolonial computing,’ we want to place computational technologies within the analytic 
framework of cultural encounter and the historicized global flows of people, power, knowledge, 
capital, and resources that postcolonial scholars have examined. Design processes in information 
technology take such categories as users, knowledge, requirements, and representations as 
givens, but in our research we want to open these up for critical scrutiny, to investigate what 
work they are doing in transnational and cultural contexts, and to look at how they do them. 
In the area of Human-Computer Interaction, user-centered and ‘participatory’ approaches to 
technology design play a central role; the question for our work is what it means to foreground 
particular views of the ‘user’ or of ‘participation’ when design is a site of cultural encounter. 
This is the framing device I brought to my involvement with Teaching from Country.

The particular set of questions that I want to explore here pick up on what Nigel Cross (2006) has 
called ‘designerly ways of knowing’ and what Jeanette Wing (2006) has called ‘Computational 
Thinking’. Cross and Wing attend to different issues, and are focused on different kinds of 
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problems, but as I see things there are, in these two formulations, some related ideas that help 
focus on our engagements with artifacts, and our engagements with the world simultaneously� 
They help me formulate the contention that the ways in which we create and shape artifacts 
of different sorts, are epistemological as much as practical. To encounter the world as a place 
where new kinds of objects and activities can be shaped – not least digital objects – is a way to 
know the world. 

Cross, whose concern is with design in its broadest senses and especially with design education, 
wants to draw attention to the fact that designers are not simply people who undertake a 
particular set of activities nor those who produce particular kinds of artifacts, but rather those 
who have a particular way of knowing the world, one that is conditioned by their designerly 
stance. The idea of computational thinking is a compelling one, certainly. It moves beyond well-
worn arguments about ‘computer literacy’ to thinking instead about how our interactions with 
information technology shape our encounters with the world, by focusing on how computer 
programmers, engineers, and designers might see the world through the lens of information 
technology. The question is, to what extent are the boundaries and categories of ‘computational 
thinking’ set hard? It seems that if users are to negotiate these boundaries and categories they 
must at least to some extent take on the thinking of designers. The vital questions concern ‘the 
extent of the extent’, and actually how negotiations proceed.

Wing is an advocate for the importance of computational understandings in the contemporary 
world, and his work offers a beginning in attending to those questions. She argues that, in a world 
in which computational and digital artifacts have an ever more pervasive role, computational 
thinking plays an important part of contemporary education, alongside mathematical and 
symbolic thinking, narrative thinking, and those elements that have traditionally played a 
foundational role in education. Design educator Donald Schön (1983) talks about design as a 
‘reflexive conversation with materials,’ and so clearly the nature of the conversation that one 
might have is shaped by the nature of the materials with which you might work, and Wing’s 
arguments about computational thinking bring to the fore the question of just what kind of 
material one is working with when one is working with computational ‘stuff.’ 

In this paper I diffract these ideas through my experience of engaging with Yolŋu people and 
places and with others involved in the Teaching from Country programme in the course of the 
short two weeks I spent in northern Australia in July 2009 and through reading the website. 
Of course my first engagement was making preparations for my presentation to the seminar 
– supplying a title and an abstract. Uncertain, I simply delayed at first; when I could delay no 
longer, I sent the most vague title and most general abstract I thought I could manage. I was 
reluctant to commit to a particular direction, and for good reason. I knew that I would see and 
hear a great deal during my visit, and that, inevitably, any ideas I put together in the familiar 
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surroundings of southern California would seem naïve and irrelevant once we were gathered in 
the seminar room at CDU. What I hoped, instead, was that I would be able to come out, spend 
a week learning from Michael, John, their colleagues at CDU, the Yolŋu advisors, my fellow 
international participants, and the others whom we would meet in Darwin and in Gove and, on 
the basis of all these conversations, put together a new presentation that would synthesize and 
respond to everything that I had learned.

To a certain extent, this is what happened, but only in part. I had, I think, severely underestimated 
how much I had to learn about life in the Northern Territory in general, and in the Yolŋu lands in 
particular. I had, too, underestimated the challenge that this learning would present to my way 
of thinking about and understanding people, technology, and culture. So, while the paper does 
indeed respond to things that I learned when I came to northern Australia that July, it touches 
only on the surface of things I began to understand. Two things that I learned in the first couple 
of hours after my flight touched down in Darwin came to frame my thinking.

Flexibility is a requirement – that’s my first theme. Having been traveling for over 24 hours 
from Los Angeles to Darwin, I was very much looking forward to a shower, a beer, and a nap 
(not necessarily in that order) when I got to the guest house where we were staying. But there 
was a Yolŋu Language and Culture class planned for later that evening; the first class of the 
semester in the Yolŋu Studies program. I was still hankering for my beer and my nap yet I 
did not want to miss the class and the opportunity to get started. Here we met Dhanggal and 
Garnggulkpuy, Yolŋu teachers in the Teaching from Country programme, who for this class 
were to actually attend the classroom� 

The primary focus of this class was a lesson from Garnggulkpuy on freshwater and saltwater 
and their significance to the Yolŋu people, both in ancestral stories and in everyday life. 
Freshwater, as she explained, is our source; it is where we come from. Saltwater is where we 
come together; it signifies negotiation and interaction. Saltwater, Garnggulkpuy explained, is 
‘where everything takes place.’ Through this exploration of freshwater and saltwater, and also 
through the way that the conversation was conducted, I began to gain a deeper apprehension 
of the principle of yothu yindi and the relevance of negotiation, fluidity (in multiple ways) and 
complementarity in Yolŋu thinking. As we began an exploration of these ideas – of the ways that 
people come together create new spaces of negotiation in interaction, as we mix and combine 
our individual origins in the creation of collective action, as we understand how individuals 
and collectives are positioned through our interactions and negotiations – I was, unknowingly, 
beginning to understand a second theme that would be important for the rest of the trip and, 
most relevantly here, for some ideas that I want to explore that speak to the relationship between 
Yolŋu epistemology and ways of understanding the world and the technological contexts in 
which I conduct my research� 
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A Story

Let me tell a story to illustrate. It comes from early fieldwork conducted by Lilly Irani, at 
D-Design, a psuedonymous design firm in Delhi, India. Lilly is one of the colleagues with 
whom I am involved in a collective struggle to understand what postcolonial computing might 
become as an analytic that helps us attend to some of the questions I’ve outlined.

D-Design were engaged by a development NGO to work on the design of prototype 
personal water filters. For this study, a team drove hundreds of kilometers searching 
for locations from which they would seek volunteers from whom they could gather 
information about needs and practices. The lead designer described the imagined 
participant as someone ‘fairly poor,’ getting ‘water from the dirty river,’ often ill from 
water-borne illness, and without a filter. What they found instead were villages where 
people seemed relatively happy or even proud of their water. Complaints of illness 
were few, though many complained about over-fluoridated water – a problem the 
clients were not interested in pursuing. Throwing his hands up during on meeting, one 
of the principals cried, ‘Where is the poverty?!’ before dramatically throwing his head 
onto the table.

The team loosened their image of the ideal participant, finding people who were 
curious enough about the filter and met loosened income requirements. Once villages 
were selected, the team planned visits to find and screen participants. They planned to 
interview people in the household, and have them complete collages around themes 
like ‘water’ and ‘future,’ among other activities. However, in much the same way that 
the notion of their ideal participants had shifted dramatically in the encounter with the 
field, so too did these methods that the team had hoped to deploy.

The team went to the village to the meet with a man who’d expressed interest in 
participating in the study. They had planned to interview each person in the household 
and have each of them complete the collaging activity. However, when they arrived at 
his house, they found it was actually in the process of being built. The volunteer was 
living with his mother and his sister under a thatched structure propped up against a 
tree. For facilities such as water storage and cooking space, he relied on his aunt’s 
house across the small road. Further, the man volunteering was not particularly 
talkative, which made it challenging to record his thoughts on video. He did, however, 
have a gregarious cousin at the house across the street. With a little deliberation, the 
team pulled the cousin into the interview. The individual interviews imagined in the 
planning had mutated. The aunt’s household had been pulled into the project through 
an ad hoc decision and the talkative cousin. As the time moved on to collaging efforts 
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and other design exercises, they soon found themselves a site of much collective 
village activity and interest, and their pristine ideas about the relevance of their design 
methods soon had to be radically revised. 

Deployed in context, methods and representational practices reveal aspects of their 
situations of origin, and frequently carry their cultural assumptions with them in 
ways that can be problematic. The language of the design brief to which D-Design 
was responding was the traditional language of the discipline of Human-Computer 
Interaction – stakeholders, usability, and requirements. This language reflects a 
conceptual framework or infrastructure within which the encounter between design 
practice and everyday life is framed. Designerly ways of knowing are framed here 
as the ways that one can know about the world through the deployment of particular 
kinds of design practices – practices that may or may not, as we see in this example, 
successfully escape the contexts of their own production.

The particular set of design practices that motivate me, and which are fundamental to Teaching 
from Country, are the design practices associated with information technology and digital 
media. Arguably, nothing is more fundamental to the production of information systems than 
the computer programs that comprise them, and by extension, the programming languages in 
which those computer programs are written. These programming languages are the formal 
expressions of a computer system’s behavior through which programmers and engineers create 
new software systems. Often, when we think about information systems and their impacts, 
the actual practice of programming disappears; we think about the contexts (organizational, 
institutional, economic, political, and historical) within which software systems are developed, 
we think about their ramifications and implications for infrastructure, training, and literacy, and 
the co-evolution of software systems and daily practice, but the actual lines of software core, 
written by some set of people sitting at a keyboard somewhere, withdraw into the background. 

However, every bit as much as the software systems that they describe, the programming 
languages and programming systems themselves comprise an important resource for 
understanding, encountering, exploring, and representing the world, and they deserve some 
serious examination (something which the ‘software studies’ movement of recent years has 
finally begun to do; see, e.g., Fuller 2008). I want to turn now to some discussion of the computer 
programs and programming languages that make up software systems as a way to examine 
some opportunities that Teaching from Country opens up in this domain. To do so, I need to 
begin by setting out a brief introduction to the material of computer programs, for those who 
are unfamiliar with the practices of programming.
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The Material of Computer Programs

Computer programs generally comprise large bodies of text. The text is what is often known 
as ‘source code’ – expressions and statements constructed according to the rules of particular 
programming ‘languages.’ A small program might consist of a few tens or hundreds of such 
lines of text; a large program might comprise millions. Some lines of text define data objects 
that the computer program uses to represent the world such as the records that might describe 
people in a social networking system, video streams in a videoconferencing application, or web 
pages in a tool to help you create a website. Other lines of text define the operations that might 
be performed on those data objects such as looking up a person’s friends, initiating a video 
stream from one computer to another, or printing out a web page.

One of the fundamental questions that programming systems need to solve is, how should these 
lines of text – these computer instructions – be organized? Over the decades that people have 
been building computer programs, a few different styles have emerged. For instance, we could 
completely separate the two – we could keep the ‘data’ and the ‘operations’ separate. Early 
programming languages often worked this way. A popular arrangement in more recent years has 
been to combine them in particular ways. In one style, called ‘object-oriented programming’ 
(or OOP), we combine the data element with the specific code that operates on it (rather than 
on other elements), and the combination is called an ‘object.’ In object-oriented programming, 
these two are so tightly combined that we don’t think of processing a data element using some 
procedure; instead, we think of ‘asking the object to perform an operation on itself’ (because 
the object has the procedural code built into it.) The blocks of source code that define how an 
object should perform some operation are called ‘methods’; the requests that objects might send 
and receive, which ask them to perform particular operations, are called ‘messages.’ So, in a 
particular software system, I might send a message ‘print yourself’ to an object that represents 
a web page; it would find the method that it knows for responding to this message, and perform 
the operations. One advantage of this arrangement is that when I send a message ‘print yourself’ 
to a different kind of object – one that represents a person, or a data file, or a video stream, or 
a person, then they might all behave differently, in much the same way that, as human beings, 
if we are asked to do something, we might do it in different ways depending on who we are or 
what kind of role we have.

These ‘kinds’ of objects are called ‘classes.’ When I build a system using object oriented 
programming, then my lines of text describe the classes of objects that my system will need to 
use (‘Friend’, ‘VideoConnection’, ‘WebPage’) and then the methods that objects of each class 
will need so that they can operate effectively when they receive messages.1 Once I have done 

1 There are many different object-oriented programming languages, which embody different ideas and employ different terminologies. 
Here, I am using the terminology employed in the early and highly influential Smalltalk language (Goldberg and Robson, 1983), 
although the same ideas occur in one form or another in most object-oriented languages.
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that, as a programmer, the system goes into operation, and the fundamental rule that applies 
is: how an object responds to a request for action (a message) depends on what sort (class) of 
object it is.

The outline above is necessarily very sketchy, but it should provide non-programming readers 
with an orientation to the basic ideas and conceptual structures that software developers are 
manipulating in the creation of (at least some) software systems. It also provides a starting-
point for exploring a couple of alternatives. While the idea of object-oriented programming is 
in wide circulation, these two alternatives are much less widespread; they constitute interesting 
ideas that have been proposed in research papers but have not by any means made their way 
into mainstream software development. However, they are useful tools for reflecting upon the 
ideas embodied in object-oriented programming and some potential revisions to ‘computational 
thinking.’ 

Two Alternative Accounts

The first of the alternative ideas is called ‘subject-oriented programming’ (Harrison and Ossher 
1993). The central idea behind subject-oriented programming is a very simple extension of 
the basic principle of method discrimination in object-oriented programming, as I described it 
above. The idea is this: when a message is sent to an object, the method that will be executed 
depends on the class of the object receiving the message (as in traditional OOP) and also on 
the class of the object that sent the message. The basic idea here is that the kind of response 
that an object might make to a message depends on the kind of object that sent the message in 
the first place. Again, this is a very familiar idea in everyday life; how you answer a question, 
for instance, depends not just on your circumstances but also on the person who asks you (a 
friend or family member, a stranger, a policeman, a child, and so on). It is not appropriate to 
draw too much on these analogies between program behaviour and human or social behavior, of 
course, but to the extent that programming systems are used to build models of the world, and 
to the extent that what they capture is something that Wing and others label as ‘computational 
thinking,’ then it is important to recognize that subject-oriented programming is fundamentally 
a relational way of modeling action and an interactional way of accounting for emergent 
behavior in a system. It captures a dimension of expression that is not present in object-oriented 
programming or in traditional algorithmic thinking, and as such, when we think of computer 
programs as representational schemas through which programmers and engineers encounter the 
world, it provides conceptual resources for understanding relational phenomena.

The second alternative idea that I want to discuss is called ‘predicate classes’ (Chambers 1993). 
In traditional OOP, when an object is created, it is always created with a particular class. (In 
most OOP languages, the way to create a new object is essentially an expression that says 
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‘make a new object of class Thing’; in other words, there is no way to create an object without 
specifying its class.) The class of an object, in almost every OOP language, is fixed; once a 
Thing, always a Thing. Similarly, the relationship between classes is fixed; one class might be 
a subclass of another (a more specialized kind of object, the way that Table might be a more 
specialized subclass of the general class Furniture), and that relationship will hold for as long 
as the system operates. Predicate classes, though, are slightly different. A predicate class is 
defined by two things; a class to which it is related, and a rule that specifies when an object is 
a member. For instance, I might create a class ‘Square’ by specifying that a Square is a kind of 
(a subclass of) Rectangle, and that a Rectangle is a Square whenever two adjacent sides have 
the same length. (These are called ‘predicate’ classes because a predicate is a computational 
expression whose value is either ‘true’ or ‘false.’ The number ‘4’ is not a predicate, nor is the 
string ‘Paul,’ but the expression ‘do adjacent sides have the same length?’ is either true or false 
for any particular Rectangle.)

Predicate classes create an interesting new opportunity for OOP systems. Now, the class of 
an object is not fixed; it depends on circumstances. New methods and new behaviours might 
be associated with an object when it becomes a member of the predicate class; but when the 
circumstances change once more, they no longer apply. Similarly, in conceptual terms – that is, 
within the frame of computational thinking – it provides us with a means of seeing the world in 
dynamic, contingent, and circumstantial terms�

In subject-oriented programming then, the basic execution model of object-oriented programming 
has been shifted so that it takes a relational stance. The behaviour of an object is not simply a 
question of its identity, whatever that should be; rather it is a product of the interaction of objects, 
or a product of the particular configuration of message sender and message receiver. While the 
computational changes are small, the interactional consequences are significant, and perhaps 
more to the point, the representational practices at work in creating a system that operates 
this way open themselves up to an alternative epistemological foundation. A similar small-but-
significant shift is at work in the example of predicate classes, then, which replace a notion of 
fixed identity with one of contingent identity; the roles that objects play, the behaviours available 
to them, and so on, are subject to continual reassessment and reconsideration depending on 
circumstances�

Using these Insights to Think about ‘Computational Thinking’

Let me take a step back and think about these ideas in terms of arguments about ‘computational 
thinking.’ The argument around computational thinking is, essentially, that there is some particular 
way of approaching the world that is particular to computer science, and, conversely, that there 
are some particularly useful ways of thinking about the world that computer science might 
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offer. Computational thinking suggests that particular modes of theorizing, such as algorithmic 
specification and procedural abstraction, offer important intellectual tools for understanding 
the world, with a particular emphasis upon the opportunities for digital representation, but not 
solely with that end in mind. What I think these two examples, subject-oriented programming 
and predicate classes, start to illustrate is that there is perhaps no one unique model of 
‘computational thinking’ but rather that computational tools embody, and provide a platform for 
thinking about, different epistemological approaches. The fundamentally relational perspective 
at work in subject-oriented programming, and the fundamentally contingent perspective at 
work in predicate classes were things that I was strongly reminded of as I heard people talk, 
tell stories, describe spaces, interact with each other and with others in Arnhem Land; and what 
it made me think was not, ‘Oh, computational thinking has already encompassed these,’ but 
rather, ‘what a marvelous vehicle these kinds of computational tools might be for discovering 
(rediscovering?) and exploring this sort of world-view.’ Computer programs and programming 
languages are not just tools for getting work done; they also shape how we think about the world 
(where ‘we’ means computer programmers, engineers, scientists, and in turn, to an extent, the 
users of computer systems). This is computational thinking, too. The two ideas I have been 
outlining – reminiscent as they are of some of the themes that arose in my first few hours in 
Darwin and then later in Arnhem Land – show that aspects of Yolŋu epistemology highlight what 
computational thinking might be, what it might do for us, and what opportunities it might embody. 

It would certainly be absurd to claim that building software systems with these tools will result 
in systems that are inherently culturally appropriate and responsive. Anyone can build bad 
systems with good tools. However it might be more useful to think here in terms of computational 
thinking. If the tools that we provide for modeling, encountering, and framing the world are 
ones that are based on the importance of relations between people, of the contingencies of those 
relations, of the importance of responsiveness to local circumstance and immediate need, of the 
relevance of relations between interactional participants in the moment, in the future, and in 
the past, then we are perhaps opening up a fascinating area of potential impact from a project 
like Teaching from Country. Participants in Teaching from Country have been concerned with 
crafting tools and technological environments that can be effective for Yolŋu teaching, but it 
the project opens up, I believe, broader questions about the potential relationships between 
technology and cultural practice in ways that can enrich and enliven our ideas of ‘computational 
thinking’.

The View from Arnhem Land

While we were on country, Dhanggal took us to Galuru; we ate lunch there on the first day 
of our visit to the Gove peninsula. After lunch, I walked around for a while on the beach for 
a while, just getting a feel for the place. Galuru, where the billabong runs to the ocean is, of 
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course, a place where the freshwater and the saltwater meet. It is also a place that, I realized 
as I walked, must change drastically as the rains come in the wet season, as the creek floods, 
as the tides shift. The long sand flats were wet and soft in some places, dry and firm in others, 
with pools of water from where the shifting currents had left it. At the same time as it embodied 
all this change, though, Dhanggal was telling us stories of her visits to the place as a child, and 
its importance to her ancestors, and across all of this, of course, it remained the same place. 
As I walked, it seemed to me to embody a fascinating encounter between stability and change. 
By the same token, it’s very easy to talk of technology as something that changes rapidly; and 
yet some of the ideas that it embodies are very old ones. It is useful to examine what kinds of 
opportunities for change might yet be embedded within the worldview from which information 
technology springs. Arnhem Land is a fascinating place to start to do just that.
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TEACHING ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENTISTS FROM COUNTRY: 

INTEGRAL WISDOM FOR A NEW 
AUSTRALIA

Keith Douglass Warner

 
Teaching From Country (TFC) took as one of its primary tasks the following challenge: ‘What 
is a helpful conceptual framing of issues involved in our work that is valid in Yolŋu terms and 
supports translation into academic contexts?’ This paper explores one dimension of this: how can 
Indigenous Ecological Knowledge (IEK) be ‘translated’ so as to better prepare dominant culture 
environmental scientists to collaborate with Indigenous people in caring for land and country? 
IEK has been a topic of considerable interest among conservation scientists – and other scholars 
for decades (e.g. Dwyer 1994; Posey 1999; Rappaport 1984). Realizing its potential has proved 
elusive. I would like to propose that greater insight can be derived from understanding IEK’s 
context within an integral wisdom tradition, as well as its traditional pedagogy of initiation. 
TFC has proven that it has much to contribute to cross cultural understanding, and I believe it 
can assist in addressing this specific question. 

This paper draws from insights in two of my academic fields of interest: Science, Technology 
& Society (STS), and ‘religion and ecology,’ or more properly, the ‘greening of religions.’ 
This latter field has only recently emerged from anthropology, religious studies, environmental 
studies and human ecology, but has the potential to open up fresh perspectives on IEK, and so 
help TFC grapple with the challenge of translation. Ultimately, I wish to join with TFC in the 
hope that it can make a contribution to redressing the exploitation of Indigenous peoples by 
my dominant European culture, by fostering authentic collaboration toward mutual goals. This 
paper begins by identifying a few of the challenges to fostering partnerships with IEK, then 
introduces some perspectives from the ‘greening of religions,’ then offers some challenges to 
TFC based on these perspectives, and concludes by proposing that the lessons derived from 
TFC can contribute to the preparation of environmental scientists with a broader, equitable, 
humane, and culturally sensitive vision of ‘caring for country.’ 
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Challenges to ‘using’ IEK in environmental management

From Australia and the Northern Territory, Christie (1991) argued that the distortions and 
abstractions of Western science can be tempered when partnered with IEK. His study 
demonstrates how Indigenous knowledge can open up new perspectives on environmental 
science and management. In her study of different and divergent ways of knowing and firing 
regimes, Verran (2002) illuminates the real obstacles to collaboration between Indigenous 
land management practices and Western-trained scientists and their institutions. This case 
illustrates the pervasiveness of assumed universal ‘scientific truths,’ the resultant disjunctions, 
and the potential for frustrating collaborative approaches. When juxtaposed, these two papers 
frame the possibility and problems in translating Yolŋu knowledge into contemporary land 
management. As a pair, they form a microcosm of the challenges of creating environmental 
initiatives informed by IEK. It should be noted, however, that the problem negotiating science 
and local knowledges to improve environmental management is a broad, important and fruitful 
domain of study in rural sociology (Kloppenburg 1991), anthropology (Dove 2006), Science, 
Technology & Society (Phadke 1999), and environmental studies (Warner 2007).

Scholars have debated the actual value in – and the potential for perverse outcomes from – 
using IEK in environmental management (Posey & Plenderleith 2004). By perverse outcomes, 
I mean the potential of initiatives to have the opposite effect of the benefits intended. This is 
unfortunately a common outcome of cross cultural initiatives. One significant line of scholarly 
critique argues that pre-existing asymmetries of social power inevitably doom collaboration and 
re-inscribe exploitation by members of dominant cultures, and that concerns with Indigenous 
knowledge divert attention from redressing neo-colonialism (Agarwal 1995). The Convention 
on Biodiversity and other international agreements are advanced as legal protections for 
Indigenous peoples, their cultures and knowledges, although the obstacles to enforcement are 
very real (Fourmile 1999; Posey 2001).

A recurrent theme in these literatures is the mis-apprehension of IEK by dominant culture 
scientists. A general narrative is as follows: IEK is special data about a place or organism, 
evolved over millennia from intimate Indigenous socio-ecological relations, and this knowledge 
can contribute to modern, ecologically rational, landscape management. This site-specific data 
can thus ‘contribute’ another ‘data set’ to the more powerful yet abstract biologically-informed 
knowledge. In this line of thinking, IEK provides another data set, another set of facts, that can 
inform resource management, all within the cognitive framework of Western scientists, i.e., 
without questioning the hegemony of Western science (Christie 1991; Merchant,1980; Verran 
2002). This provides yet another opportunity for dominant cultures to extract (knowledge) 
resources without compensating Indigenous peoples for what should be properly be understood 
as their intellectual property (Posey 2001). Verrran (2002) reports that Australian government 
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ministries have the mission of ‘collecting’ aboriginal knowledge, or ‘harvesting’ traditional 
knowledge (Christie 2007). 

Drawing from his experience in the Northern Territory, Wohling (2009) offered an array of 
critiques of how dominant culture Australian environmental scientists and their institutions 
misuse IEK. He does not argue that IEK is itself problematic, but that it may not be an appropriate 
mode of knowing for managing contemporary landscapes, especially given its situated character 
and the disruptive impact of colonialism on Indigenous communities and ecosystem integrity. 
Wohling attacks the tendency among White scientists to essentialize IEK, which occurs when 
knowledge is extracted from specific local human communities of knowers, and from locally 
known landscapes. He argues:

The result has been the co-opting and compartmentalizing of IK [Indigenous 
Knowledge], taking what is essentially a varied and dissimilar array of local, secret, 
and sacred knowledge and transforming it into a universal wisdom. In Australia, 
the result has been a lack of debate about exactly what the limitations of IK are in 
regard to contemporary natural resource management. Somewhat more disturbing are 
attempts to apply highly localized and contested sets of knowledge to landscape-scale 
threatening processes (Wohling 2009, p. 4).

He describes the result as perverse: government environmental ministry and research scientists 
attempt to use IEK to prescribe environmental management, but concurrently, the voices, agency, 
and participation of Indigenous people are diminished. Wohling proposes several remedies: 
affirming the social agency of Indigenous people, curtailing the tendency of scientists to use 
IEK for prescriptive purposes, and fostering genuine knowledge exchange between ecologists 
and Indigenous peoples. Wohling’s contribution is helpful in that it extends the critique of 
dominant culture scientists mis-perceiving IEK as merely environmental data in the Northern 
Territory. However, he does not actually propose a comprehensive remedy for the problem of 
‘IEK as environmental data.’ His proposal to ‘affirm the social agency of Indigenous people,’ 
while admirable, does not go far enough. 

Traditional IEK, while quite valuable, appears unable to properly guide contemporary 
environmental management when it is ‘managed’ by dominant culture scientists. In fact, it 
may mis-lead scientists when divorced from its community of origin. As part of her work with 
TFC, Helen Verran has translated the concept of ‘cognitive authorities’ (Addelson 1994) into 
‘knowledge authorities,’ and TFC is a viable example of what this means in cross-cultural 
education. TFC has affirmed the situating of knowledge within a human community, with specific 
people recognized by Yolŋu and educational communities. In so doing, TFC has demonstrated 
that knowledge sharing can be done in a way that upholds traditional community ownership. 
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Insisting that IEK be grounded in knowledge authorities has the best chance of assuring that 
IEK is not (mis-) interpreted as merely an environmental data set. Insisting on the centrality of 
knowledge authorities, as TFC does, offers the best chance of properly representing Indigenous 
knowledge as peformative, local, and collectively owned by specific communities (Christie 
2007)� 

But more integral approaches to representing and translating Indigenous ways of knowing only 
addresses part of the problem. The tendency of environmental scientists and policy makers to 
suffer from selective, narrow, and partial perceptions of IEK is the consequence of how we train 
scientists in dominant culture universities. These confer degrees on students who are trained 
to respect Indigenous knowledge, but politely filter out and disregard its integral character, 
its social, moral, aesthetic, and cosmological character, which are generally assumed to be 
irrelevant to ‘modern, scientific’ land management.

The majority of my work as a teacher over the past 5 years has been instructing environmental 
science and studies majors at Santa Clara, a Jesuit Catholic University. My classes problematize 
the framing of environmental issues exclusively in terms of science and policy, and explore 
ethical, spiritual, and avocational responses. I receive students who have taken high school and 
introductory university environmental science classes, and I am struck by the fragmented, non-
integrated character of their received understanding of environmental problems and solutions. 
This should not be a surprise. It is a consequence of the design of modern universities. We 
produce students with disaggregated approaches to knowledge. My university espouses an 
integrated approach to education, but it does not really question the hegemony of the academic 
disciplines, nor provide adequate strategies for linking, comparing and appropriately integrating 
different ways of knowing. Even so, this university does provide some resources and support 
for integrated approaches to learning, which is much more than most.

Indigenous spiritual traditions, sacred earth and integral wisdom

I would like to propose that the ‘problem of translation’ that TFC seeks to remedy could be 
strengthened by drawing insights from the ‘Greening of Religions.’ Over the past decade, scholars 
from around the world have consolidated disparate research activities in diverse disciplines 
into a more coherent academic community addressing the relationship between religious 
cosmologies (or worldview or belief systems) and environmental behavior. In the words of 
Taylor (2005), a leader in these initiatives, scholars from diverse disciplinary backgrounds have 
struggled for decades to convincingly explain why the connections between religious identity 
and environmental behavior is usually and in general weak, but in some cases apparently strong 
and directly motivating.
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Several remarkable scholarly initiatives have advanced this field. The most notable have been 
the Forum On Religion and Ecology (FORE) at Harvard University, and the creation of the 
International Society for the Study of Religion, Nature and Culture (ISSRNC). FORE sponsored 
the Religions of the World and Ecology conferences, which hosted more than 800 scholars, 
religious leaders, and environmental specialists from around the world in series of symposia 
1996-1998 (Tucker & Grim 2009). These spawned ten edited volumes that brought significant 
coherence to this area of inquiry. Of note to Teaching From Country is the volume ‘Indigenous 
Traditions and Ecology’ (Grim 2006). An inter-disciplinary network of scholars created the 
ISSRNC to address cross-cutting questions such as: ‘what are the relationships among human 
beings, their diverse religions, and the earth’s living systems? And, what constitutes ethically 
appropriate relationships between our own species and the places, including the entire biosphere, 
which we inhabit?’ (Taylor 2007). The society sponsors a journal, an annual international 
conference, and the Encyclopedia of Religion, Nature and Culture. 

The scholarly debate in this area was opened in 1967 by Lynn White’s infamous essay, ‘The 
Historic Roots of Our Ecological Crisis.’ He was the first to argue that religious worldviews 
indirectly and directly shape environmental beliefs and behavior. Although White made many, 
many problematic and erroneous claims (see Carroll & Warner 1998), he made a profound 
scholarly contribution in his assertion that the historic roots of this crisis can be partially traced 
to the de-sacralization of the world, in other words, the evolution of Western civilization to no 
longer recognize the earth as having spiritual or religious significance. Prior to White, no one 
had ever thought of associating these dimensions of human society. After several decades of 
debate about White’s more problematic claims, scholars moved on to investigate with great 
interest the ‘re-sacralization’ process, or the efforts by religious groups, leaders and scholars to 
advance the notion of the Earth having moral and spiritual significance. This is also known as 
the ‘greening of religions,’ or alternatively, the development of religious environmental ethics.

The contribution of anthropologists has been essential to these efforts. In particular, I would 
recommend a special issue of the Journal for the Study of Religion, Nature and Culture 
(Snodgrass & Tiedje 2008), and the work of John Grim (2001; 2006). Many scholars have been 
guilty of facile assumptions about the inherent good and applicability of indigenous spiritual 
traditions and their relationship with ecological knowledge. Sponsel (2001) and Grim (2006) 
have called for more research into the relationship between these dimensions of Indigenous 
societies. Debates about the relationship between ‘Indigenous Religions and Environments: 
Intersections of Animism and Nature Conservation’ are reviewed by guest editors Snodgrass 
and Teijde (2008). They that more nuanced and robust understandings of the relationship 
between indigenous people, their spiritual traditions, and ecological knowledge are hobbled by 
unnecessary dualisms. These have taken the form of oversimplified arguments that indigenous 
people are either ‘the world’s first conservationists’ or, that they are responsible for past and 
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on-going environmental despoliation. Their analysis aligns shockingly well with the dualistic, 
bifurcated perceptions of the environmental behavior of Indigenous people held by Australian 
environmental scientists, as reported by Verran (2002). 

Snodgrass and Teijde propose seven ways to escape the ‘over-simplification of the ethnographic 
record of indigenous peoples’ relationships to their environments’ (p. 9), one of which is highly 
relevant here. They recommend a more integrated, complete framework that distinguishes 
between, but nonetheless relates, ecological knowledge and ethical or duty frames. They assert 
that animism is now properly taking its place with other contemporary religions, and is being 
examined for its potential to contribute to positive environmental outcomes, along with the 
other religions in the contemporary world. Of course, to speak of the ‘greening’ of Indigenous 
spiritual traditions is ridiculous, because Australian Indigenous peoples developed and were 
guided by a form of environmental ethics millennia before the Greeks articulated what we 
understand ethics or greening today (Callicott 1997). There is no need for a ‘re-sacralization’ 
process among Indigenous nature reverence because it has not suffered de-sacralization.

Thus, the study of Animism or Indigenous nature reverence holds promise for members of the 
dominant culture and Western-trained scientists, for we can learn from their holistic approach 
to understanding the world as inescapably charged with the sacred. The holism of Indigenous 
knowledge systems challenges our Western-trained, partial and fragmentary view, and thus 
represents a potential gift from traditional cultures to the dominant cultures and their malaise. 
Note that significant dimensions or layers of Indigenous knowledge are appropriate only for 
members of that culture group. I am not suggesting that ‘secret’ knowledge be shared with 
outsiders, but rather the insights and assistance to help dominant culture members to recognize 
their impoverished, flat and monochromatic cosmology, or religious world view. Cross cultural 
contact has great potential to provide helpful educational benefits (Christie 1991), but is very 
difficult to do respectfully.

Grim (2006) argues that the search by dominant culture members for ‘texts’ or codified IEK 
to inform dominant culture management practices is inevitably self-defeating. Pursuit of ‘text 
or language’ distorts how indigenous people know and live religion/spirituality. ‘In fact, these 
genres may mislead an investigation of indigenous religious life that is primarily narrated, 
danced, sung, heard in silence, and ritually preformed within the community of life’ (Grim 
2006, p. 283). Discussion of indigenous religion and ecology are all too frequently framed in 
the language and cognitive categories of dominant cultural knowledge systems. These a priori 
marginalize indigenous ways of knowing and ordering knowledge. In its place, he argues for a 
more integral approach, one that adopts the ‘lifeway’ in its diverse expressions as a more holistic 
frame, because it encompasses the dynamic relationship between worldview and economy. 
Lifeway conveys an inherent interdependence between the individual embodied self, the 
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native society, the larger ‘ecological’ community of life, and cosmological beings. Indigenous 
knowledge cannot be properly represented or translated apart from these dimensions. I offer 
here a local example of lifeways. April Bright of the Rak Mak Mak Marranunggu conveys 
a sense of lifeway when she states that ‘traditional ownership to country for my Mum was 
everything – everything. It was the songs, the ceremony, the land, themselves, their family – 
everything that life was about. This place here was her heart. That’s what she lived for, and 
that’s what she died for’ (Rose et al. 2002).

This holistic vision of the natural world held by most Indigenous people sees land as fully 
integrated with cosmological meaning and sacred or spiritual significance. On May 6, 2009, 
when he presented to my Santa Clara University class from country (Trial 24), Yingiya Guyula 
used the adjective ‘sacred’ 13 times in about 20 minutes. Here are the nouns which he described 
as sacred: the sacred water hole (5 times); sacred digging stick (2 times); sacred reeds, sacred 
place, sacred dilly bags, and sacred beings; big sacred tree; and ‘the knowledge and wisdom 
that had been handed down generation after generation is regarded as sacred’ (emphasis mine). 
I am not sure how well my class grasped the significance of what they heard, but I do not wish to 
single them out for criticism, for it is quite difficult for dominant culture members to appreciate 
the significance of the sacred dimension of life without some orientation. Indeed, much of the 
colonization of the Americas and Australia depended upon Europeans dismissing the beliefs of 
Indigenous peoples in the sacred dimension of land. 

This knowledge cannot exist apart from the knowledge authorities living in relationship to the 
landscape. This knowledge is passed on, as Yingiya explained, by oral means through collective 
experience. In this sense, IEK must be performed to be transmitted, or reproduced within the 
somatic person (Grim 2006). Here is how Yingiya described the education process:

…we always learn from old people. We never we sit down in class and ask questions. 
It is only when an old man, the senior leader as my older leader, as my wäwa, or 
brother decides when it’s time to teach about land, and then he calls the people and 
starts telling them stories about the land. That’s when they start to. He knows and 
feels confidence at these people are gonna carry on the job of being the next leaders. 
As the old people are getting older they pass the story on to be carried on for the next 
generation (Yingiya, Trial 24).

This suggests that IEK has an alternative epistemological basis, and requires an alternative 
pedagogical approach. IEK can never be just data, can never be just facts. One does not so much 
learn ‘the facts’ of IEK but they must be ritually initiated into it (Wohling 2001). A member of 
this culture must be ritually initiated into this tradition of knowing. It assumes a community 
membership and an alternative consciousness. 
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The recognition of the land as sacred necessarily obliges people to discharge their duties within 
the community (social and environmental). Indigenous ecological knowledge necessarily 
includes a moral or ethical dimension. These words, however, are problematic, because dominant 
culture members assume ethics to have structure and orientation consistent with the ancient 
Greeks. Rose (2006) is a notable exception. ‘Sacred duties’ may be a more apt expression than 
morals or ethics. What are key components of these sacred duties, or ethics? Deborah Bird 
Rose et al.’s County of the Heart conveys a very strong ethic of reciprocity. If humans take care 
of the land, the land will take care of humans. A Maori (Henare 2001) proposed the following 
criteria for governing human behavior in society which apply equally in relationship to the land: 
kinship, compassion, hospitality, and reciprocity. Henare asserts that for Maori, the best images 
for understanding duties to the natural world are holism, and a spiral of life, with humans in 
center but encircling all other forms of metaphysical reality. This points us to the cosmological 
dimension of Indigenous spiritual practice.

One cannot fully understand Indigenous knowledge systems without properly appreciating the 
inextricable dimensions of sacredness and moral responsibility. It is not possible to speak of 
Indigenous knowledge without affirming these dimensions, which contribute to their integral 
character. In this sense, Indigenous nature reverence is a wisdom tradition because its knowledge 
cannot be divorced from the obligation to live and act in accord with its moral and spiritual 
dimensions (see Smith 1991 and Murphy 2002, for introductions to wisdom traditions). 

I would like to propose that the term ‘Indigenous knowledge system’ be replaced with Indigenous 
wisdom tradition. Originally, the term ‘Indigenous knowledge system’ recognized its integral 
character, and affirmed its holistic approach (to address the mis-perception by dominant culture 
members that it is idiosyncratic). The unintended consequence of this has been that the term has 
been used by scientists conceptualizing IEK as environmental data capable of being divorced 
from its spiritual and moral dimensions. This alternative framing as a wisdom tradition would 
dampen the temptation of environmental scientists and institutions to gather or harvest ‘IEK’ 
as environmental data. It would emphasize knowledge authorities, and the need for proper 
ritual initiation into ‘knowing.’ The concept of an Indigenous wisdom tradition may offer 
significant advantages over ‘IEK’ to conceptually frame Yolŋu cultural practices and support 
more appropriate practices in its translation into academic contexts.

Implications for Teaching From Country

The term Indigenous wisdom tradition may better convey the spiritual and moral dimension 
of Indigenous cultures, and their symbolic, non-rational, non-scientific relationship between 
humans and the land, mediated by ritual practice, or prayer. This alternative framing holds 
out several advantages over the term ‘Indigenous ecological knowledge.’ It communicates the 
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ethical and cosmological dimension of knowledge. It would be less susceptible to being mis-
perceived as environmental data, in other words, it would more likely to be acknowledged as 
integral. Its historical conveyance would be brought to the fore. 

This may be quite compatible with the approach of TFC. Yet to use Indigenous wisdom 
tradition does suggest several questions. How comfortable are dominant culture educators 
incorporating wisdom, ethics and indigenous spiritual practice into teaching? Or, how open are 
anthropologists and other scholars to incorporating the sacred into their studies? Clearly, some 
are (see Grim 2001), but many are not. For example, an Annual Review of Anthropology article 
‘Indigenous peoples and environmental politics’ (Dove 2006) made no reference to Animism or 
any Indigenous spiritual practice. 

Do the Yolŋu knowledge authorities wish to share more knowledge of the sacred, of their ritual 
obligations, of their spiritual practice with members of the dominant culture? Given the history 
of cultural exploitation of Indigenous traditions, there are many good reasons to restrict access 
by dominant culture members to these. It may be best for spiritual practice, prayer and ritual 
to be only shared by Indigenous people with each other. This is necessarily a decision that 
must be retained by Indigenous communities. One consequence of not sharing these – and 
dominant culture members not perceiving them – is that this essential dimension of knowledge 
is filtered away, or stripped out, because it is not ‘translated’ outside the context of its cultural 
context. This may pose something of a dilemma. To keep all sacred knowledge secret results in 
dominant culture members being unable to see its integral character, yet to make it public might 
result in yet continuing exploitation or misuse. There is no simple solution to this. 

Were both parties to agree that sharing this dimension would be beneficial, more questions would 
arise, specifically about Indigenous pedagogy. A holistic approach to knowledge translation in 
the Yolŋu tradition necessarily involved ritual initiation. Thus questions arise for the Yolŋu 
knowledge authorities: what is the relationship between the manner of teaching Yolŋu youth 
described by Yingiya and what you are doing with TFC? In essence, this would be asking 
you to help members of the dominant culture to recover a more complete, integral approach 
to our humanity? Do you want to help us recover a sense of wisdom? And, would it ever be 
appropriate to understand what you are doing through TFC as initiation? Ritual initiation into 
wisdom of members of the dominant culture? And for academics: being initiated into a wisdom 
tradition generally requires letting go of old ways of seeking, thinking, and doing – are we 
really prepared for that?
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Conclusion: the challenge of extending TFC

TFC provides a terrific opportunity to help overcome the unnecessary dualisms that pervade 
dominant culture understanding of Indigenous people and their knowledge systems. I would 
like to argue that some of the flawed thinking on the part of Western scientists trying to ‘use’ 
IEK, some of the commodification of indigenous knowledge, might be overcome if it can be 
presented in a more integral way with a sense of the sacred, and its moral and wisdom dimensions. 
This could present, I argue, a more fundamental challenge to members of the dominant culture. 
If Indigenous knowledge were described as a wisdom tradition, it might not be subject to the 
misperception that it can be readily incorporated into Western scientific knowledge systems. 
Thus, I would like to propose that the Australian educational institutions launch a program to 
teach environmental scientists at university through a TFC-type program. TFC can enhance the 
skill set, indeed wisdom, of a new generation of environmental scientists. 

TFC has the potential to help train a new generation of scientists, land managers and public 
ministry officials with a more nuanced and more complete understanding of the true character 
of Indigenous people and their knowledges, and the critical necessity of knowledge authorities. I 
believe that before any environmental scientist use the term Indigenous Ecological Knowledge, 
they should learn to appreciate the broad, complex and integrated ways in which knowledge is 
embedded in Indigenous cultures. 

A ‘new generation’ of environmental scientists trained with cross cultural competency 
is critically needed, because ready or not, Australia is launching 56 new Natural Resource 
Management Regions (Caring For Country, 2009). These will become the primary locations for 
negotiating the ‘use’ of ‘Indigenous ecological knowledge’ into the future. These Indigenous 
Resource Management regions are likely to further commodification of land and Indigenous 
knowledge, unless there are concrete initiatives to staff them with people able to negotiate the 
cultural divides in Australia. Teaching From Country provides a template for training students 
this way. Are Australia’s educational institutions prepared to support this approach to training a 
new generation of environmental scientists?
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WHAT IS AN INNOVATION 
LEARNING COMMUNITY? 

On Being Inspired by the Teaching from Country 
Program to Reflect on my Participation in a Yolŋu 

Learning Community

Margaret Ayre

 
Introduction

How does the Teaching from Country website and its narratives and associated effects help me 
understand my own past education in a Yolŋu learning community? And how might considering 
both, indulging in a form of mutual interrogation, help in identifying some of the characteristics 
of an innovation learning community?

In this paper I describe and celebrate a Yolŋu pedagogy in reflecting on experiences I had 
almost twenty years ago as a young woman working for the first time with Yolŋu people on 
the Gove Peninsula in north-east Arnhem Land. This pedagogy, based in Yolŋu foundations 
of knowledge making1, manages the tensions between Yolŋu and non-Aboriginal ways of 
knowing through accommodating and elaborating differences, while allowing these differences 
to sit, side-by-side in creative tension (Ayre & Verran 2010). Like the students in the Teaching 
from Country program, I was challenged to change and know myself through a collective and 
emergent performance of people-place led by senior Yolŋu landowners and teachers. Learning 
through Yolŋu people-places for me was the work of being on country with Yolŋu landowners 
who were formulating a contemporary form of Yolŋu land and sea management. In encountering 
the Teaching from Country program, I take the opportunity to re-consider my experience as a 
young Balanda (non-Aboriginal) doing this work. As I do so I ask a general question about 
learning communities. What characterises learning communities engaged in innovation?

1 This kind of teaching that I was part of, was based in a ‘prior commitment to a Yolngu epistemology’ 
(Christie, 2009, p. 7) which has the Yolngu systems of Djalkiri (literally foot or foundation) and 
gurrutu (kinship) as its basis.
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My encounter with Teaching from Country...

I have used the Teaching from Country website as an inspiration and resource, and as a way of 
connecting back to some people and places I know from my own experience living and working 
in North-east Arnhem Land. In particular I know Dhäŋgal and her homeland of Gälaru which is 
one of the Recreation Areas managed by the Yolŋu organisation, Dhimurru Land Management 
Aboriginal Corporation (known as Dhimurru), that I worked with from 1994. I watch the 
trial videos of Dhäŋgal and other Yolŋu lecturers as they explore the Teaching from Country 
pedagogy in the CDU Yolŋu Studies program. In Teaching from Country they are beaming back 
via Skype and using open access software to share files and images from their homelands to 
students sitting in Darwin. In Trial 212 Dhäŋgal is teaching from her current home at Wallaby 
Beach and talks about the Ancestral Being that Yolŋu people call Wititj (Olive Python), and its 
creative acts in the landscape. I remember when I first ‘met Wititj’ sitting on the beach with 
her a long time ago and discussing the use of a particular image of Wititj on an interpretative 
pamphlet for visitors to Gäluru (East Woody).3

I also watch trial 104 where Gotha is teaching from her homeland, Gäwa, on Elcho Island. The 
process of developing the new Yolŋu remote pedagogy through Teaching from Country uses 
particular socio-technical arrangements (Christie 2010) to bring Gotha (the person) and Gäwa 
(the place) ‘into’ Darwin and to the students sitting in their lecture theatre at Charles Darwin 
University. The screens and cameras and microphones and broadband all contrive to make 
the images and sounds travel...however it is Gotha, herself and her family, in place at Gäwa 
on Elcho Island, and the students at university (Charles Darwin University) in Darwin, that 
configures this as Teaching from Country.

What expectations might Balanda have as learners in a situation like the trial with Gotha 
teaching from Gäwa? I hear the students in Darwin asking questions; being prompted and 
guided by their lecturers, and recognise this conversation as a way of them engaging with 
the story Gotha is telling about turtle hunting. They ask questions like: ‘What’s that little boy 
going to do with the [turtle] eggs?’ and Do they have a tradition or technique to keep their 
[turtle] eggs for long?’

However I see something more than question-asking as happening here. I recognise this from 
my own experience as a young Balanda learning from Yolŋu teachers. Gotha and the students 
and other Yolŋu Studies lecturers are together working the beginnings of a strategic cross 
cultural knowledge (teaching/learning) domain (Ayre 2010). This domain comes to life in the 

2  http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials21.html 
3 The development of a series of pamphlets was one of the first things Dhimurru did in its mission to 

teach non-Aboriginal people about Yolngu management of country.
4 http://learnline.cdu.edu.au/inc/tfc/trials10.html
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negotiation the sets of social, material and textual practices that constitute Teaching for Country. 
This domain is characterised by an emergent Yolŋu pedagogy that manages differences between 
Yolŋu knowledges and Western-styled knowledge. One of the Balanda lecturers in the program 
alerts the students to the fact that Gotha is knowingly engaging this pedagogy: ‘...Gotha’s story 
about the turtles. There was actually a reason why she tells the story about the turtles. It’s 
something to do with the nature of knowledge and identity...’.

This pedagogy is an answer to the question of ‘how we should live’ (Addelson 1994) together 
in new forms of education for Balanda students committed to learning Yolŋu languages and 
culture; and in new forms of land management as I will show through some stories from my 
own education as part of a learning community in North-east Arnhem Land.

Learning on Country...

In my work role in North-east Arnhem Land, I was employed by the Dhimurru Land Management 
Aboriginal Corporation, a newly formed, contemporary Yolŋu Aboriginal organisation, to assist 
in the development of management strategies for a Yolŋu estate, Wanuwuy, being used for 
recreation by mainly non-Aboriginal visitors. Wanuwuy is a Gumatj/Lamamirri clan estate 
although other Yolŋu clans have certain custodial rights here too.5 Developing a contemporary 
plan for the management of Wanuwuy, involved me learning from a Yolŋu elder, Djalaliŋba 
Yunupiŋu and being trained as a knower-learner across disparate knowledge traditions – that of 
Yolŋu knowledge traditions and Western-styled land and sea management. I had just finished 
a four year degree in forest science and now I found myself in a context that was so different 
from what I had previously known and learnt. How could I make sense of this difference? Or, 
as Mol (1999) might suggest, how could I find some way to manage it? 

At the beginning of our dealings with Wanuwuy it became clear that I would need Djalaliŋba ’s 
assistance and instruction in order to undertake my role as learner and scribe. This was a tacit 
agreement between us. The following is an excerpt from my field notes from 15 June 1994.

As we travelled by car and by foot, Djalaliŋba talked about the country, Wanuwuy, and 
its evocations. He gave names to places or features in the landscape, some of which he 
repeated and spelt out for my benefit. He also told of the stories in the land that gave 
rise to these names and sites. He would indicate a feature in the landscape – a boulder; 
the crest of a hill; a tree; a worn resting place under a large Casuarina tree – and he 

5 The custodians (at 1999) are: Djiniyini Gondarra, Djalaliŋba Yunupiŋu, George Dayŋumbu, Bätjaŋ 
Burarrwaŋa, Nanikiya Munuŋgurritj, Rranydjupi Yunupiŋu-Munuŋgurr and Gayili (Banunydji) Marika 
(Dhimurru Land Management Aboriginal Corporation 1999. Manydjarrarrnga-Nanydjaka Heritage 
Values Assessment: A Report for the Australian Heritage Commission. Nhulunbuy, Northern Territory: 
Dhimurru Land Management Aboriginal Corporation.)
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then might give me a name or names for this entity or feature and instruct me to write it 
down. Occasionally he would remark that a particular place or feature had other names 
too. Djalaliŋba explained that place names at Wanuwuy are very location specific. 
They may refer to a small area of sand in the dune system or to a place inside the 
rainforest. Djalaliŋba learnt these names, a long time ago and from his father, he said. 
He also explained that, ‘Some young (Yolŋu) people only know the name ‘Wanuwuy’, 
the ‘big’ name for the area, and not all the little names. He would often point out what 
he described as ‘Yolŋu tracks’ in the Wanuwuy landscape. Sometimes I thought I could 
see these tracks – tracks that appeared as worn lines across the crest of a dune in the 
distance. Sometimes I couldn’t see what I thought was a track at all.

I struggled to transcribe the words and names in Yolŋu matha (language) as the ink in 
my pen waxed and waned with the angle of my body in the car. I wrote and listened as 
best I could as we drove three-abreast in the front seat of the troop carrier. Djalaliŋba 
had been to school in the days of ‘the mission’ at Yirrkala he told us, and had learnt to 
read and write his language of Gumatj.

Initially my grasp of Yolŋu matha was so poor that I couldn’t ‘hear’ how to transcribe 
the names and words that Djalaliŋba was telling me. I was unfamiliar with the sounds 
of the language and misspelt or misinterpreted much of what Djalaliŋba dictated to me. 
I struggled to write words in a way that would help me remember or identify them later 
in some way – at least vaguely. I rationalised that I could then perhaps verify them with 
Djalaliŋba sometime later or cross -reference them with other sources. (I had no idea 
at this stage what these sources might be!)

As we got to know one another, Djalaliŋba would spell out for me many of the names 
he recited. I would then write the letters as he said them, one by one. He would repeat 
the whole word sometimes as he did this, sounding it out several times to help me learn 
and transcribe it. In this way I was able to learn fairly quickly the phonetics of the 
language and my note taking became more efficient and more accurate.

This journeying work became names, places, people, figures and events and ‘stories’ which 
in turn became a collage of frantically scribbled notes and names, sketches and mud maps in 
my notebook. This collage was made up of versions of Yolŋu stories, details about animals, 
descriptions of Yolŋu activities, and the record of figures of long ago whose paths we were 
following as we loped along beaches, descended into jungles and perched on headlands watching 
for fish and fruits and the nests of turtles and talking. I asked Djalaliŋba questions not knowing 
if they were appropriate, redundant or just stupid!
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I understand now that Djalaliŋba was using a technology of naming here to mobilise Yolŋu 
knowledge about Wanuwuy. This was a specific naming exercise, telling names in place for the 
particular purposes of generating a contemporary Yolŋu plan for the management of Wanuwuy.

The second sort of thing I noted as part of this process of recording these journeyings were 
fragments of stories that Djalaliŋba told me about the presence and activities of Yolŋu figures 
in the landscape. My field notes record one such figure:

Murrurruma – this is the name of ‘one old fellow’. A Rirratjiŋu man. Lamamirri is his 
mother clan. He is ‘sleeping around the plains area’ (near the place called Wirrmuŋa). 
This is his mother country. (Margaret Ayre’s field notes 5 June 1994)

I sometimes recognised that Djalaliŋba was talking about these figures – what I knew from 
popular and anthropological versions of Aboriginal life and culture, as part of ‘Dreaming 
Stories’. In other instances I wasn’t sure if he was talking about people he knew now or in 
the past, or even if the names he gave me referred only to people, but to places or animals 
or to all or both at once? It wasn’t until later, when I learnt the Yolŋu word waŋarr (totemic-
ancestral being) and learnt about gurrutu (kinship) that I could locate these stories in Yolŋu 
knowledge-making practices. This then helped me to identify retrospectively the nature of some 
of the information Djalaliŋba had shared with me. Much of this information combined waŋarr 
events and figures with Djalaliŋba’s instructions about how Wanuwuy should be managed by 
Dhimurru. For example, he told me: 

There is a Wangurri dog dreaming [waŋarr] track which runs through the Mosquito 
Creek area to Wanuwuy. Balku is the name of this dog which came from the south: 
the place called Mandiŋa which is the landing area at Mosquito Creek. The marrŋu 
possum is walking with the dog. It is looking back to Durrupulmi – the plains area.

It is Gälpu country near the gate to Port Bradshaw and at the jungle near there (the 
boundary of the sand dune). It is a Rirratjiŋu area over at the sand dunes. At the tip of 
Wanuwuy is the dreaming place of the Yirritja dog. There should be no camping here 
and trees should not be pulled out for firewood. (Margaret Ayre’s field notes 28 May 
1994)�

In retelling parts of this story Djalaliŋba gestured along the coastline sketching the movements 
of the Waŋarr dog� He is using the integrated systems of gurrutu and djalkiri (footprint-ancestral 
sites) to describe and tell Wanuwuy. He is articulating names in-place and drawing connections 
between places through the re-telling of stories. These stories are the journeys (tracks) and 
activities of the Waŋarr which are Yolŋu Djalkiri. Watson writes:
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For Yolŋu, what provides the connections between places – bits of socialised topography 
that are known through being named – are the tracks of the Ancestral Beings [Waŋarr], 
and the tracks are the landscape. (Watson in Turnbull 1989, p. 30). 

The activities of the Waŋarr correspond to Yolŋu knowledge of the land/sea. This knowledge 
derives from the landscape made in a time past and which is now re-made through the activities 
of Yolŋu as they live by following in the ‘footsteps of the Ancestors’. For Yolŋu, knowing 
country is knowing djalkiri and your place in it: the places from where your identity is sourced.

One way to understand this is to use the metaphor of mapping. As Djalaliŋba tells djalkiri, he is 
re-working a ‘map’ of the country for the purposes of developing a land management plan for 
this place. He is also re-working his own relationship and the relationships of his kin with places 
in the land/sea; re-generating the connections that make meaningful the contemporary work of 
maintaining and managing this estate. However this ‘map’ is very different from conventional 
maps produced within scientific domains.

But how could I begin to make sense of all this information? How could I place these stories 
with without retreating to a condescending sort of relativism? And how was it relevant 
to producing a plan of management for Wanuwuy? I realised, to my relief, that it wasn’t a 
crucial concern of Djalaliŋba’s that I record everything he told me with accuracy and complete 
detail. He took relatively little interest in how I recorded it. He didn’t ask me to show him 
my notes nor did he want to check my efforts to organise this information. I knew, however, 
that he did expect me to take on the stories and landscape descriptions he gave me. He also 
expected me to take seriously the journeying, storytelling and naming episodes by giving them 
a context-making role in the plan of management for Wanuwuy I was to write. In our everyday 
discussions Djalaliŋba encouraged me to recount what I had learnt, and demonstrate to him that 
I was making attempts to build on this knowledge. Together we would reiterate versions of the 
Yolŋu stories and anecdotes of our journeys and others’ as we returned to particular places of 
particular significance at Wanuwuy. 

Teaching from Country as mobilising people and place

What of the story of turtles told by Gotha to the students? Gotha’s telling of her ancestral 
homeland and the knowledge practices of living with turtles, in words and gestures in place, is 
the actively re-making of connections between herself, her kin and the land and waters. These 
connections are bestowed by the Yolŋu systems of djalkiri and gurrutu that together constitute 
Yolŋu metaphysics. The students in Darwin are learning about the possibility of an alternative 
metaphysics, in which stories told by Gotha are performative, not representational (as they 
are in Western-styled knowledge/s) (Christie 2010). However Gotha’s telling of turtles is also 
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performing new kinds of connections with the students and their times/places...as together this 
collective of teachers/learners engages with her country at Gäwa. The political and technical 
arrangements of Teaching from Country allow Yolŋu performance of place and people to 
mobilise people/places in new ways. For example, the narratives of Gotha and her grandson 
as he collects turtle eggs, through the screens and images, transport the students’ bodies in 
figurative ways...a student points to this new kind of embodied learning: ‘It’s like you’re there 
with her really because these questions you ask are the questions you would ask if you were 
walking along the beach with her...so it’s like you’re having that walk along the beach’.

I understand this kind of embodied narrative – such as the telling and doing of turtles – as 
foundational to Teaching from Country. These narratives are a performance of Yolŋu people-
place that I was privileged to learn through my own experience of learning on Yolŋu country. 

In the work I did at Dhimurru, I was often feeling disconcerted and confused and asking 
questions was sometimes difficult....however my teacher, Djalaliŋba, was assured in his method 
of instruction as we journeyed together in Gumatj/Lamamirri country. And so, I too became 
more certain as the routines of our journeyings together at Wanuwuy became established and 
known. So, like the students in Teaching from Country, I was being inducted into a particular 
cross-cultural knowledge community as a learner/knower. I was being shown by Djalaliŋba 
how to learn as a member of Dhimurru and its emergent collective of knowers.

On reflection I understand that Djalalingba taught me to manage our ontological differences 
through the embodied and emergent practices of doing or what Mol and de Laet (Mol 2000) 
would call ‘performing’ Wanuwuy together. In this process we were also performing ourselves 
– Djalalingba as the rightful Yolŋu on country6 (Christie 1993, p. 5) responsible for determining 
management options for Wanuwuy through the new entity Dhimurru, and myself, as a new kind 
of knower/learner in Dhimurru’s practice. I was taught by Djalalingba to manage my confusion 
through a mutual trust and respect for one another, and through our ongoing commitment to 
collectively knowing and re-making Wanuwuy as the object of management in Dhimurru’s 
work. This is what the students in Teaching from Country were experiencing as Gotha beamed 
back from Gäwa; they are a part of the re-telling of knowledge practices of turtle hunting... 
and this connects them both to Gotha herself, to her homeland places (such as Gäwa) and to 
her kin (in particular her grandson). As Verran notes: ‘Being a crucial part of those narrative 
performances as listeners, learners of language and culture will actively contribute to the re-
making of places and themselves’ (Verran,2009, p. 3). 

6  ‘…it [the Yolngu education on the land] tells the story that we are the right people of that country’ 
(GUYULA, Y. 25 October 2008. Yinginya Guyula: Teaching from Country. Interviewed by John Greatorex. 
Charles Darwin University.)
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Reflections on some characteristics of innovation learning communities

My experiences of developing the plan of management for Wanuwuy and reflecting on the 
Teaching from Country program help in identifying some of the characteristics of innovation 
learning communities more generally. I am concerned now as a researcher working to develop 
options for integrated water management in northern Victoria, and in particular, about 
innovation learning communities and how they can be created, supported and engaged in the 
multidisciplinary research project called Farms, Rivers and Markets. In the Farms, Rivers 
and Markets Project we are seeking to engage with groups of people working and living with 
water management and agriculture in the Goulburn-Broken catchment to address the goal of 
‘doing more with less water’ (The University of Melbourne, 2009). These groups, often called 
‘innovation networks’ (Aarts 2007) or ‘communities of practice’ (Wenger 1998) are defined in 
rural innovation studies by their mutually recognisable and shared sets of practices. Practices 
in this approach are focussed on human actors and their interactions with one another and their 
technologies and knowledge products. 

Practices in the teaching/learning of ‘people-place’ involve heterogeneous elements separated 
by space and sometimes language and gesture; connected (sometimes intermittently!) through 
computers and satellites; and woven together by the commitments of Yolŋu teachers and Balanda 
students. The Yolŋu Studies students are not in the same place physically or cartographically 
as their Yolŋu lecturers who are on Yolŋu country remote from Darwin... and yet connections 
are forged in the students’ experiences of Teaching from Country where the Yolŋu lecturers are 
showing them how to let places teach them...This learning how to let places teach us, through 
enabling and celebrating the mutual performances of ‘people-place’ between Darwin and Yolŋu 
wäŋa (Yolŋu homelands and places), is a vital characteristic of the Teaching from Country 
innovation learning community. 

Doing ‘people-place’ as innovation learning communities

I want to suggest that the ‘people-place’ figure discussed above is a teaching/learning agent 
characteristic of the Dhimurru and Teaching from Country innovation learning communities. 
This teaching/learning agent can help us better understand how we can ‘let places (and their 
people) teach us’ in endeavours such as the Farms, Rivers and Markets Project. Discourses on 
‘community engagement’ in environment management often describe learning and acting as 
‘situated’ (Nettle et al. 2000) and ‘social’ (Mostert et al. 2007; Pahl-Wostl et al. 2008) , or ‘place-
based’ (O’Toole et al. 2009; Wear 2008) , or defined by ‘practice’ (Wenger 1998) and ‘interest’ 
(Harrington et al. 2008). Extending these analyses to account for ‘people-place’ as an agent 
of learning/teaching is to eschew the modern constitution (Latour 1993) that has our ‘natures’ 
and ‘places’ as different ontological categories to our ‘societies’, ‘cultures’ and ‘communities’. 
The teaching/learning agent ‘people-place’ dissolves these ontological categories and allows 
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us to engage in performing and re-performing our mutual places, times and communities in 
an ongoing negotiation about ‘how we should live together’ doing contemporary language 
and culture education and land and water management� The doing or performance of ‘people-
place’ is the work of coordinating our disparate times, places, devices, and bodies for mutual 
translation of emergent knowledge practices. Doing ‘people-place’ is the inspiration of the 
Teaching from Country program in reflecting on my work as part of the Dhimurru learning/
teaching community, and in dealing with the complexities of collective knowledge-making for 
integrated water management in the Goulburn-Broken catchment in Victoria, Australia.
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CREATING THE NGAN’GI 
SEASONS CALENDAR: 

REFLECTIONS ON ENGAGING 
INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

AUTHORITIES IN RESEARCH 

Emma L Woodward

I would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of this country, the Larrakia people, 
upon whose Country we meet, and wish to also acknowledge an inspirational woman, Patricia 
Marrfurra McTaggart; linguist, author, patient teacher and Nauiyu community leader on the 
Daly River whose Ngan’gi ecological knowledge has been documented in the calendar that I 
will talk about today.

Introduction

This paper will reflect on the making of the ‘Ngan’gi Seasons’ calendar, a project that was dependent 
on the close engagement of researchers from CSIRO, an Australian research organisation, with 
Indigenous knowledge authorities from Nauiyu Nambiyu Aboriginal community on the Daly 
River, Northern Territory. The project ran for ten months and involved the documentation of 
Aboriginal ecological knowledge and seasonal indicators that were collated into a calendar 
depicting the thirteen recognised seasons of the Ngan’gi set of Aboriginal languages, known 
as Ngan’gikurunggurr and Ngen’giwumirri. This project forms one part of a larger research 
program that attempts to reveal the range of socio-economic values that Aboriginal people, 
living along the Daly River, attribute to water resources. This paper will not attempt to situate 
its findings within available literature on theories of knowledge or engagement, but wishes 
simply to provide a reflection of a project that actively sought engagement between two diverse 
knowledge institutions.

Three key findings or ideas that emerged from the project will guide this reflection. The first 
is the need to be both flexible and reliable in order to develop strong working relationships 
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with Indigenous knowledge authorities. Effective relationship building can be fostered through 
a combination of tailored communication and good will that comes with being adaptable to 
local situations, including adopting the most appropriate financial structures to allow for timely 
payment of Indigenous knowledge authorities. Reliability refers to ensuring you deliver on your 
research promises and that the engagement is of benefit to both parties. Secondly is recognition 
of the necessity of time and place in working with Indigenous knowledge authorities and in 
understanding local indigenous knowledge. This finding necessitates that research agencies must 
be willing to work, geographically, where the knowledge being documented is local. They must 
also be willing to work within longer-term time frames. Thirdly is the importance of creating a 
mutually respectful and inclusive space where the representation of knowledge can be openly 
discussed and/or debated between the researcher and the Indigenous knowledge authority, and 
where the research process and end products are negotiated and evaluated. The importance of 
this interaction became most apparent when I was lead to question the representation of Ngan’gi 
ecological knowledge amid broad interest in the Ngan’gi Seasons calendar. It is also raises the 
question for research agencies and institutions working with Indigenous knowledge authorities: 
To what extent should research agencies and institutions be responsible for instigating a joint-
evaluation of the research engagement that has occurred?

Context

The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) is Australia’s 
national science agency and one of the largest and most diverse research agencies in the world. 
CSIRO released its first Indigenous Engagement Strategy in 2007. The Strategy states that it 
aims to achieve greater Indigenous participation in CSIRO’s research and development agenda 
and activities. The organisation is looking for ways in which they might boost their Indigenous 
engagement, including funding more research of Indigenous interest. This paper provides some 
insight and on-ground experiences into what some of the practicalities are of ‘engaging’ with 
Indigenous knowledge authorities. Such field observations might prove useful to any academy 
wishing for more engagement with Indigenous knowledge authorities in northern Australia and 
elsewhere�

The experiences reported here contribute to a larger research program entitled ‘Indigenous 
socio-economic values and river flows’. This research is currently being undertaken by 
CSIRO staff under the auspices of the Tropical Rivers and Coastal Knowledge (TRaCK) hub 
(http://www.track.gov.au/). TRaCK is an Australian Government Initiative that sits within the 
Commonwealth Environmental Research Facilities scheme. The research was initiated so that 
its findings can inform public debate, policy and management decisions about the future of 
rivers and estuaries of northern Australia. The research agenda also reflects in part identified 
knowledge gaps regarding the National Water Initiative policy to engage Indigenous peoples in 
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water planning processes, and to determine their interests and values in water (Jackson 2006, 
2008; Jackson & Morrison 2007).

The TRaCK hub comprises of a group of over 50 researchers that are working on 22 projects 
across northern Australia in the Northern Territory, Western Australia and Queensland. TRaCK 
participants, including universities and government agencies, seek greater understanding of 
tropical rivers – their biophysical processes, as well as their economic and social values. The 
three-year project which included the development of the Ngan’gi Seasons calendar began in 
2007 and is led by Dr Sue Jackson from CSIRO, Darwin. The project aims to determine some 
of the values connected to river flows by Aboriginal people living along two Australian tropical 
rivers: the Daly River in the Northern Territory and the Fitzroy River in Western Australia. 

Briefly, the objectives of the ‘Indigenous socio-economic values and river flows’ project are to:

•	Document	the	significance	of	water	and	river	systems	to	Indigenous	communities	in	two	
sub-catchments;

•	Survey	 Aboriginal	 households	 to	 quantify	 the	 direct	 economic	 benefit	 derived	 from	
indigenous	use	of	wild	resources	that	are	dependent	on	rivers	and	wetlands,	for	instance	for	
food,	medicine,	tools	and	art	products;

•	Assess	the	potential	impacts	of	changes	to	the	rivers’	flow	regime	on	Indigenous	communities	
that	live	along	them;

•	Work	with	 ranger	groups	and	other	 interested	community	groups	 to	develop	and	 trial	 a	
participatory	monitoring	program	–	to	use	indicators	chosen	by	the	communities	to	monitor	
for	change	to	the	river	flow	or	wild	resource	use,	and

•	Develop	relationships	with	government	water	planners	to	help	them	build	the	capacity	to	
incorporate	this	kind	of	social	assessment	information	that	we	are	collecting	into	plans	that	
make	decisions	about	water	use	and	how	it	is	allocated	between	different	groups.

TRaCK researchers work in accordance with the TRaCK Indigenous Engagement Strategy 
which draws on Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) 
Guidelines for Ethical Research in Indigenous Studies. TRaCK projects that involve collecting 
information from people must also be reviewed and approved by the Charles Darwin University 
Human Research Ethics Committee. A key understanding of TRaCK’s indigenous engagement 
strategy is that all Indigenous knowledge remains the intellectual property of the Indigenous 
owner at all times. Also, that the owners of that knowledge can negotiate the use of that 
information by researchers, and that this use must be fully acknowledged. The strategy also 
states that negotiation surrounding the use of Indigenous knowledge is an ongoing one that 
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involves the researchers, the Indigenous Knowledge holders and their representative bodies 
(e.g. Aboriginal land councils). TRaCK has also signed research agreements with the Northern 
Land Council and Kimberley Land Council. These agreements clearly outline the Intellectual 
Property rights of their Aboriginal constituents, and the process for obtaining permissions and 
consent from research participants before collecting and documenting information, including 
Indigenous knowledge. All research project information must also be forwarded to the respective 
Land Council sixty days before its intended publication date, to ensure protection against the 
publishing of sensitive information.

The second key understanding of the TRaCK Indigenous Engagement Strategy relates to the 
proper payment of Indigenous knowledge authorities, who are engaged to provide Indigenous 
knowledge, and Indigenous community members who are employed in often combined roles 
of community liaison/networker/sometime interpreter/sometime translator and research 
documenter. The ‘Indigenous socio-economic values and river flows’ project adopts a scaled 
remuneration system to ensure research participants and informants are paid in accordance with 
their level of skill and knowledge. 

Developing strong working relationships 

Allocating time for engagement 

Initial discussions were held between the project leader Dr Sue Jackson and community leaders 
from Nauiyu Nambiyu, Daly River with whom she had worked on water issues in the region 
since 2002. Community members expressed a strong desire to see more research done about the 
Daly River and were keen to discuss their concerns about the river in the context of planning 
for some research to occur. Potential research objectives for this project were discussed with 
community representatives from 2004, and the project began in 2007. At the ‘formal’ start of 
the project, when the research funding began to flow, team members including myself went 
back to Nauiyu with Sue to be introduced to community leaders and to talk about what the 
research project might entail. We discussed which community members might be interested in 
participating, and sought names of people we should talk to at that early stage. The team also 
developed a plain English booklet outlining the context and aims of the proposed project, which 
was explained and left with each community member we spoke with. It was recommended 
by the community that we present to the local corporation, Nauiyu Inc, which comprises 
representative members of the community. We came back and presented with other TRaCK 
researchers a few months later. The representatives were happy for the project to go ahead, as 
people were concerned about development within the region, particularly increasing farming 
upstream, and had concerns about how such development might impact upon the river and their 
continued use of it. The period of initial engagement to determine the communities concerns 
and their potential research interests along ‘their’ stretch of the River, occurred from 2004 until 
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2007, during which time some of the residents were engaged with other water planning related 
research being undertaken by the research leader, Sue. Once funding had been received the 
engagement period that led to a formal presentation to Nauiyu Inc was about 6 months. We 
operated within and alongside community processes and institutions, following the advice of 
local leaders�

These local leaders emerged through the early discussions. They were people who were 
recommended by other community members and who in turn were keen to participate and 
organise others to participate. At the beginning of this project the two on-ground researchers 
(which included me) had no relationship with any of the participants from the community. 
This necessitated that a reasonable amount of time in the initial stages would be spent trying to 
establish some working relationship with the Indigenous knowledge authorities we had engaged. 
This became particularly apparent after learning of the communities past research experiences.

Delivering on promises and mutual benefit

Disappointingly, we were told of several past projects where there was little or no follow-up by 
researchers who had collected Indigenous knowledge from people engaged on our project. How 
research agencies engage with Indigenous knowledge authorities creates a legacy for the next 
researchers who arrive in the community. One prior project had involved the intensive collection 
of Indigenous ecological indicators, apparently for a student’s tertiary education project. The 
community partner, a linguist and author in her own right, did not hear from the researcher 
again nor did she find out how her knowledge had been used. Perhaps the researcher truly 
believed that supplying the Indigenous knowledge authority with photocopied notes he had 
taken in discussion with her constituted ‘follow-through’. Other researchers have also failed to 
follow-up on projects they have discussed and started with community members. This history 
provided the starting point for the project and reinforced our need to consistently communicate 
our intentions with members of the community, including being clear, open and transparent 
in all of our actions and to follow up and provide feedback to people at regular intervals. 
When delivering information back to the community it is also important to consider the time 
commitment you are requesting of people when you engage them.

Flexibility and competing interests

Researchers must be aware that the demands on Aboriginal community leaders; from 
government agencies, Aboriginal land councils, land trusts, community representative bodies, 
local institutions including police and the judicial system, members of their extended family, 
as well as multiple other environmental and cultural projects, are astounding. This necessitates 
flexible research timeframes, in order that the researchers can work around participants’ 
commitments. Sometimes we would find ourselves standing third in line behind government 
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representatives outside peoples’ homes in order to talk with them. Many times we worked 
around community engagements – meeting before Court sittings that demanded the translation 
skills of our participants, and catching up after government meetings that were arranged in 
the time between calling our research participants to arrange meetings, and us arriving in the 
community�

Nauiyu Nambiyu is a five hour round trip (drive) from Darwin where the research team is 
based. In the early stages of engagement, we as researchers were still new to the community 
and people were yet to see what we might contribute to the community and whether we would 
be coming back. Considering the past mixed history of community research engagement, this 
caution was to be expected. If we wanted the time of community people we had to be prepared 
to wait, to come back 3 or 4 times over 2 days, whilst staying in the community, to see if 
someone was home and available to talk about the project. 

I believe there were three key differences between ourselves and the government representatives 
who we witnessed demanding the time of community people, which contributed to successful 
relationship building and the completion of the calendar. Firstly, the objectives and outputs of 
the social component of our project were open for discussion and there was an opportunity 
for participants to decide what information and types of communication products they would 
like to see returned to the community. While we started out with some research money and a 
broad aim to document the social and cultural importance of the local rivers and wetlands to 
Aboriginal people at Nauiyu Nambiyu, our research plan stated that we would determine the 
focus of the social-cultural component in collaboration with the community. The projects and 
methodology were deliberately left open to allow the community to put forward ideas about 
what they thought was important and/or of interest to them. This allowed potential research 
participants to feel some ownership over the project, allowing a foundation for the creation 
of strong working relationships. Secondly, we always contacted key community members in 
advance of arriving at the community to try and work around their other commitments; we were 
always respectful of people’s time and were as flexible as possible in arranging meetings once 
we were in the community. We also planned our community visits to last for several days each 
time so that we could afford to wait around for the opportunity to talk with people. We never 
pushed people for their time and always offered to come back when it was most convenient for 
that person. Thirdly, we were able to demonstrate that we valued peoples’ time and knowledge, 
by paying each person for the time they spent contributing to the development of the seasonal 
calendar�

Financial flexibility 

From previous experience I knew that payment of Indigenous knowledge authorities on this 
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project should be handled directly between the researcher and the participant, immediately 
after each days work. Direct payment seemed to be the only way we could ensure that people 
were paid in a timely manner, which was integral to maintaining a good working relationship 
with research participants. CSIRO, like other research and government agencies, operates its 
finances and the payment for goods and services on a standard business model. If we were 
to submit invoices on behalf of those participants who hold Australian Business Numbers (a 
requirement of the Australian Tax Office if you wish to avoid paying the highest amount of 
tax on services rendered) they might wait at least 30 days for payment once the invoice had 
reached a central processing point in another city. Likewise if participants were to be put on the 
‘casual payroll’, they would have to wait up to 2 weeks to be paid each time they worked, and 
then a contract for their casual appointment would last only 3 months. Fulfilling the contractual 
paperwork requirements for 30 people who each undertake a half days work is both a difficult 
and time-wasting challenge for both parties.

We had to be creative in order to obtain the cash to pay ‘cash in hand’ to participants. After some 
discussion, and with the quiet endorsement from a senior member in finance, we began making 
claims for petty cash that we hadn’t yet spent. This money is paid into our personal savings 
accounts, which we then withdraw in instalments, as we need to pay people, throughout each 
period of field work. Recipients of payments sign a form acknowledging the payment made as 
well as creating an ‘invoice’ for CSIRO by signing a pre-made invoice template outlining the 
amount that we owe them for their participation in the research. The researchers counter-sign 
the deposit into and withdrawal of such monies from a central ‘cashbox’ to create a form of 
check and balance. As researchers we have chosen to operate this way, for we depend on the 
development and ongoing maintenance of effective working relationships with each of our 
research participants, including Indigenous knowledge authorities to ensure that the project 
succeeds at all levels. However this mode of payment is not a perfect system and is something 
that will need to be addressed within many research organisations and institutions if they wish 
to successfully engage with Indigenous knowledge authorities. We are fortunate that there is 
sufficient flexibility for us to work within our system and to pay people instantaneously for their 
time. This, we feel, has contributed greatly to maintaining an enduring working relationship 
with our research participants.

After four to five months of visiting the community on a fortnightly to monthly basis, the 
community’s Indigenous knowledge authorities began to open up to us. We were given private 
home numbers and we were prioritised over other meetings: that is community people would 
choose to sit and talk to us over attending other group meetings that had been arranged by 
government agencies. Each time we visited the community we were invited along to go hunting 
or fishing in the evenings and on the weekend. At this point true engagement commenced on 
behalf of the Indigenous knowledge authorities and the researchers on our project. Trust seemed 
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to be beginning to grow, and so began a process of teaching on country – myself as the student 
and Patricia Marrfurra McTaggart and her extended family the teachers – which culminated in 
the production of the Ngan’gi seasons calendar.

The necessity of time and place

Teaching and learning on country

All of our interaction and collation of information over the course of the project occurred either 
in the community or out in the surrounding wetlands, whilst hunting, gathering or fishing. 
Participants were very keen to teach from country, demonstrating the knowledge they had 
verbalised and which I had documented earlier in the day whilst sitting around in the community.

In documenting this knowledge I chose to write notes, often on bush trips, rather than using 
audio recording as people appeared uncomfortable, even though they had agreed to the use 
of the digital recorder. The knowledge was collected in different places, at different favoured 
fishing and hunting places and places of cultural significance. I was taught stories of historical 
and contemporary use of these water places as well as environmental cues, seasonal indicators 
and species specific information as it was seen and recalled. I was shown fishing and hunting 
methods, food preparation and collection. There was no intention of creating a seasonal 
calendar at the outset of the research, only to collect information that showed a social or cultural 
attachment to the Daly River and surrounding wetlands. Sometime during the collecting of 
information the importance of the seasonal cycle became more apparent and Patricia said she 
would like to see the information displayed in a way that was accessible to younger generations 
– and might be used as a teaching aid.

Preparing	malarrgu	(long-necked	turtle)	gut	for	eating Hunting	for	malarrgu	at	the	end	of	the	dry	season	
(Molly	Yawulminy	and	Emma	Woodward) 
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Miwulngini	(red	lotus	lily)	that	has	been	collected	
from a billabong

Anganni	(Magpie	goose)	being	prepared	for	roasting

Minimindi	(waterlily)	that	has	
been roasted in the coals

Ewerrmisya	(freshwater	crocodile)	
eggs	are	a	favourite	food	of	older	
people

Migemininy	(bush	apple)	is	
favoured	by	awin	(black	bream)	
when it falls into the water

It was this flexibility that allowed the community to drive outcomes including the kind of 
products they were interested in: such as the creation of a poster that could be used in schools. 

I took notes over a 9 month period – collecting season specific information according to the 
seasons that came and went� The timely documentation of seasonal information was integral 
to the compilation of the calendar, as recollection of ecological indicators was stimulated by 
environmental cues. This again necessitated a fairly extended time period of engagement. The 
next stage of the project’s development was to think how the information might be displayed.

The representation and interpretation of knowledge

I initially drew a circle on a piece of paper and asked Patricia and family members whether this 
might represent the cyclical nature of seasons, and in retrospect I question the wisdom of this 
suggestion. Although others have used the circle to represent seasons, including those writing 
of Indigenous seasonal knowledge for other Aboriginal language groups, it was not clear who 
had decided this should represent the nature of seasons.
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Patricia gave me the photocopied notes from the researcher who had sought Ngan’gi seasonal 
knowledge from her previously. He too had been using circles to present information. However, 
the notes also included a table showing Ngan’gi knowledge of ‘cause and effect’, specifically 
stating that Patricia wanted such information shown in table form. 

I therefore explicitly asked her what she thought of the use of the circle to depict the Ngan’gi 
seasons. She said that it made sense as a circle has no beginning or end like the cycle of the 
seasons – it just kept going. Interestingly there are other language groups that we are working 
with in the Daly and Fitzroy River regions that have seen the completed seasonal calendar and 
wish to work on one for their own language group. They have all seen the circular depiction. 
It will be interesting to see whether there will be different visual representations of seasonal 
knowledge in those calendars yet to come.

Just before I gave this talk, I gave a copy of the calendar to a work colleague who asked me if 
I had to get copyright permission to produce the calendar. I was a bit stumped for a moment 
because I thought they might have been talking about the Indigenous knowledge but they were 
talking about the use of the circular representation to depict the seasonal cycle. They had seen 
this used somewhere else, both in Aboriginal cultural interpretative centres and elsewhere, and 
assumed that someone would own the right to the design and circular representation of seasons.

It was made quite clear from the beginning of the calendar’s construction that the importance 
of the end product laid foremost in its potential use by the community. Patricia and I constantly 
checked and rechecked the knowledge that I gathered over a period of nine months talking 
with Patricia and her extended family. We discussed the meanings of words, their accurate 
context, their spellings and their links with other words and seasons. The importance of each 
seasonal observation and occurrence then had to be discussed as there was not enough space 
on the paper to include all knowledge that had already been noted down. We discussed which 
stories and knowledge should receive prominence on the outside section of the calendar, and 
what knowledge should be contained under each seasonal heading. This was mixed in with 
discussion about which photographs were most appropriate to include and which colours would 
be most representative of seasons. 

We discussed the mixed use of English and Ngan’gi in the poster and I specifically asked Patricia 
whether she thought we should add the English months of January, February, and March etc to 
be lined up against the Ngan’gi seasons. She said that when she thought of the English calendar 
month words her head was empty – they held no meaning for her and for Ngan’gi speakers. 
Further, Ngan’gi seasons do not occur according to a specific date each year, the season is in 
existence when specific events occur in the environment, such as a change in colour of the spear 
grass. Indeed, Ngan’gi seasons might fall during different months each year.
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The representation and interpretation of the knowledge that was documented occurred through 
ongoing discussion between me as the researcher and representative of the research agency 
(CSIRO) and Patricia as the representative of Ngan’gi Indigenous ecological knowledge. It 
wasn’t long before external actors became vocal in seeking their own interpretations of how the 
knowledge should be represented. This began within the research agency with a communication 
specialist asking that I reconsider the fact that there were no English months on the calendar. 
How would tourists and non-Indigenous community members engage with such knowledge if 
there was no English months with which to reference Indigenous knowledge against? Perhaps 
I could consider writing on the poster at least when the Wet and Dry Seasons occurred to make 
it more accessible to the general public? 

The Ngan’gi Seasons Calendar can be viewed and downloaded at http://www.csiro.au/resources/Ngangi-
Seasonal-Calendar.html

These suggestions were followed with comments by others at the launch of the calendar at the 
annual Merrepen Arts Festival held within the community. 

 ‘On the next version you should put the English months on – it is too hard to understand’, was a 
suggestion phrased in a manner which indicated that the speaker thought we had not considered 
the option and forgotten something so obvious. Others said ‘the next calendar should be all in 
‘Ngan’gi language’ or ‘you should make two calendars, one side all Ngan’gi language and on 
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the other side English’. These comments were interesting as I believe they reflected one of two 
automatic assumptions by the public. First, that the research agency had made the decisions 
about how the Indigenous knowledge was represented in the end product, and second, that 
the primary audience was the general public rather than the Nauiyu Nambiyu community. The 
display of the Indigenous knowledge actually involved considered decision-making by the 
Indigenous knowledge authority. This led me to consider whether people’s reactions to the 
representation of the knowledge would have been so critical if they had realised the holder of 
the Indigenous knowledge had suggested those very design elements.

This result highlights the need to be clear to all potential users and viewers of communication 
products (in this case the calendar) who the primary target audience is and what key purpose the 
products and outputs are intended to serve. We had already documented the information that we 
could use to show attachment to place. This included Indigenous phenological knowledge: the 
seasonal timing of life cycle events (Lantz & Turner 2003), which we intend to analyse further 
to see how changes to river flow might impact on Indigenous knowledge systems and resource 
use. The target audience was never intended to be tourists but local school children who might 
learn the Ngan’gi names of key species that they catch and eat with their families on a regular 
basis. There is concern by some community language speakers that the use of Kriol is becoming 
increasingly prevalent, to the detriment of local Aboriginal languages including Ngan’gi.

The calendar has been received with great interest by the general public. There have been 
numerous requests for copies of the calendar by primary, secondary and tertiary institutions, 
academics and other members of the public. We also distributed copies of the poster to the 
local schools and various community institutions. At the Merrepen Arts Festival there were 
requests from the public for more information about how the calendar was created. Some people 
wanted more than the end product, they wanted to know the detailed process, the process of 
engagement, that resulted in the calendar and they encouraged the writing down of this process 
so that it might be of use to others.

There have been other unforeseen benefits and positive outcomes from the engagement that 
resulted in the Ngan’gi Seasons Calender. One education worker reported that she was working 
at Nauiyu Nambiyu in her role as lecturer to the Aboriginal teacher aides in the local school and 
was trying to start a discussion about Indigenous Ecological Knowledge (IEK) and education.  
She said it was going very slowly when she came upon one of the Ngan’gi Seasons calendars 
in the school library. The calendar prompted a long and detailed discussion on the validity 
and importance of IEK in education, and she felt that the calendar gave the idea of IEK more 
validity and legitimacy amongst the Indigenous aides. 
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The idea that research can legitimise Indigenous knowledge in the eyes of younger Aboriginal 
people throws forth many questions. How might the calendar engage with younger school-aged 
people? Will it be a useful educational tool in schools, as was the driving desire of Patricia and 
others? Where do our responsibilities lie as research agencies and academies in working with 
Indigenous knowledge authorities to assess impact of our combined engagement? How do we 
monitor the outcomes and impacts of engagement and the products it has created? 

Patricia and I have started a process of evaluating the engagement that occurred both in the 
creation of the calendar as well as other aspects of the broader Tropical Rivers and Coastal 
Research (TRaCK) research program that the Nauiyu community has been engaged in. I think 
as researchers working with Indigenous knowledge authorities we need to start taking very 
seriously evaluation of the engagement that has occurred. This would involve initiating a space 
for shared reflection and open critique. This learning, through the active process of evaluation, 
will inform the creation of productive engagements between Indigenous knowledge authorities 
and research institutions in the future� 
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ALL KNOWLEDGE IS LOCAL1

Geoffrey C. Bowker

There are some strange games played around the notion of ‘local knowledge’. Consider its 
inverse – I presume we can call it ‘universal knowledge’. Universal knowledge is what can 
be held to be true over all time and space. Yet as radical scientists have been pointing out for 
at least two hundred years, we never ‘see’ universal knowledge. There’s too much friction in 
the world for gravity to play out as it is; too much social and environmental fluctuation for 
the gene for truth, justice and the American way to express itself in pure form; and there’s 
too much that’s non-crucial in the world for a crucial experiment (experimental cruces) to 
ever be fully determinate. Indeed, to the extent that knowledge can be shown to have a very 
wide range, this can only be done in a highly localized environment, one about which you can 
say ‘all other things being equal’ (that much parroted phrase of physics textbooks) – a good 
local environment for universal truth excludes truck rumblings if you are looking for gravity 
waves, stray molecules if you are looking for a pure reaction and so forth. What is called 
local knowledge ranges freely through the landscape, what is called universal knowledge is 
constricted to tiny spaces. (Phrases like ‘indigenous knowledge’ and ‘other ways of knowing’ 
are equally problematic, but I generally try to keep to one rant per paper).

I start with three stories. The first story is by way of John, from the red letter volume of Alfred 
Searcy (Searcy 1912), who was a fairly cruel customs officer but whose musings now encased 
in a beautiful red leather book in a locked shelf in John Greatorex’s house. Searcy tells the story 
of various massacres, of how the Maccasans were generally an appalling people and how the 
Yolŋu matched their qualities. Along the way, he tells a really interesting story about going on a 
kangaroo hunt, driving out to the general site, then going on foot. In the course of the hunt after 
the kangaroo, they go for miles and miles and miles through some fairly dense undergrowth, 
dense and high enough so that one couldn’t see where one was going. Eventually they catch 
up with, wound, and kill the kangaroo, but due to the undergrowth Searcy has no idea of how 
to get back to the tribe. The Yolŋu that he is with says, ‘oh, just over that way,’ and takes a 
shortcut all the way back. Searcy asks him how he managed to do that, and the aborigine told 

1 Since this paper was first given in situ I begin with acknowledgements: thanks to Dhaŋgal and her people for showing their land, thanks 
to the Yolŋu people for your generosity in spirit in showing your stories and showing your land with this. Thank you to Michael and 
John, thank you to the folks here at Charles Darwin University who have been so generous with their time and energy and so inclusive 
of us and this project.
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him the kangaroo first went here, and here and here, then it turned over here and it went back 
there, and then it went this way so all I had to do was work that out in my head and then just 
go straight back to the car. It is a beautiful story about listening to the space that you’re in and 
listening to the place that you’re in. A kind of listening that universal GPS is rapidly getting 
me out of any remnants I have of that tradition: I have been living in Pittsburgh for a year and 
constantly use GPS except (and only occasionally except) to get home. I do get to listen to 
French philosophy on CD, so I guess that’s me being universalized again (if anybody could call 
the French universal).

 Just before I read that story I was sitting under the house with John and Paul Dourish. 
Paul and I, being adoptive Americans, abhorred a silence when three perfectly good larynxes 
were lying fallow. Our adoptive culture would not permit a taciturn and introverted moment, 
nor would our projective cultures permit a graceful listening forth to our setting. So John took 
pity on us and told us a story about a Yolŋu friend of his who didn’t start school until he was 11 
years old. The guy messed up majestically in class at the start: he was put into seventh grade 
because he was 11 years old, but when asked to read numbers on the blackboard he couldn’t. 
He was sent back to grade one then bounced his way back up to grade 11 in record time, 
eventually made it down to Victoria where he got a non-commercial pilot’s license. Naturally 
people thought his progress was amazing and asked him how he was able to move through the 
grades so quickly, telling him how much better he could have done if he’d have been at school 
from the beginning. He responded, ‘If I’d been in school from the beginning I’d never have 
been able to do any of this. Because I spent the first 11 years of my life in the country listening 
to the land with the constant intelligence of the wind, the climate, the waves, the vegetation and 
the changes of seasons in me and around me all the time, I learned how to think and be aware 
constantly. It’s that awareness which allowed me to zip through school and go further than 
anyone had gone before.’ This story is delightfully resonant with Somerset Maugham’s The 
Verger, where lack of number learning again leads to fortune through paying attention to one’s 
environment2�

The third story is an inverse of the previous two but like any good inverse (Lévi-Strauss 1971) 
it has a very similar outcome. When we were in Yolŋu country Muthatha described going for 
some yams one day in the jungle with her husband, and she kept asking him where the yams 
were. He said, ‘Don’t ask questions, because if you ask questions you’ll never find the yams.’ 
She walked around a bit, got lost, and asked, ‘Where’s the yams?’ And he said, ‘Don’t ask any 
questions, you won’t find the yams!’ Eventually she gets totally lost in the forest, can’t find her 
way out even though it’s her own territory and she should have known that area very well. She 
ends up racing out after several hours. She had been asking questions. She had not been listening 
to the land. She’d not been part of the land. She had been questioning, she had been pushing. I 

2 http://sinden.org/verger.html
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immediately heard two separate interpretations of why she told us that story specifically from 
Helen Verran – both seemed great and complementary. The first interpretation was that she was 
nervous when she was meeting with us because she hadn’t known what knowledge to give us 
and what knowledge not to give us (whites or Balanda), and so she told us stories against herself. 
Those stories were her way to become comfortable with the sharing of knowledge. (This is a 
technique I often use in the classroom). The second interpretation – completely different but I 
think also true – was that she was advising us, as Balanda who have come to the land, to not sit 
around all day asking questions. Spend your time being a part of the land, listening to the land, 
and becoming a part of the landscape: that is how you will understand. Do not ask questions, 
because the answer is a process.

Each story proposes activity (ranging the land) over passivity (sitting in a classroom); it also 
advocates listening forth (in humility, to the land around you) over asking questions (which 
arise from your own interior dialogue)� I come from a tradition where we are totally fascinated 
with technology and we live our lives through and with that technology. Our stories are 
generated by and interpreted in terms of technology in such a way that, according to Leunig, 
the great Melbourne cartoonist, as soon as we invented cave paintings we decided to look only 
at the paintings and forgot about the outside world. I think that’s a reasonable metaphor for my 
own knowledge. Indeed, Jungal, one of the Yolŋu participants said: ‘Class rooms don’t talk to 
you, the hills, the land, the air are always communicating.’ I turn soon to the ways in which 
classrooms talk to me and the ways in which classrooms are places of both power (in the benign 
Foucaldian sense of ‘power to’) and joy in interesting ways.

‘Nowadays boats are travelling very quickly but we need to go by paddle, go slowly with the 
wind, and so going on a boat, mustn’t jump on board the fast boat, must go at our own pace, and 
that’s how we need to stay back in our country and rely on the wind to travel.’ It is that sense 
of slowing down and listening to the country, the sense of being part of the landscape that we 
often associate with what is called local or indigenous knowledge and which were expressed 
in the three stories above. The theme that I am now going to pursue is that what we think of as 
Western Universal Scientific Knowledge is actually local in many of the same ways as Yolŋu 
knowledge. We need to work out ways of understanding that similarity as we create a rich 
dialogue between the Yolŋu and the Balanda in general.

Let me present two quotes (not, alas, three stories…) from my own life. The first is from a 
wonderful book by L.P. Hartley called The Go Between (Hartley 1953), about a boy mixing in 
magic who passes secret messages between two lovers. The book was written the year I was 
born, and I read it in early adolescence. The opening words are: ‘The past is a foreign country: 
they do things differently there.’ For many peoples throughout the world, this is emphatically 
not the case – consider the protagonists of Thomas Mann’s Joseph and his Brothers (Mann 
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& Lowe-Porter 1948) or Yerushalmi’s brilliant history of Jewish historiography (Yerushalmi 
1996). Yerushalmi writes that there was a switch that occurred in Jewish thinking in the 18th 
century. They went from what was a model that I think the Yolŋu feel comfortable with, where 
the past was always present: Daniel, one of the prophets, is in the room with you, when you were 
remembering him. They went on from that idea to become some of the great historiographers, 
with Marx and Freud telling specific histories about specific times and places but losing that 
idea of the ever-presence of the past and I think that that is a huge gift to be able to bring back 
and share that way of knowing, because I think it is something that we are completely drawn 
away from. When I grew up in Brisbane, it was very common among white Australians to try 
to forget where they came from, to think only that they were Australian now. And part of me 
still buys into that, to be honest, but there is also a sense of loss: there are ways in which I don’t 
understand myself now because I don’t understand my family, we got lost in time a couple of 
generations back. The way I grew up was learning that the past is a very different country, that 
there are huge changes over time. Charles Babbage, the inventor of the first computer, averred 
that: ‘…until the invention of printing the mass of mankind in many respects almost were 
creatures of instinct.’ (Babbage 1837). The idea was that thanks to printing, because now we can 
record the written word, geniuses like Babbage will be able to receive, ‘that highest homage, 
alike independent of space and time, which their memory shall forever receive from the good 
and gifted of all countries and all ages.’ Babbage himself was a particularly bitter person, so 
much so that local buskers would gather outside his house at 3 o’clock in the morning and start 
playing the accordion very loudly. He was after that higher homage, independent of space and 
time. That is what I group with – it’s my native understanding of the way knowledge is in the 
world and how it exists in the world. Now we have Gordon Bell’s My Life Bits3 – topic of the 
execrable Total Recall (Bell & Gemmell 2009) – in which future generations not only get to 
recall your greatest thoughts, but also your furtive thoughts and eldritch gestures.

I am a symbol for everything that’s white in the world – I’m an English grammar school boy, 
now charitably middle aged, and basically bourgeois. I speak English as a native language, 
have a job I love and drive nice cars. I’m also what is called deracinated – a person without 
roots – in some of the literature, but I don’t consider. There’s a wonderful bit by an English 
minister several years ago that said your citizenship in Britain should be decided by which 
cricket team you support. I can proudly tell you that I support the Australian cricket team so 
I guess that would make me Australian4 – except that I have US citizenship. I was born in 
Liverpool, then when I was five years old we emigrated to Brisbane so my parents could go to 
Queensland University. They were school teachers in England, became university professors in 
Australia, then my father went back to Southampton to complete his PhD when I was 10 years 
old. When I was 15 we moved back to Brisbane, and as soon as possible I escaped my parents 

3 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/mylifebits/
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Tebbit
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and went to Canberra when I was 17 to get my first degree. I spent five years there then went 
to London for about six years teaching English as a foreign language, got really tired of that, 
trained as a volunteer and went to Cameroon (in what’s called the armpit of Africa) and spent 
a couple years teaching literacy and language learning there. When I came back to London, I 
trained as a computer programmer and got a certificate in computer programming. I realized 
the only way I could get a PhD was to return to Australia.  So I went to Melbourne and spent 
several years studying there; then I went to Paris and worked there with one of my mentors and 
teachers  for about six years. In Paris I met my wife Leigh, and just as I was about to go and 
live on a permaculture commune in the Pyrenees, I ended up being dragged to California and 
back. We went to Illinois, in the central United States – more on that later – and then we went 
to England, then Santa Clara, then last year we moved to Pittsburgh. So I’m not deracinated 
so much as rhyzomatic, but I don’t have a home in many ways: I don’t have a location, I don’t 
have stories to tell about my home, I have more ‘local’ knowledge of places I’ve stayed than 
many, but this knowledge is not in my body. I travel a lot but I don’t consider that a lesser way 
of being in the world. It’s a different way of being. It’s just as local a way of being in the world 
as living on the land. 

My first academic job after I met Leigh was in the Midwest, in east-central Illinois. The 
landscape in Illinois is interesting because the Rockies thrust themselves up in relatively short 
stages, creating a long rain shadow so close to the mountains there’s a very short prairie and as 
you get further away the natural prairie landscape gets longer and longer as the extended rain 
shadow (winds prevail from West to East) dissipates. Illinois is an extremely lucky state – in 
the last ice age glaciers covered the state, and as they receded they pulled the top soil from 
Kentucky and Mississippi, leaving them very soil-poor and Illinois with the richest topsoil in 
the world – that’s why we grow great corn there. A typical Illinois hill is about ten foot high 
– basically just scraps of stones left from glaciers (moraines) and coal mining (slag heaps).  
Like much of America, Illinois is a heavily constructed environment, it has been built almost 
totally into a grid network such that moving mile by mile through the gridded structure is not 
about understanding the landscape at all, it is about travelling the roads, about being able to 
understand how the roads and how the Cartesian coordinate system inter-coordinated. On the 
microcosmic neighborhood level it is much the same thing, all heavily gridded to the point 
where it used to be exciting to me to be able to drive on a curvy road (there was one in town).   
I’ve lived my whole life totally lacking a sense of direction. I have a visceral awareness of the 
landscape, but no sense of direction on the street. I am right now totally reliant on the GPS in 
my car. When I travel around the city I still have no idea where I’m going, I just rely on the 
GPS to tell me to turn right here and left there – I’ve distributed my innate navigation function 
to the technology I’m dealing with. The way I get around is an example of how the landscape 
can be seen in many ways, and highlights two of the extremes. One extreme is listening to the 
land and being part of the land; the other is imposing a gridded structure on the land, being 
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able to forget it, and creating technologies that allow you to be completely unaware of land or 
where you are travelling. If in addition you’re driving in a car with air conditioning it doesn’t 
matter if you have Yothu Yindi or Pink Floyd playing in the background – it’s a totally protected 
enivironment; you don’t have to pay attention.

But I have a sense of having lost my family and myself; there is also a sense of loss of place, the 
loss of being formed by the space and being of the soil. There are places in which that still exists: 
the French have a word, ‘terroir’ which is used mostly to describe grape production, specifically 
where grapes grow, because certain grapes come from certain soils, but it is also something the 
French say about themselves – I am of the terroir. There has also been wonderful writing in 
France lately about what auchtochtony, or coming from the soil, means. The Athenians believed 
that they were the only race to spring from the soil – all other races were travelers. In France 
I thought I was always going to be the outsider, which is why I never settled there – I would 
never be an autochtone.

Within my world, the ways of power are delegated and secreted. There are ways in which 
classrooms littered with maps and artifacts are able to speak spatially and ways that laboratories 
can speak of the world around them.  This is equivalent to the traditional layout of the Christian 
church in Europe (atop a hill or part of the central square) and the layout of the stations of the 
cross in Catholic church (Halbwachs 1968). Indeed the word ‘money’ – (that least local of 
things save the cocaine traces on over 80% of US currency) has been argued to derive from 
‘Mnemosyne’, the Personification of Memory: money is a perpetual reminder of the relationship 
between the individual and the State (Hart 1999). Place and memory are central in creating 
collective awareness of the past and possible future: the past and future being central referents 
for the modern White (Koselleck 2004). 

We have a saying in my own religious tradition (I’ll deal with that a little bit later) that Catholic 
churches produce fantastic magic, but the magic is concentrated in the person, power, and 
presence of the priest – it’s not shared with the people. The layout and architecture of the church 
itself is very interesting in that they bring in the story. The architecture itself tells the story: as 
you walk through the stations of the cross you walk the path of Jesus on his way to Calvary.   
The created a landscape within the church that was a distant local landscape, the landscape 
was brought into the church and became part of the church, part of the building, and part of 
its built environment. They distributed locality there, the locality remains but now it is in the 
stones, the paintings, the very walls of the church. I am proud to say that I once taught at the 
Sorbonne in Paris; the power of the teacher there is very much the same as the power of the 
priest in a church. The teacher in the Sorbonne stands in the center of an amphitheatre and the 
space is designed so that power flows to the teacher in the center: the room is built so that he is 
the focus of the structure. It was a fantastic space in the middle ages, a very dialogic space for 
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such great teachers as Abelard. The students would sit in the upper tiers and galleries around the 
philosopher calling out questions, and the philosopher’s role was to walk around and pick out 
the questions to be answered, the philosopher would be flexible and dance with the questions 
as they were coming in. Aristotle’s school was called peripatetic, which means walking, and 
that is the way he taught philosophy, by walking around through sacred spaces. The Salon is a 
sacred space, walked through by a philosopher. A space that secreted its power in a very local, 
universalizing architecture.

And now on to the laboratory, that space which is the canonical scientific creation (Shapin, 
Schaffer & Hobbes 1989) (even though it is thankfully losing its priority from previous 
centuries), that place where knowledge occurs and where knowledge grows in many ways. 
Laboratories are an interesting case of a locality within a locality. The laboratory is somewhere 
that excludes society, culture, nature and natural phenomena. This is exemplified in the search 
for gravity waves as it is being conducted today. One can only properly detect gravity waves 
if there is nothing moving within about several hundred meters of the laboratory – a truck 
driving by will completely wreck the measurement – so the gravity scientists had to create a 
completely sacrosanct, non-sacred space from which knowledge can travel. And it is a very 
strange sort of knowledge that travels out from the laboratory: it can travel only along tight and 
formal networks like the Internet, it can only be reproduced in other laboratories (try verifying 
String Theory at home), other local localities that are equally cut off from nature and culture. So 
laboratories are a very special kind of place, created so that something can become universally 
true by following a pair of specific exclusions: the exclusion of nature, and of culture. Crucially, 
this is a sacred space of power: because it is so withdrawn from the world as locals know it and 
because what comes out of there is unimpeachable truth (pace Climategate) by true scientific 
authorities. However, there is friction in the world – trucks do drive by, things do go wrong. 
In many ways we should be studying more of the science of the real world: an extensive local 
rather than the tiny locals of universal knowledge. In many ways we don’t study the world, 
we try to create the universal precisely through the exclusion of everything possible from the 
laboratory.

So what kind of person moves and is created within that scientific world?  Warren McCulloch, a 
brilliant computer scientist who first envisioned (with Pitts) the first neural nets outside of ants 
and humans, relates this story of being questioned by a Quaker priest, ‘’Warren,’ said he, ‘what 
is thee going to be?’ And I said, ‘I don’t know.’ ‘And what is thee going to do?’ And again I said, 
‘I have no idea, but there is one question I would like to answer: What is a number, that a man 
may know it, and a man, that he may know a number?’ He smiled and said, ‘Friend, thee will 
be busy as long as thee lives.’5  This question led to one of the greatest papers of all time.6  The 

5 http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/perspectives_in_biology_and_medicine/v043/43.2arbib.html
6 http://www.vordenker.de/ggphilosophy/mcculloch_what-is-a-number.pdf
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question is not only what does it take for me to understand 
numbers, what is it about numbers that I can understand, 
and what kind of person do I have to be in order to 
understand them. The question goes both ways, it’s not 
just about understanding the world through numbers, 
it’s about changing my self understanding so that I can 
understand myself through�  

This is a question that has dominated and inflected 
a lot of my thinking for a long time. What I study is 
infrastructure, as seen in this cover from the New York 
Times several weeks ago7. A picture of an American 
city and a picture of the infrastructure that happens 
underneath it, with trains heading out here, water 
pipes there, internet cables everywhere. The city itself 
sits on the infrastructure and its through infrastructure 

that I can travel, that I am home and that I feel native. I have had to change myself and 
develop a new kind of culture in order to be the kind of person who can travel through that 
infrastructure and can feel native to that infrastructure. It’s really local, but strangely so. 
If you want a picture of it, take this image of Chicago: 

 It is just a rendition (in the pre-toxic definition of the word) of Michigan Street in 
Chicago with card catalogs underneath it all – card catalogs that are not necessarily 
easy to get information out of.  That is my native territory, I live through the electronic 
card catalogs and filing cabinets, I organize my life that way and I think that way.  Much 
like in a story told to me by my friend Mark, who, when he first put his computer 
together created two separate drives: one called the right brain and one called the left 
brain, and both associate with the function of that half of the brain.  It turns out that 
after a few years he had to do to away with the right brain (associated with creativity) 
because there was nothing in there.

Bruno Latour described how scientific information travels through the metaphor of the 
refrigerator truck.  In a refrigerator truck, the electricity must be continuous, if it turns off at any 
one stage the meat rots and the cargo is lost.  In the same way you need to maintain scientific 
information from its creation to the moment it gets to the next lab without transforming it and 
without changing it.  So scientific information operates in a very unusual kind of space where 
proper reproduction of that space requires that everything be taken from one end of the network 
to the other, keeping it exactly the same – without letting the electricity turn off, rotting the meat.

7 http://vector1media.com/spatialsustain/nyt-magazine-all-about%20infrastructure.html
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There are ways to try to do this, the Cyc ontology being a classic wrong-headed attempt (and very 
much the sort of program that Paul Dourish and the others have been part of a strong tradition 
of fighting) and one of today’s numerous attempts towards building what is called the semantic 
web, towards the goal of creating intelligent web systems that can index and manipulate the 
world’s data. This is been a chimera since the eighteenth century encyclopaedists: a chimera 
that can last over 200 years is indeed strong (but we have had longer…). The interesting 
question now, however, is not its possibility (multiply disproven) but its very persistence. The 
idea is that there can be a single ontology for the whole world. At the apex there is ‘thing’ and 
underneath it there are sets and preferences, spatial thinking, terminal thinking, further down is 
organization, business, professions, transportation, and at the very bottom Michael Christie and 
myself, existing in the world. This ontology is an attempt to put the whole world within a single 
structure in a simple way, which is a fundamentally flawed means of understanding the world 
and it is one of the areas where Yolŋu culture has a lot to teach.  It is flawed because ontology 
changes all the time – the fact of ontological change is what makes the world interesting. What 
should be created is a computing environment that is sensitive to change, to the way things 
change along with the seasons, the ways in which climate changes, and even the way rivers 
change their courses�

One of the things done right now is organizing the world in terms of bar codes, though RFID 
devices are more in focus now. Bar codes can be problematic, particularly when used on 
people.  There was an old folks home in the 1960s or 1980s in England, where the residents 
were bar-coded according to their behavior – it was easier than actually getting to know them as 
individuals.  A similar effort is the database of the animal kingdom, where the goal is to database 
plants and animals using barcodes8. Again, this is not an attempt to understand the animal itself, 
only an attempt to understand that littlest bit of the animal needed to be able to give it a name; 
so that we can produce ever longer lists, which we can file away, compare, and sort.  So just that 
little bit is bar-coded and we say that that is all we need to know about the animal.

A further example of this mindset is the World Seed Bank, where people are trying to freeze 
all the existing seeds so that if there is massive climate change and destruction/extinction 
on earth they will be able to re-grow the lost plants from the original seeds: this really is a 
stupid idea. Seeds exist in ecosystems, they exist in relationship to other plants, animals and 
micro-organisms, in specific places. The scientists are not trying to preserve places (since 
only uninflected co-ordinate space exists), they seek to preserve species, preserve numbers, 
because that is what they think they know how to do. The current form of local knowledge 
and transportable knowledge is precisely one that takes only a thin slice of reality, deals only 
with that reality and tries to exclude all the rest. We even attempt to classify people.  Famous 
experiments have been done, very successfully, where in a classroom a person runs in, steals 

8  See for example http://www.boldsystems.org/views/login.php
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someone’s purse, and runs out again. The students do not remember the person that actually 
did it, or what that individual is like. What they remember is the Hispanic, the black American 
or the white, and they remember certain kinds of dimensions. However, other incorrect 
dimensions of the person who came into the room or broke in the building and certain other 
descriptors, all of which are absolutely wrong will be added to the students descriptions based 
on the classification of the person the students assigned. We organize ourselves in terms of 
classification, which is an extremely bad idea. When Melbourne tram tickets first came out, in 
order to prevent them from being stolen, they would include the height, weight, eye color of 
the passenger. And that was attached to the ticket given to the conductor – it was organizing 
people in terms of a set of relatable categories. This method develops so-called universal 
empires, and one of the ways in which they become universal is in the ability to narrow people 
down into particular sets of structures, statistics and numbers that are easier to deal with. 

 

This disturbing map is from the Pentagon’s new war on terror; part of their new, more aggressive 
strategy under the Bush presidency.  I hope it has been done away by now, but what is interesting 
about it is that it contains these regions marked out with dotted lines, called the boundary of 
the non-integrated gap, which end up encompassing the center of the world. The heartland and 
origin of civilization is now defined as the non-integrated gap, that’s where we all came from.

The core of the world is the non-integrating gap and everything outside of it is the core. Makes 
you wonder what is local and what is not. So you’re dealing with some pretty weird language 
to start with. Future hotspots are marked out in little sploshes of red. The interesting thing about 
this map is that it’s an extremely good surrogate map of internet penetration and internet use.  
The integrated core assumes people who can arrange themselves, describe themselves, and 
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live on the internet. The non-integrating gap are those poor benighted folks who have not yet 
framed themselves to become people who are defined by numbers, or to become people who see 
themselves in terms of classification, organizing their lives in such a way that science seems so 
natural and universal that their way of knowing seems the only way of knowing rather than one 
among many local ways of knowing.

Leigh Star and I are both related to the Wiccan tradition in America which is out of an odd 
mixture of places.  Our form was ‘discovered’ in the 1950s, but claimed naturally to descend 
directly from the Druids, all the way back in prehistoric England. They claim to have knowledge 
that was passed on from generation to generation through the killing of witches in the 1600-
1700s in the various scourges through various countries. So it is either very old or very new – it 
certainly feels like both. They have a wonderful phrase in Wicca which to me recapitulates my 
argument today: it is that we must learn to walk the twisted path. And a twisted path is not the 
one right true and only way, because there is no highway through life. We all travel twisted 
paths, and we travel differently along different paths. One of the things I have learned from 
the Yolŋu from other friends wherever I go is that the twisted path, and the awareness of your 
surroundings, of your environment is vital to living a rich phenomenology, and to attempting 
to save our planet.
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WHEN SHADOWS BECOME 
COMPLEX: WEAVING THE 

ŊANMARRA

Susan Leigh Star

 
Every girl growing up in North America faces her relationship with quilts. A quilt is a bed 
covering composed of a colorful top, a filling for warmth, and a plain bottom, sewn together 
to create a blanket. Quilts are home art, a way of remembering, art in use, part of culture and 
family and for friends. There are stages in the making of a quilt – first a vision of what you 
want to say or achieve, perhaps a sketch. Then, you collect fabric, usually from places where 
that fabric has been worn or saved, sometimes pieces of clothing, or many other eclectic forms. 
The pieces can be put together as a simple checkerboard or grid of squares; or matched up in no 
particular pre-made form (a ‘crazy quilt’); or they can be pieced together in the most elaborate 
of forms and patterns, either those invented by others or by oneself. The final stage of making 
a quilt is considered the most important, technically, by many quilters. This is the almost-
invisible stitching that will run across the fabric, making little distinct areas, and forming its 
own pattern on top of the big pattern. It might take the form of a spiral, or branches, trails, 
stripes, according to what the quilter envisions. In old times, and often even today, many of 
these steps, especially the last, were collective. Women would gather around a big frame that 
held the pieces, and together do the last, nearly invisible stitches (called a ‘quilting bee’), as 
well as, sometimes, the larger pattern. 

Quilts are important for North Americans, although no one region can be said to ‘own’ the 
form. They reach complex, collective art forms that only recently (1970s) became public ‘high’ 
art. The best ones are astonishing blends of color, form, quilting stitches, imaginations, or 
stories. African-American and Appalachian women in particular are known for their quilting 
art, from slavery days until now, both embedding stories and history, lovely in their variety and 
artistic sophistication (see, for example, hartcottagequilts.com, and the essay by Fellner, 2009). 
I myself have my great-grandmother’s quilt, made in the 1930s, of creamy squares bordered 
with lavender, and each square containing a different color and shape of butterfly, with little 
black embroidered antennae coming out of each cotton body. I slept under it as a child at my 
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grandmother’s, as did my father as a boy, and now it lives in my adult bedroom. When I sleep 
under it, I am reminded of the goat-hair mattress at my grandmother’s house on the bed, how 
squeaky it was, and of the plain pine wood boards of the floor, smells of wax, and her old 
fashioned bathtub, with its animal form feet and prodigious depth. 

I have coordinated quilt making two times, for what are called ‘memory quilts,’ one for my 
mother, and another for my dear friend Alison Harlow, both for their fiftieth birthdays. I asked 
each family member or close friend to create a square that remembered a happy day, or that 
somehow captured the essence of the person being honored. People varied so much in how 
they responded to this call: some took photographs and made digital representations of a good 
time, and then transferred the image to the fabric. Others, skilled in embroidery, made pieces 
of complex needlepoint that took months to complete. Others made collages and sewed on 
trinkets, souvenirs, or symbols of their times with Mom or Alison. 

So many times I have meditated before those quilts, seeking to understand the wide web of 
relationships, skill and care involved. I knew I was not in control of the process, but simply 
myself a kind of frame. Yet, somehow, those quilts evolved into a whole in both cases, with 
conversations whispering across the fabric squares, bringing layers of memory and life together. 

When I first came to Yolŋu land last summer, and listened to the delicate and strong philosophies 
of how differences come to be honored and negotiated, I realized that I had stepped into a living 
quilt. Everywhere pieces talked to each other, made wholes and then separated; the stitches 
were songs and dreams like the last, nearly-invisible quilting step. A group of us travelled into 
East Arnhem Land before the conference. Dhäŋgal very kindly took us to places near her home, 
sacred song places and also to the tree honoring her grandmother, encased in a tiny plot of 
land, surrounded by an iron fence. At the beach near her house, I found myself enchanted by a 
channel full of sparkling light where turtles swam and fed, and also by her tales of the small islet 
across the channel that she knew every inch of. She said there was a spring there that Balanda 
could never find, laughing to herself. She made the landscape come alive to me, and I will never 
forget it. Perhaps I will never leave it – because I am a nomad, I don’t have a sense of one land 
that is my core, that holds all my stories. Perhaps quilts – and those quilts I carry in my body 
of images, stories, and friends from all over the world – are my land. Perhaps my writing and 
keeping in touch are my invisible stitches. 

So this piece of writing is a way of talking about what I learned and shared during that visit. 
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Simplicity and Creating the Shadowy Other

The modern industrial world is saturated with categories and systems of classification (Bowker 
& Star 2000). Bureaucracies that deal with human beings use classifications such as race, 
income, and geographical location to identify what bureaucrats see as essential to the person. 
Often, such categories are used to simplify a complex human into a single thing. When you are 
reduced to one of ‘them,’ say, a ‘mere’ girl, or ‘just’ an Aborigine, it feels as if a piece of your 
soul gets stolen from you. When you are simplified by the powers that be, you are severed from 
history and from your own body. I believe that everyone has some experience of this, whether 
from childhood or from being an adult outcast of some sort, somewhere. At the same time, it is 
clear, too, that some forms of simplification are more life-threatening or pervasive than others. 
If the simplification includes hatred, war, genocide or slavery, those who are simplified are in 
extreme danger. 

At times it feels to me that complexity and the respect that seeing people as complex means, 
are vulnerable to simplicity. The slogan beats out the essay. The name calling beats out the 
teachings of tolerance. War against ‘them’ (whoever they are) beats out peace. When I feel this 
sadness, I fear for our world. Over the last several years, however, I have also found hope in 
looking more deeply into how the discarded complex is formed, lives, and carries the shadows 
as a living entity. 

Most classification systems have spaces in them designated as ‘not elsewhere classified.’ These 
residuals have other names, such as ‘none of the above’ or ‘not otherwise specified.’ There is 
an important connection between simplifying other people, and the use of residual categories. 
This is that simplifications reduce people to one thing, and residual categories are often a way 
of forming the discarded complex. So I envision this as a stream where some sort of screen 
takes things out, filters us and our multiple selves. This is the exact opposite of the Yolŋu 
system of thinking, where the flow is from apparently simple into more heterogeneous, more 
complex forms of living together. I feel that I am accepted into the Yolŋu as an entity filled with 
differences. This is a rare enough experience in my country of origin, the USA. So I learn here 
of a space where so many kinds of people have a chance to be central, not residual. 

The reasons for why people become not elsewhere classified, none of the above, may be for 
reasons of keeping secrets, of silence, or perhaps of trying to pass as one kind of person while 
feeling like another. Sometimes one’s own experience is unspeakable where there are no words 
for it. At the Teaching from Country International Seminar I told the story of discovering in my 
teens that my mother was Jewish. Now, I grew up in a rural place that seemed to have almost 
no Jews, African-Americans, Hispanics or Native Americans (I now know better than to take 
that for granted). So when I first found out this secret Jewishness, I didn’t even know what it 
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meant. I had no cultural context as I had been raised Christian in a rural place – I may as well 
have been told that I was part Venusian. So in a visceral way, sometimes experiences are much 
more simple and complex than current knowledge can maintain. Perhaps this is always true. 

In school, or when applying for a job, people are often subjected to standardized tests. This is 
a stressful moment, one that severely tests the relationship of the simplifying imposed by the 
test, and the experience of being somehow residual. Sometimes, if you are taking standardised 
tests, it can become almost like a game. That is, it is not whether you know the ‘right’ answer, it 
is whether you know why the designer put the question that way in the first place. So you have 
to double guess not just the answer but the motivations of the test-setters. And in this process, 
our knowledge becomes twisted. We become objects instead of our own subjects – and in the 
process, create a whole class of shadowy strategies that will not appear on the test or in any 
statistics concerning us as a group. Let me give an example from the research of Rogers Hall 
et al. (1989) on how children solve algebra problems. These math problems take the form of 
something like: ‘If a train leaving Darwin travels at 200km per hour and carries 50 passengers, 
and passes another train leaving from Sydney for Darwin travelling at 125km/hour, carrying 
200 passengers, but 40 of the Sydney passengers get off at Katoomba and take the bus to Darwin 
instead, and the bus is travelling at 70km/hour, then how many passengers will arrive in Darwin 
and Sydney and at what times.’ (I’m making this up, these problems always drive me crazy.) 

Hall found that students devised ingenious ways of solving such problems, using metaphors for 
speed and number of passengers. One student substituted the rate at which a swimming pool 
would fill with water and the size of the hoses instead of the speed of trains and buses. She 
came up with the right answer. But when Hall, as a teacher, went to check on her work, she put 
her arm over the metaphor she had devised, and then attempted to erase it. When he questioned 
her about it, she said, deeply ashamed, that she had done it the ‘dirt way,’ not the right way. He 
reassured her that all ways are fine, and that she in fact had done something creative. 

I think that the dirt way, the discarded complex, is full of promise and aesthetic surprises. 
Over time, the discarded knowing comes to comprise our shadow selves (both individual and 
collective). And the nature of that shadow knowledge is layered, complex, and interactional. 
We go on living with that which escapes standardized testing, quantification of our behaviour. 

In this world, where we are always being measured by standards, our shadow lives and shadow 
selves and shadow communities keep on living and keep on, you know, in spite of this kind of 
vigilance and surveillance from officialdom on every part of our behaviour. We are inhabiting 
untold numbers of these residual categories. I see this as a kind of cloud of indicators: standards, 
measurements, simple categories. These indicators swarm around us, never being able to tell 
the simplest truth about us directly. At the same moment, in between these frozen indicators, 
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we have our own experience that is unspeakable except to others who speak from that truth. We 
form the relationship, we have each other and we are able to keep moving with that, just a bit 
ahead, hopefully, of all these ways that are trying to freeze us and make us into a nothing or a 
thing that can be mowed down. 

I am trying to figure out, first of all, what happens when we lose out on that, the simplicity wins 
and the standard, frozen standard way of viewing human beings wins. How does that work out? 
So, a thought is that it begins with these indicators, patterns, things you buy, things you do, 
grades you have in school, all that kind of stuff, and there are always different problems and 
phenomena and speculations on the part of those who would be governing us or claim to. How 
do we fight such deep bureaucracy and seeming craving to simplify us? In my brief time in 
Australia, I learned something about this. I felt that we started with respectful differences, with 
respect for each other›s pasts. I was especially aware of how deep the currents ran for respect of 
each other›s multiplicity. I am always forgetting and learning again how it is never just one past 
either, it is multiple futures, multiple pasts, multiple selves (Bowker 2006). There are always 
new combinations, new kinds of possibility within these differences that we bring to each other. 

So in the time of questions during the seminar, Yiŋiya noted:

I actually wanted to make a comment and I think it is to, I think it attends to a long 
silence or a long secret…Leigh has mentioned her teacher Howie Becker several times. 
Howie Becker is a sociologist. The person who taught Howie Becker who taught 
Leigh was William Lloyd Warner…who was taught by Gupupunyu in the 1930s by 
Makarrwala. So I think it is no accident that Leigh is coming back here at this point.

I didn’t know this, and later Yiŋiya came to me and said, ‘Well, then, you are my grandmother!’ 
I have thought much about that since then, because to my slow ears I couldn’t exactly take 
that on myself at that time. But now, I have talked with Howie about this, and I have thought 
about the complex workings of knowledge and kinship. It is certainly true that for many of us 
scholars, the genealogy that matters most as kinship is that of teacher to student, student to her 
students, and so on. This is a very complex genealogy, too, one that criss-crosses time and many 
other sorts of kinship. So I am now understanding that a little better, and will honour it.

Another person asked me:

…to see at least how working with, going backwards and forwards between Yolŋu 
knowledge authorities and the governments that are giving this money for consultancies 
or for programs, it is part of that ongoing process where maybe we’re never gong to 
come up with the answer but we might come up with some good ways of remembering 
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how to do it next time. So, I think that is one of the things that we can keep thinking 
about and we’ll hear more...

Like how we’re making a big ŋanmarra, or mat. It starts from the centre, and it starts 
to, like Yolŋu and Balanda weaving together. The fibres are thin, thin and bright so 
it’s going to happen like a big ŋanmarra so as to accommodate everbody to make 
that forum of the mat, the ŋanmarra. These two sisters, Djaŋ’kawu sisters, with their 
coming from the east to west, they brought the law and gave the riŋgitj names and the 
likan names, power names, they gave water, they gave the law, and the Wagilak sisters 
from central Arnhem way walking across the land, Yolŋu lands, giving the Yolŋu 
people their skin names, the subsections that come from the Wagilak, so there was like 
two sisters bringing water, and bringing the law.

Yes, this to me is very much what I mean by making quilts and especially the stitches. The 
stitches are the thin, bright fibres of our weaving together. 

Governments, organizational structures and people who use them, use this testing and experience 
when they try to suppress the memory of multiple selves and multiple beings. They isolate and 
they capture one indicator, I think that is the thing that they would love to have, just one little 
indicator that could pin you down, that would be it and it would be wonderful (or so they say!). 

We have also to respect multiple futures with multiple pasts. When I was a child, my great-
uncle had an ulcer. At this time, the standard treatment was to drink a lot of milk, take nothing 
spicy and try to be calm. I did not keep track of this knowledge. But then, a few years ago, 
my teacher Howie Becker had an ulcer. He went to the hospital and expected to hear a similar 
prescription. But the doctors said, that was then, we thought we knew everything about ulcers. 
But now, no, that it is actually not the case. Ulcers are because of an infection and they can be 
cured by antibiotics. Then we thought, now we know. Howie found this to be hilarious and so 
did I. I went to my doctor after that and told her the story. She began to laugh, too, and said, no, 
then we thought, and now we think. 

Then we thought, now we know. Then we thought, now we think. 

I do prefer the second way of being. It is more modest. Geof Bowker and I worked for a long 
time to understand and compare how different classifications emerge all the time, and a lot of 
times for many many reasons. I remember finding an old manual that classified the causes of 
death deemed ‘acceptable’ by the World Health Organisation, one that changed every decade. 
There is a page in there from the 1930s, where the World Health Organisation was collecting 
causes of death and old age. It was possible then to die of old age – this is no longer permitted 
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formally in filling out certificates of death. Also, then, one could die of being worn out – too bad 
you can no longer officially die of that!

There are many other interesting ways to die here but unfortunately, they have gone, replaced 
by other, more biomedical ways of thinking about it. So in this process, in this battle of sorts, 
there is always this tendency to simplify something as complex as death. 

Whose Authority?

It is often profitable to simplify human experience. Tests that simplify are popular, easily processed, 
and the profits from their manufacture and use are often gained by those who develop them. 

But I think that actually in the ‘not elsewhere classified world’ there is this kind of hope. Donna 
Hardaway, a theorist that has been important to me, used to speak of hopeful monsters. She 
spoke exactly of ourselves that are outside of formal categories. They are classified as monsters 
or weird or Other. But there are helpful residuals, too. If you are not elsewhere classified, you 
can also move around a bit, it might even be for just a second, in which you can revert out there, 
you can resist with your bodies and we can share some hope. We’re sharing our own stories 
and our own knowledge so that we remain more complex. We refuse to be universal singleton 
indicators. Where we have time and space and relationship and multiplicity moving, like we 
used the metaphors quilting and weaving above – dancing together in kind of a fullness that is 
not comprehensible, it is a way of escaping from these traps for a time. 

I’m not naive about the risks for those who have been especially simplified and been at the end of 
receiving horrible violence. There are risks too in being blended together in some sort of phony 
‘family of man’ sort of talk. How can we resist, especially groups that are the targets of violence 
and prejudice, just becoming a bland mixture? How to keep our identities and not run the risk of 
being a default (and all too often, North and White default)? I’m not thinking that we are going to 
change the world overnight, but when we do speak out, and join together, it becomes an available 
way of thinking, and an available resource. The Other, the complex ‘not otherwise classified’ is a 
resource. It can offer ways to creatively make tensions that begin the complexity (again).

Teaching from Country is making wonderful and important steps in keeping the heterogeneity 
as well as the commonality between people going on. I am honoured to pay respect to the Yolŋu 
of Arnhem Land, and to take the lessons I have learned and try to make them more accessible to 
many others� 

It is perhaps ‘Seeing like a city’ as Canadian legal scholar, Mariana Valverde, puts it, rather than 
‘Seeing like a State’ as James Scott has it. One of the things that she points out is that the city is 
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not decomposed into this sort of hierarchical standard process. It is instead a patchwork of many 
different kinds of simplifications – police precincts, school catchment areas, tax assessment zones, 
all these sorts of things, none of which line up with each other. There is this horrible, fascinating 
wonderful mess. And there is maybe, partially, an organism there. Actually that classificatory gaze 
can be your friend when it is brought in alongside your ‘creating the cacophony’ that allows for 
multiplicity and the kinds of ways you are arguing. So, all these many singular gazes, there are 
opportunities in that.

It is almost a trickster element – when we gather in the shadows, we sort of learn to make a 
different niche out of place. We resist and examine these simplifications, both. We even use them 
ourselves sometimes, but perhaps a bit more carefully. We can work with a kaleidoscope, but 
carefully, noting limits�

Shadows and Lights

I was wondering about this. If there are shadow spaces where there are many possibilities, including 
possibilities to think of those light spaces of the orderly? There, in those light spaces maybe we have 
conventions and it is considered to be the sort of mainstream, or the dominant paradigm and so on. 
Often we recognise that they don’t really exist as such but there is actually a multiplicity there.

Still the shadows must be quite a precarious spot from which to actually try to defend and protect 
those kinds of other categorisations. And so I don’t know, I am just wondering about your thoughts 
on that, because we are talking about the academy as a unit or the university as a unit, and how 
that exchange between shadows and light is happening. What does it mean for those places that 
are in the light? 

We are always working back and forth. We struggle to keep the tension going, and can kind of stay 
‘on guard’, and use what power we have to protect complexity. This is no easier in the academy 
than in any other institution. However, it is when the simplifiers get power and are imperialist 
about it and want to make everything the same essential thing, then those are the times when the 
power to be other that we still have in the academy, can be helpful, for example, as in this program 
at Charles Darwin University. Again to quote Yiŋiya: 

We just worked this kinship of the academy, and that is the kinship of the academy 
making its presence felt, it is no accident that she comes here.

I agree! As Native Americans in the Southwest of the US say, when we respect this time-weaving, 
we respect Spider Grandmother, who spins fate. She weaves the creation again and again through 
Her body, and keeps us all complex.
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